
Junior Division Animal Sciences 
 
Kaylee Anderson 1-01-001 

Color Me Hungry 
I tested if minnows have a color preference for their food out of red, yellow, orange, and green. I 
predicted that minnows do have a color preference for their food and that they like brighter 
colors more than darker colors, because it would get their attention more. I also thought they 
would go to red the most, because it’s good for them to be with familiar colors but at the same 
time would still get their attention. The sun is what gives wavelengths and higher wavelengths 
gives brighter colors. When it’s colder outside that means the sun is covered, and when the sun is 
covered there will be less wavelengths which means that the colors will be darker, and fish won’t 
be as engaged to it. I kept three different minnows in their own bowls, and fed them two times a 
day for a period of eight days. I had a flake of each color in my hand and dropped them in the 
bowl, and collected which color each one they went to first. I found out that overall, red was 
picked zero times, green picked four times, yellow picked eight times, and orange picked twelve 
times. Therefore, orange was picked the most. What surprised me, was that red was never 
picked, and green was picked more than I expected. Which means my hypothesis was incorrect. 
Overall, this experiment can help fishermen with what color of bait to use and a few fishing tips. 

Trisha Balani 1-01-002 
Hotter, Hungrier . . . Hornworms?! 

The question investigated in this experiment was that of insects’ metabolic rates increasing with 
temperature. This trait is tied to climate change, as insects’ metabolic rates are increasing as 
global mean surface temperatures rise, causing them to consume greater amounts of the world’s 
three essential crops; rice, corn, and wheat. Based off of this previous research, it was 
hypothesized that the hornworms’ metabolic rate would rise with temperature, therefore, they 
would have a higher CO2 output, consume more food, and gain more weight when the 
temperature was increased. This experiment was based off of similar studies, except using 
hornworms (Manduca sexta) and tomato leaves. To approximate the Standard Metabolic Rate of 
a hornworm, a worm was placed in an empty plastic container at room temperature. There was a 
CO2 Gas Sensor and digital thermometer connected to the container and a LabQuest to measure 
the two factors. The experimental groups were set up similarly, but there were tomato leaves in 
the container with the worm. There was also an Under Tank Heater that was used to gradually 
increase the temperature. Finally, the worms and leaves were weighed before and after each 
experimental trial to find differences in the worm’s mass in relation to temperature, as well as the 
amount of leaves consumed by the worm each time. In general, the results were inconclusive; 
while most of it showed the expected upward trends, there were various outliers that affected the 
trends in the data, which made the final verdict indeterminable. 

  



Logan Breyer 1-01-003 
The Pressure's On:  Does Barometric Pressure Influence Calving? 

The major concern for all cattleman is the protection of their calf crop. They cannot afford to 
lose new born calves during a storm. Exploring weather patterns which could affect when a cow 
calves would be important to cattleman. Barometric pressure indicates when a storm is coming 
in. If barometric pressure also influences when a cow calves, cattleman can use this information 
to better protect their herds. The purpose of this project was to determine if there is a relationship 
between barometric pressure and the number of calves born. Research done in South Dakota 
suggested that more calves are born during times of high pressure. To test to see if this is true, 
several years of calving data were obtained from a local rancher. Additionally, historical data on 
barometric pressure was accessed from a website for the specific dates and location of the 
calving season. These two data sets were analyzed and graphed to determine if there was a 
relationship. The data collected did not support the initial hypothesis. Instead the data indicates 
that more calves were born, for all three years, following a decline in barometric pressure. This 
information is very valuable for cattlemen as newborn calves are vulnerable to storms. An 
understanding that more calves may be born following a dip in barometric pressure would help 
ranchers better prepare for, and potentially same new calves from weather-related illness or 
death. 

Jaycee DeLaRosa 1-01-004 
Old vs. Young: Who Is Faster 

The purpose of this project was to test horses of various ages to find which need an extended 
warm-up prior to heavy exercise. The experiment involved taking the heart and respiration rates 
of three groups of horses at rest, after walking for three minutes, and after trotting for two 
minutes. Group 1 had an average heart rate overall of about 41 beats per minute, followed by a 
respiration rate of about 26 breaths per minute. Group 2 had an average heart rate overall of 
about 42 beats per minute and a respiration rate of about 24 breaths per minute. Group 3 had an 
average overall heart rate of about 37 beats per minute and a respiration rate of about 20 beats 
per minute. The results partially supported the hypothesis, which stated that ages 2-9 years, 
would have the fastest heart and respiration rates. The fact that the youngest aged horses have 
higher heart and respiration rates indicates that younger horses have a tendency to have heart and 
respiration rates that increase rapidly, which can cause excess stress on the horse. Therefore, the 
researcher has concluded that all horses under the age of 17 years should have an extended 
gradual warm-up prior to heavy exercise. 

Sophia Dickey 1-01-005 
The Amazing Mouse Maze: A Test of Memory 

When scientists are doing tests with mice it would be important to know which ones have the 
better memory, babies or adults, so when they do a test they would know that it would be better 
to use the older one or the younger one. I think it will be the adult mice who have the better 
memory because the adult mice’s brains are fully developed compared to the younger mice’s 
brains. This experiment tested that theory by putting 5 adult (3+ years old) and 5 baby (2-3 
weeks old) mice through a maze. The mice ran through the maze once, every day for 7 days. A 
faster time would mean they had learned the maze and remembered how to get to the reward. I 
used peanut butter, mouse kibble, French fries, corn chips, and snuggle time as rewards. I found 
that the younger mice might have had less of a strategy because their times were all over the 
place. Sometimes they would take 15 minutes to complete the maze on one day and on the next 
day they would take 2 minutes. Then the next day they would take 20 minutes. While the 
grownup mice's time would go consistently down and their run times would be faster. In 
conclusion, the adult mice learned the maze faster and had more consistent completion times 
than the young mice. 

  



Alyssa Durning 1-01-006 
A Mosquito's Dinner Bell 

The purpose of this project was to discover which bodily substance mosquitoes are most 
attracted to. I hypothesized that if mosquitoes are exposed to both blood and carbon dioxide in a 
controlled environment, then more will approach the carbon dioxide, because this gas represents 
a living, breathing organism. The experiment involved compartmentalizing a ventilated tank in 
order to control where the mosquitoes can go. Then, ten milliliters of human blood were placed 
into the tank. Once the mosquitoes were released into the tank, I began breathing through a tube 
into the tank to introduce carbon dioxide into the environment. Over a period of an hour (60 
minutes), I recorded the behaviors of the mosquitoes and determined the results of the 
investigation. The data did not support my original hypothesis. I predicted that most of the 
mosquitoes would be attracted to the carbon dioxide. However, out of ten of the mosquitoes 
tested, only 10% approached he carbon dioxide while 20% reacted to the blood. 70% did not 
respond to the testing at all. Therefore, since more mosquitoes were attracted to the blood, my 
hypothesis was contradicted. These findings led me to believe that, since mosquitoes have scent 
receptors that can detect carbon dioxide, the insects may be attracted to the CO2 off-gassed by 
blood. 

Deeksha Elango 1-01-007 
Effects of Surface Geometry on L. vannamei Habitat and Substrate Preference 

Molting makes young shrimp vulnerable to predators. When the shrimp molt, their bodies 
become soft and they swim less effectively. In aquaculture systems, mortality rates increase 
because the larger shrimp tend to eat them. Round and square 3D habitats were tested for 
shrimp’s use of refuge and their habitat preference using Mann’s Alpha and t-tests. Use of refuge 
with and without larger shrimp predators was also compared. The results will show the habitat 
preference and effects of habitat on shrimp cannibalism. Results will contribute to the 
development of aquaculture systems that can use the 3D habitats in shrimp farms to decrease 
mortality rates. 

Meghan Enright 1-01-008 
Stay Away or Get Sprayed Away! 

The purpose of this project was to test if the type of bug spray (chemical 1&2, natural 1&2) 
caused a change in the number of mosquitoes attracted to a sugar solution. I hypothesized that 
the essential oils in the natural bug sprays would repel the greatest number of mosquitoes. This 
experiment involved testing four kinds of bug sprays and measuring how many mosquitoes were 
attracted to a sugar solution. When the timer was started, the number of mosquitoes attracted to 
the sugar solution over a twenty-minute period was recorded. Water was used as a control. The 
data collected did support the original hypotheses. These findings led to the conclusion that the 
type of bug spray (chemical 1/2, natural 1/2) did cause a change in the number of mosquitoes 
attracted to the sugar solution. Natural 1 caused the greatest number of mosquitoes to be 
repelled. Based on the evidence, it is reasonable to conclude that natural bug sprays kept the 
greatest number of mosquitoes away because natural bug sprays, on average, had a higher 
efficiency of keeping mosquitoes away: 1.3 mosquitoes were repelled (33.4% increase) when 
compared to the average of the chemical bug sprays, and 7.1 mosquitoes were repelled (73.2% 
increase) when compared to the control. 

  



Maddison Hefley 1-01-009 
Equine Minds 

Did you know that recent studies have shown that horses can read your body language? They can 
tell the difference between a mad or happy facial expression. This project is testing to see if body 
language shown by a human will affect the heart rate of a horse. In this project I tested to see 
how different signs of body language from the horse's rider or handler will affect the heart rate of 
a horse. I used 4 signs that were expected to calm them and 6 signs that were expected to alarm 
them. Before each test I took the horse's heart rate, used one of the signs of body language 
towards them, then took the horse's heart rate again. I waited until the horse's heart rate returned 
back to normal in between each test. My hypothesis was that the horses’ heart will go up when it 
feels or sees signs that usually alarm them. My hypothesis was correct. The signs that were 
expected to alarm the horse brought the horse's heart rate up. Also, the signs expected to calm the 
horse caused it to remain the same or lower the heart rate. This hypothesis might have been 
correct because when you are alarmed, or nervous that causes your heart rate to go up. 

Aubrey McKellips 1-01-010 
Goat Tones 

For this year’s science fair, my project was Goat Tones. If whole tone music can help relax or 
increase the focus for dogs and humans, then could it help dairy animals produce more milk 
while listening to it during milking? My hypothesis was if playing whole tone music while 
milking goats than, it will increase their overall milk production because listening to the music 
will relax them making them have a better overall milk production. I was predicting that the 
music would help put them more at ease so that the process of getting milked wouldn’t be so 
stressful. Before I started the process of with and without music I milked the goats to get an 
average production amount, or control. Then I ran trails of milking while playing music and then 
not playing the music the next day. I played the music at different volumes but always the same 
whole tone frequency. I did this project because a lot of dairy farmers have a hard time getting 
their animals to produce at a consistently high volume because the animals are stressed or 
uncomfortable. Not having the maximum milk output from the animal results in higher costs for 
keep and decreased profits. If there could be a solution as simple as playing music during the 
milking process to increase the production of milk, then it could have a large impact on the dairy 
business which would increase profits for the farmer and potentially lower costs for the 
consumer. 

  



Madison Miller 1-01-011 
Fowl Play: How Different Types of Recreational "Play" Affects Flush Response of Waterfowl 

Millions of visitors participate in outdoor recreational activities annually, and that number 
continues to increase. What many recreationists may not know, is that their activities may have a 
negative effect on wildlife. Studies show that disturbance caused by recreational activities can 
result in immediate and long-term effects. The energetic cost of fleeing, coupled with increased 
stress levels can reduce an individuals’ survival, growth, and reproductive success. Research 
suggests that effects may vary by type of recreational activity. I wanted to determine whether 
there was a difference in waterfowl flush response when exposed to three common activities: 
hiking, biking, and driving. I also wanted to determine if flush response was influenced by the 
distance between the activity and the waterfowl. I studied this by exposing waterfowl at three 
ponds on the Monte Vista National Wildlife Refuge to the activities and recorded number of 
birds flushed versus did not flush, in three distance categories. I hypothesized that a higher flush 
response would result from hiking than biking or driving, and when the activity was closest to 
the waterfowl. My results show that for hiking and biking, flushing rates decrease significantly 
as distance increases, dropping from 80% flushing rate in the closest distance to 30% at the 
farthest distance. For driving, distance did not influence flushing rates, which varied from 30%-
55%. These results may be important considerations for resource managers as they manage for 
the coexistence of recreationists and wildlife on their site. 

Will Noble 1-01-012 
How Accurate Is DNA Testing in Cattle? 

GeneMax® testing is a DNA test that will tell which genetic traits a commercial Angus 
replacement female is going to have. Economic value, mothering, growth, and meat quality 
including marbling, ribeye, and carcass weight are all predicted by genetic testing. The 
researcher wanted to learn if genetic testing is reliable, accurate, and worth the money, as the 
researcher's family runs a ranch and uses genetic testing to find out which heifers will have good 
carcass traits. It was hypothesized, if cows are tested for ribeye, carcass weight, and marbling, 
then GeneMax® tests will be accurate 98% of the time. A test group of every other heifer's data 
was formed. To determine how accurate DNA testing was, the DNA testing's predictions for 
ribeye, carcass weight, and marbling were studied and compared with the actual carcass data 
score and then averaged. This was done with the DNA data and the actual carcass data. After 
averaging, ratios of the actual carcass data and DNA testing were found. It was observed how 
many points difference there were between the two. The hypothesis was rejected because the 
genetic testing was only accurate 85% of the time. It was found that GeneMax® should be used 
for finding the animals that score below 50 and cutting them out of the herd rather than finding 
the best. DNA testing is profitable if a low scoring breeding heifer needs culled because 
producers don't want the heifer to pass a deficient trait to her offspring. 

Raeya Schrock 1-01-013 
Cow Sense: Does Water Quality Affect Intake? 

The purpose of this research is to measure water chemistry of stock tanks in a small feedlot then 
determine if there is a correlation between water quality and daily water intake by the feedlot 
cattle. pH, conductivity(hardness), temperature and absorbance (as a measure of turbidity) will 
be compared before and after the tanks are cleaned out. A LabQuest and pH probe, conductivity 
probe, temperature probe and spectrophotometer were used to measure water chemistry. Daily 
intake was determined with a flow meter in the well house supplying the stock tanks. It was 
found that the tanks with more algae and residue proved to have lower or more acidic pH, higher 
conductivity and higher turbidity as determined by percent transmittance. The researcher also 
found that over a period of approximately 2 weeks, water intake by the feedlot cattle was not 
significantly affected by water chemistry, but more so by weather temperatures. Very low 
temperatures cause low water intake.  



Edie Simecek 1-01-014 
Buzz Pollination: The Relationship Between Frequency and Pollen 

To understand how bumble bees pollinate by buzz pollination, also known as sonication, and 
how to pollinate plants with poricidal anthers more efficiently, the relationship between the 
frequency of a bumble bee's buzz and the pollen dispersal it generates from a tomato anther was 
investigated to see if the higher a bumble bee buzzes, the more pollen would come out of a 
tomato flower’s anthers. The bumble bee’s buzz was replicated by using tuning forks of multiple 
frequencies and touching the tuning forks to the anthers of 25 different tomato flowers. The 
pollen dispersal generated was caught on a petri dish lined with black construction paper and the 
amount of grains were digitally counted with ImageJ software. After the data was put into graphs 
and t-tests, it was found that there was a positive, linear relationship between the amount of 
pollen dispersal and frequency of the buzz, despite very high t-test values and large error bars. 
This showed that the higher frequency a bumble bee buzzes at, the more pollen will fall out. 
Since bumble bee populations are declining, knowing that the higher the frequency of a bumble 
bee’s buzz generates more pollen is useful to implementing more efficient pollinating techniques 
in the future. 

Ava Warner 1-01-015 
Animal, Vegetable, Mineral 

The problem my project tries to address is the mineral intake of the cattle based on the plant life 
in their environment, and provide solutions for deficiencies. Ranchers around the country can 
experience sick and under developed cattle due to mineral deficiencies. Mineral deficiencies can 
cause a lack of appetite, poor growth rate, infertility, slower milk production, and bone fractures. 
This means that ranching families around the country are experiencing herd loss, or decreased 
production each year. My project compares nutrient tests conducted on common grasses in a 
pasture, and tests of hair samples from the cattle in that pasture. By analyzing and comparing the 
nutrient data from the plants and hair samples, I hope to find a correlation between the animals’ 
mineral intake and their health. My experiment shows that multiple plants in a pasture are 
deficient in several essential nutrients and minerals. Since the cattle are receiving no extra feed 
those grasses are their main mineral and nutrient source. My project seeks to expand this 
experiment for other pastures and cattle on the ranch. I will then make recommendations for 
mineral supplements. With my project, I hope to optimize cattle health by using the data from the 
plant and hair samples to provide recommendations for the correct mineral supplements and 
amounts. 

Preston Weichel 1-01-016 
Teddy Wraps 

I made the Teddy Wraps to help my horse who injured her back leg, which resulted in severe 
swelling and inflammation. I was astonished when I discovered the amount of different materials 
I had to use and throw away every time I wrapped her leg. So, I invented a product that I call 
Teddy Wraps. The Teddy Wraps were invented to be a multipurpose tool to help a horse’s leg 
heal faster, apply constant but balanced pressure, all while utilizing less disposable materials and 
is more eco-friendly overall. It can be used with a cotton wrap, quilt batting, or an ice pack for 
the material options on the inside between the Teddy Wraps and the horse’s leg. This material is 
then secured to the horse's leg using the Teddy Wraps. My dad helped guide me as I safely built 
this product, because he has been working with the necessary tools for building the Teddy Wraps 
for years. My mom, along with my large animal veterinarian, Dr. Josh Zacharias, helped me 
make sure the horse was comfortable and the product was safe and effective during the testing. 
Overall, the Teddy Wraps are designed to help speed up the healing process, while decreasing 
cost for the horse owner, and creating less waste for the environment. 

  



Maxx Wright 1-01-017 
Canine Color Blindness Study 

I wanted to understand my dog’s color vision. I wanted to find out how dogs perceive color 
compared to humans. First I trained Moki, my dog, to choose a specific color, pink. I chose pink 
because I notice my dog would always find his pink flamingo toy even when we hid it. Moki is a 
really smart dog and can figure things out. I trained him by giving him treats whenever he picked 
pink over the other color. I had two colors of paper in hand, pink and another color. If Moki 
pawed pink over the other color he got a treat. I heard about color correction glasses that help 
colorblind people discern green and pink. I wondered if the glasses would work for dogs. Moki 
could usually tell pink from blue and yellow but often not tell green from pink. In my tests I 
found out that he got really low scores (45% and 40%) between pink and green until we put the 
glasses on him, then his scores went way up to 95% and 100% My findings are that my dog is 
not fully colorblind, he just cannot see the same colors as most humans. He seems to see blue 
and yellow. According to my research he cannot tell green from pink. Color correction glasses 
seemed to help Moki identify colors like they do for some color blind humans. 

Ahren Schubarth & Patrick Blatnick 1-01-301 
Killing Larva: Hedge Balls vs. Mosquito Dunks 

The reason for this project is to study better methods to reduce the population of mosquitoes and 
daphnia on our planet. In this experiment we used larvacidal mosquito dunks and hedge balls to 
test whether they work. The results were the mosquito larva and daphnia lasted longer with the 
hedge balls, therefore, the larvacides worked more effectively than the hedge balls. 

  



  



Junior Division Behavioral & Social Sciences 
 
Alexandria Boyer 1-02-001 

Hands Never Waiver in Gender's Favor 
The purpose of my project is to examine if males or females have a faster reaction time. Previous 
studies have shown that males have a faster reaction time than females. In my project, I wanted 
to determine if males were faster than females between the ages of 10 and 14. Previous studies 
have also shown that both genders perform better the older they are until they are 24, which is 
when the reaction time peaks. In my study twenty-five (25) females and twenty-five (25) males 
between the ages of 10 and 14 were chosen to take a test and fill out a survey. The survey asked 
questions that would possibly affect the reaction time, such as if they play a sport(s). The test, 
measured in milliseconds, tested the time it took each participant to click once the computer 
screen turned from red to green. A t-test analysis of my data comparing male vs. female reaction 
time resulted in a 60.3% chance there is no difference, and 39.7% there is a difference. The t-test 
comparing subjects age 10 to subjects age 14 regardless of gender, resulted in a 1.8% chance that 
there was no difference, and 98.2% there was a difference. These t-tests indicate that gender is 
less likely to affect reaction time than age for subjects between ages 10 and 14. 

Brakelle Westphal 1-02-002 
How Distracted Do You Drive? 

In this experiment, the researcher wanted to know if drivers who are put in different distracted 
driving scenarios will have their ability to focus and drive safely negatively affected. To test this 
theory, the researcher gathered forty test subjects. Twenty test subjects were between the ages of 
fifteen and twenty-nine years old, and twenty test subjects were between the ages of thirty and 
sixty-five years old. These test subjects were put in a driving simulation experience that tested 
the amount of “mistakes” each test subject made during each of the five tests. These tests were: 
driving with no distractions, driving while texting during the day, driving while changing radio 
stations, driving while talking to a “passenger”, and driving while texting at night. The 
researcher analyzed the data by comparing and averaging all forty test subjects’ results for each 
of the five driving tests. The data was further analyzed and broken down by age, gender, and 
gaming experience. The results supported the researcher’s hypothesis that the test subjects would 
be more distracted, and therefore make more mistakes when texting and driving, because the 
subject’s attention wasn’t completely focused on the road. These findings are supported by 
statistics on the Colorado Department of Transportation website, which reports that cell phones 
are the number one reason for driver inattention, because cell phones are used more frequently 
and for longer periods of time while driving. 

  



Rachel Ager 1-02-003 
Don't Get Left Behind 

My project question was; does being left-handed make you a slower writer. My hypothesis is that 
lefties are slower, because of the brain. The logical left side of the brain controls the right hand, 
while the creative right brain controls the left hand. To conduct my experiment, I gathered a total 
of 6 right-handed people and 6 lefties. Once they were informed of the purpose of the project, 
and date of the experiment, I was ready. On the set day, I brought the people one at a time into an 
unoccupied classroom. They were asked to write a certain statement/phrase, each choice 
containing 22 words: (1) I went to the beach today. It was very sandy and nice. Me and my 
friend played with a rainbow beach ball. (22 words, 105 letters) (2) I went skiing at the mountain 
today. It was cold and snowy. Me and my friend had a really, really fun day. (22 words, 106 
letters) While writing, they were timed from start to stop, and then the time and hand were 
recorded. After the tests, the left-handed people averaged at 52.23 seconds, while the righties 
averaged at 41.65 seconds. This data shows that most righties are 10.5 8 seconds faster than most 
lefties I tested. It may not be related to the brain, but lefties are definitely a little slower. After the 
experiment, my hypothesis was correct. Lefties are slower, but just by a little bit. There are a few 
things that could affect my data, though. By only using 6 people each, I limited the data to 
collect. If this experiment was done in the future, it needs more participants. But overall, the data 
I collected was solid and useful. Left-handed people write slower than right-handed people. 

Haley Fears 1-02-004 
Are You "After" Seeing What I'm Seeing? 

My project was testing nearsighted and normal sighted people to determine which group saw 
afterimages for a longer period of time. Nearsightedness is when people cannot see objects 
clearly from a distance. Normal sighted people have 20/20 vision. If, after nearsighted people 
look at a shape for 30 seconds and see an afterimage longer than normal sighted people, then 
nearsighted people have a weaker retina.  I set this experiment up by having six nearsighted and 
six normal sighted people look at seven shape and seven patterns. The test was to see how long 
each person saw afterimages. An afterimage is a visual image causing you to continue seeing the 
outline of an object after looking at it for a period of time. In most cases, the purple triangle’s 
afterimage color was green which is across from purple on the color wheel. Several participants’ 
observations indicated that their afterimage was the opposite color on the color wheel from the 
colored shape in the experiment. I also found major variations in afterimage times between the 
patterns and shapes. My hypothesis was supported by the fact that the nearsighted people saw 
more afterimages longer than the normal sighted people. I learned that nearsighted people’s 
retina is not as strong as normal sighted people’s retina because it takes nearsighted people’s 
retina longer to recover after staring at an object. 

Shasta Hope 1-02-005 
Twistin' It Up 

The Stroop Effect was introduced many years ago and is currently used to help determine how 
people think. The purpose of this project is to see if the Stroop Effect interferes with elementary 
students reading color words written in different colored ink and to see if rotating the letters and 
mixing them up makes it more difficult to read the word. It is hypothesized that if the volunteer 
test subjects, all elementary students, read the warped or rotated color word, then this will 
confuse the test subjects. It will take longer for the subjects to read the word and the Stroop 
Effect will occur. The procedure involved a simple one-on-one test with the volunteer subjects 
using cards made up ahead of time. To protect the safety of all volunteer subjects, parents were 
required to read and sign a consent form before experimentation. In conclusion, the stated 
hypothesis was not supported by the experimental data. The test subjects were not tricked and 
were able to read the provided words in about 1.45 seconds. It would be interesting to attempt 
the same procedure with significantly younger subjects.  



Eliazar Maldonado 1-02-006 
Abstract Art 

The purpose of this experiment is to see how the human brain is able to focus on one thing while 
being distracted in different auditory ways. The hypothesis, the subjects will be unable to focus 
on the details in the images while there is a distraction occurring, was partially supported by the 
data. Subjects looked at three different pictures with hidden images. The first image was 
presented without distraction; second image with questions; third image with music. Subjects 
were then asked to write down what hidden images they found. With no distractions, the subjects 
found 100% of the hidden images. The first auditory distraction (questions) subjects were only 
able to find 50-60% of the hidden images. This distraction was asking simple questions. The 
second auditory distraction (music) was not as effective as the first distraction. Subjects were 
able to find over 62% of the hidden images. This experiment shows how the human brain is able 
to focus on an object without a distraction but struggles with a distraction. This experiment is 
applicable for individuals that try to really focus on two things. This will show that people 
should not try to do activities like driving and texting. It can also be used when students or 
teachers are doing a large project, as it shows how well a person is able to focus when there are 
no distractions in the room and how this improves the quality of work. This can help people in 
daily life with a simple distraction-free zone. 

Marissa Martinez 1-02-007 
Imagine the Perfect Title! 

My testable questions was, “Do background factors influence a middle school student’s 
creativity?” My prediction was that students who travel more and come from a higher 
socioeconomic class will be less creative. I hypothesized students who have seen more and have 
been able to experience so many different things would not have much left to imagine. Students 
who do not travel as often will be more imaginative and creative due to having an open mind 
about what places could possibly be like, instead of knowing exactly what they are like. I tested 
this by giving out socioeconomic based surveys and testing participants with three different 
creativity tasks. I created a rating scale and selected a panel of judges to review data, then 
calculated an average creativity score to compare with survey data. My prediction was incorrect 
and the data rejected my hypothesis. My data showed that students with a higher socioeconomic 
status were more creative than the students with a low socioeconomics status. 

Kate Mastrolia 1-02-008 
Analyzing the Effect of Lifestyle on Problem Solving 

The purpose of this investigation was to explore what aspects (eating habits, sleep, family life, 
school life, learning style) affect problem solving of teenagers. I hypothesized that if the aspect 
sleep was increased, then the skill of problem solving would also increase. This experiment 
involved giving 36 surveys to students in Junior High School, asking questions about certain 
aspects (eating habits, sleep, family life, school life, learning style) of their life after giving them 
a test measuring their problem-solving abilities. The data collected partially supported the 
original hypothesis. These findings led to the conclusion that the best subject area and average 
amount of sleep affected problem solving the most. Students who thought math was their best 
subject scored highest (33% above average), when compared to science (9% above average), 
English (7% above average), art (3% above average), Physical Education (0% change compared 
to the average), and history and music (both 24% below average). Average amount of sleep also 
impacted problem solving, the people who slept the recommended sleeping time did best (12% 
above), those who were from the recommended sleep time to moderately sleep deprived second 
(8% above), and sleep deprived did the worst (33% below). 

  



Amber Mills 1-02-009 
Color Craze 

The purpose of this experiment was to determine whether age affects one’s color preference, 
between warm, cool, and neutral colors. The hypothesis, that younger children will favor warm 
colors, older children will favor cool colors, and neutral colors will be favored by neither 
younger nor older children, was not supported by the data. For the experiment, over a hundred 
students were surveyed, ages kindergarten through eighth grade. Each student was instructed to 
complete the survey by selecting one of three colors in pre-selected groups, then submit their 
answers. The results were collected and organized into a table. The results indicate that, when 
given the choice between warm, cool, and neutral colors, children in kindergarten through 8th 
grade all seem to prefer cool colors. Second grade had 56.7% of votes for cool colors. The lowest 
percentage of votes for cool colors was 40% in third grade, which still exceeded 38.3% in 
kindergarten/first grade, which represented the highest amount of warm color votes. The results 
also indicated that warm colors are preferred more than neutral. Sixth grade had a high 
percentage of votes for neutral colors, 43.3% whereas most of the percentages did not exceed 
26.7%. This experiment is applicable for individuals who have difficulties deciding on a color 
scheme for projects. The results could also be used by teachers or parents wanting to find 
pleasurable color schemes for rooms or events, or toy and book manufacturers wanting to find 
optimal color schemes for their products. 

Allison Powell 1-02-010 
Radiant Recollection 

Memory is a very elusive and particular subject. While we as a society have already figured out 
many different things regarding memory, such as the overall processes as well as how it 
progresses with age, when it comes down to specifics, not all portions surrounding the subject 
are particularly clear. I wanted to narrow down one of these portions by testing how literature 
affects the memorization of different age groups. This was accomplished by gathering a selection 
of ten subjects, all of which are different ages. Then, each subject would be given a slip of paper, 
namely with an excerpt of a certain form of text on it. Each subject would then be given three to 
ten minutes to go over and memorize said slip, in which after the three minutes they could alert 
myself and their memorization period could be completed. Then they were told to take a quick 
five-minute break, before given as long as they may need to rewrite or restate what they 
remember aloud. Ultimately, this revealed that while the results were varied, they were not 
nearly as diverse as previously expected, and generally, people had the easiest time with Haiku 
poems, and the most difficulty with those of the free verse genre. Overall, age really was not 
nearly as much of a factor as the sort of poem given, and while generally speaking, there is a bit 
of fluctuation, it truly isn’t of a great amount. 

  



Madison Richmann 1-02-011 
What Do You Remember? 

“What do you remember?” is a project to test if left or right handed people have better memory. I 
found that age, gender, focus and stress are some major factors of memory. I also found that your 
dominant hand can affect your focus and stress so possibly it can affect your memory as well. 
Only 15% of the population are left handed. Left or right handedness has nothing to do with the 
brain while developing according to my research. This means that I could use younger students 
in my test and it would not affect much. My hypothesis was that left handed people would have 
the better memory because if left handed people have better focus than they should have better 
memory. The more focused someone is on a topic the better they will remember it. I tested 12 
students in a quiet classroom. I put up a picture slide for one minute, then they had one-minute 
listening to upbeat music, and then one minute to write down as many pictures as they could 
remember. I found that left handed people did have better memory. Right handed participants 
could remember on average 6.5 out of 12 pictures shown and 5 out of 15 pictures shown. Left 
handed participants could remember 9 out of 12 pictures shown, and 6.5 out of 15 pictures 
shown. My data did prove my hypothesis correct. Clearly, my test went well and my data 
supports and proves my hypothesis correct, in my project. 

Kyler Rowden-Stum 1-02-012 
Effects of Video Games on Teen's Health 

Video gaming has become a multi-billion dollar entertainment industry that has captured both 
the adult and teenage age groups. The purpose of this human subject project is to determine if 
video gaming adversely affects basic vital signs, such as pulse and blood pressure, of teenagers 
actively playing video games. All vital sign data is to be compared to resting pulse and blood 
pressure readings. An adult with medical training supervised the procedure to insure the safety of 
all participants. The hypothesis is that video gaming will increase pulse rate and blood pressure; 
but this could be affected by how often certain subjects already play video games. It is also 
predicted that vital signs would slowly drop after discontinuing play. All data collected would be 
compared to resting vital signs. The experimental results were inconclusive, as half the subjects 
actually showed a drop in vital sign readings. Perhaps a larger number of participants would have 
shown more conclusive results. 

Daniel Strevett 1-02-013 
Sick of Stress? 

The purpose of this experiment was to find the major symptoms of adrenal stress. I hypothesized 
that the major symptoms of adrenal stress would not be unusual to everyday behavior. This 
experiment involved testing the stress levels of high school students (high and low stress) and 
then using that data to find the symptoms of adrenal stress. The stress rate was measured with 
blood pressure, scratch, and eye test. Participants also took a survey with a 1-5 scale. Surveys 
questions were evaluated and compared to low and high stress groups. The data collected did not 
support the original hypothesis. These findings led to the conclusion that the major symptom of 
adrenal stress was shakiness. Shakiness had the highest average rating and percent of increase 
(3.8 and a 245% increase from low stress to high stress) by the students than any of the other 
symptoms when compared to low stress participants; the other symptoms recognized were being 
easily startled, with an average rating 3.8 (65% increase), cravings for fat and sugar rated 3.4 
(125% increase) second wind at 11 a.m. that lasts until 1 a.m. rated 3.4 (41% increase). 
Therefore, the symptoms of stress were abnormal to everyday behavior. 

  



Lauryn Tepley 1-02-014 
Synchronic Mnemonic Analyzing the Effects of Mnemonic Devices in Memorization 

The purpose of this investigation was to find out if memory technique (mnemonics or no 
technique) helps children remember a list of words (percent correct). I hypothesized that if 
memory technique (mnemonics or no technique) is varied, then the percent of words correct will 
be the greatest with mnemonics. The experiment involved having 60 children memorize a list of 
words, (some with mnemonics, and some without) and recording the percent of words each 
student got correct. The control was the group with no mnemonics. The data collected did not 
support the original hypothesis. These findings lead to the conclusion that the memory technique 
did not help the children memorize a list of words. The control group had a higher percent of 
words correct than the mnemonic group. The control group, at 88.4%, had the highest average 
percent of words correct when compared to the mnemonics group, at 85.1%. They were 
comparable, with a difference of only 3.3%. 

Emma Tone 1-02-015 
Day Shift vs. Night Shift 

The problem of the experiment was to see who would get the higher percentage passed based off 
of sleep and physical activity. My research topics included the effects of basic physical activity 
on the brain, the differences between day shift and night shift, and roadside sobriety tests. Rather 
than day shift or night shift being more sleep deprived it was management that was the most 
sleep deprived and less physically active. Night shift has gotten used to the effects of not 
sleeping making them used to being sleep deprived. Day shift is used to working a long shift but 
also having brain activity or being able to get up and walk around. Management sits in meetings 
all day and isn’t used to long shifts or sleep deprivation. Management not getting any physical 
activity leads to lesser brain function making management more “tired.” In conclusion, if a 
person is more physical active they are more likely to be functioning better at long shifts. 

Isabella Tyler 1-02-016 
Teamwork: Boys vs. Girls 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine if gender affected the times of a team building 
activity. I hypothesized that boys would have the fastest time, co-ed would have the second 
fastest time, and girls would have the slowest time. This experiment involved making a team 
building activity, gathering groups of boys, girls, and co-ed, and having the groups complete the 
team building activity. Co-ed was the control. The time of the team building activity was 
measured in seconds. The data collected did not support the original hypothesis. These findings 
led to led conclusion that gender (boys, girls, and co-ed) does affect the times of a team building 
activity. Girls, at 41.26 seconds, had the fastest average time when compared to boys at 69.59 
seconds (40.7% faster) and co-ed at 106.96 seconds (159.23% faster). 

  



Averia Ulibarri 1-02-017 
Chromatic Adaptation: Now You See It, Now You Don’t 

When I first started researching a science fair project, I was intrigued by the title “Now You See 
It, Now You Don’t”. I thought it was an optical illusion project, but when I did more research, I 
realized it was much more than that! What I thought was a simple optical illusion, turned out to 
be a complex brain system that I had no idea existed. I found out through a conversation with my 
dad, who has a degree in photography, that the technology used in the modern camera, called the 
white balance system, replicates what the brain does during the effect of chromatic adaptation. 
This experiment was conducted to test how long the brain perceives an image as a whole instead 
of two halves. Chromatic Adaptation is the human brain’s ability to adjust to changes in the light 
in order to maintain the appearance of an object's (or in this case a picture’s) color. For this 
experiment, participants were shown a presentation that contained an image split in half 
containing two opposite color fields with a dot in the middle. The subject looked at the image for 
various time lengths (20 sec, 10 sec, 5 sec) and with two different color sets (cyan and yellow, 
magenta and green). The presentation then displayed the image with the same two colors 
overlayed and the dot in the same place. The data of how long the participant experienced the 
effect was recorded when it was indicated by the subject. After being shown the color field 
image, the photograph appeared to be complete instead of two halves. This is the effect known as 
chromatic adaptation. The experiment showed that the effect of chromatic adaptation lasted 
longer when the color field image was looked at for longer. It also showed that the effect lasted 
longer when looking at the cyan and yellow set. 

Abby Finch & Maggie Rauscher 1-02-301 
What Changes in Your Weekly Routine Will Affect Your Blood Pressure Most? 

What changes in your weekly routine will drastically affect your blood pressure? In this project, 
the researchers used a blood pressure monitor to measure participants’ blood pressure, before and 
after adding different variables. The variables introduced were eating 3 Oreos a night for a week, 
followed by a control week, and finally drinking 50 ounces of water every day for a week. The 
participants were four 11-14 year olds, two of whom were the researchers. The highest average 
blood pressure came from the Oreos week, although the individual blood pressure values 
fluctuated a lot. High blood pressure can be harmful to your health. The major areas of the body 
affected by high blood pressure are the heart, brain, kidney, and eyes. High blood pressure 
affects these major areas by damaging blood vessels and causing blood clots. 

Presley Wilson & William Wilson 1-02-302 
Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is? 

We conducted a human time perception experiment collected and analyzed data with 
mathematical modeling. We investigated: 1) subjects who report a higher number of thoughts 
during a measured time interval will overestimate the time interval, anxiety warps time 
perception; 2) as students age they will become better predictors of time intervals more oriented 
in the past and the present; and 3) female subjects will be able to predict time intervals more 
accurately where they are attending better to input. Our experiment subjects were 182 students 
K-12th grade who sat in a room for a preset period of time. When time ended, they completed a 
survey: birthday, age, gender, time interval, number of thoughts, anxious, and good judge of 
time. Our data showed: 1) As students aged, they had more thoughts during the time interval and 
overestimated time by an average of 4 minutes; 2) The most accurate predictors of time were 
middle school students with a mean of 8 minutes. Students reported being worse judges of time 
and less anxious as they got older; 3) Males and females both overestimated the time interval. 
The mean for the males was 9 minutes and for females was 10 minutes. Females had a tighter 
range of accuracy due to many outliers by males. Females were more anxious and reported more 
often that they were not good judges of time. This project has applications in physics, human 
productivity, mental health disorders, as well as, human space flight to the moon and Mars. 



  



Junior Division Chemistry & Biochemistry 
 
Kaiden Box 1-03-001 

pH and Fermentation 
Discovered in 1857 fermentation has been a big thing in the world. It helps us live by producing 
energy for our bodies and it creates some of the world’s favorite drinks, but it has always been a 
lengthy process. Fermentation has always taken at least a week, maybe more. This project was 
meant to speed up the process so that small business brewers don’t have to worry about the time 
it takes for their brew to ferment. My research showed that the pH during fermentation affected 
the rate of fermentation. I changed the pH during fermentation of apple juice and grape juice and 
found that if the juice was more acidic it fermented faster. I also found that the more basic the 
juice was the slower it fermented. This helps the real world because the lengthy process of 
fermentation is a thing that worries many small brewers. Speeding up the process helps many 
people, home brewers and small company brewers. 

Kailas Cassidy 1-03-002 
Mummifying Hot Dogs 

The purpose of my project is to determine what percentage of baking soda and salt out of ten 
total ounces will mummify a hot dog the best. The hypothesis for this project is that if several hot 
dogs are left in containers full of different combinations of baking soda and salt for two weeks, 
then the one with six ounces of baking soda and four ounces of salt will be the best preserved. 
Some of the ways this project could be used in the real world are studying mummification and 
preserving food. What I did to test this hypothesis is I took seven airtight plastic containers and 
filled them with different ratios of baking soda to salt to total ten ounces. After this, I measured 
seven hot dogs length, weight and diameter. Then I buried them in the containers and left them in 
a dark place for two weeks. After this I measured them all again and determined which one was 
the best mummified by choosing the one that had shrunk the most and had lost the most weight. 
This was hot dog number one which was buried in eight ounces of baking soda and two ounces 
of salt. 

Dolores Castillo 1-03-003 
Denaturing Proteins 

The purpose of the experiment was to determine if the proteins used for the experiment would 
denature at the same temperature. Also, to see what happens to the proteins physical appearance 
when the protein denatures. For this experiment, I used three proteins which were 
eggs(albumen), powdered milk (casein) and hair (keratin). I used the stove, oven and a candy 
thermometer. By using external stress, which in this project was heat, I was able to determine at 
what temperatures the proteins denatured. I was able to determine what happens to the proteins 
physical appearance when the protein denatures. I recorded the temperature when the proteins 
changed physical appearance. Through this experiment, I was able to determine that the proteins 
that I used in my experiment denatured at different temperatures due to the outside appearance 
and structure of the protein. The proteins were denatured when the proteins lost their original 
shape and form. The state of matter of the proteins affected how long the proteins would take to 
denature and the temperature. The denaturing of proteins helps with biological processes which 
help with new pharmaceutical medicine. 

  



Courtney Croom 1-03-004 
The Separation of DNA by Applying Thermal Heat 

The purpose of this investigations was to determine if the temperature affected the outcome of 
the calibrated DNA ladder after being in the gel electrophoresis unit. I hypothesized that 
temperature would cause a change of the length of DNA when compared to the standard DNA 
ladder for agarose gel electrophoresis. This experiment involved changing the temperatures 
while the Agarose gel was hardening and while the electrophoresis unit was working. Then 
followed the procedure commonly used by teachers from Innovating Science and the supplier of 
SYBR DNA Stain. Also controlled the temperature to the most likely cold and hot settings in 
school laboratories in America. All of the temperature measurements were in degrees Celsius 
using an Infrared thermometer NUB8750H (calibrated using Traceable 1508380 thermal couple). 
Then measured the room temperature with an Acurite Humidity monitor model number 
00827Rx. The first temperature T1 was the control, the second T2 was cold (18°C), and the last 
T3 was hot (27°C). Using the same procedure for each trial. When conducting the hot and cold 
trials had to make sure to either add ice or heat, respectively, to the gel/electrophoresis unit to 
affect the temperature. Also used the same DNA from the same strawberry for each trial and the 
same Standard Calibrated Ladder DNA sample. Discovered that my hypothesis was supported. 
These findings led to the conclusion that temperature affected the success of demonstrating DNA 
separation in the school lab temperature produces the best outcome.  Room temperature at 
20.3°C gave the best results for both strawberry DNA and the standard calibrated ladder DNA 
sample when compared to the hot at 27°C and the cold 18°C. 

Gabriela Ferrell 1-03-005 
Hot Under the Collar? Massive Blow Up? Or Chill Out? What's the Right Reaction? 

This year I am studying chemistry and chemical reactions. My project is exploring what happens 
in some chemical reactions. I hypothesize that in some chemical reactions energy is released 
(exothermic reactions) and in other chemical reactions energy is absorbed (endothermic 
reactions). I conducted three different sets of experiments, two qualitative and one quantitative. 
In the first I mixed and burned thermite. In the second I mixed and detonated AmmonAl. Those 
two were definitely exothermic. In the third I dissolved Ammonium Nitrate in water. This is an 
endothermic reaction, and I carefully measured the amount of energy absorbed by the dissolution 
of the Ammonium Nitrate. These sets of experiments did not disprove my hypothesis. 

Benjamin Homan 1-03-006 
Does Pressure Affect Carbon Dioxide Absorption by Polyethyleneimine? 

The purpose of this research is to determine how pressure affects carbon dioxide (CO2) 
absorption by polyethyleneimine (PEI). This research is important because if the conditions that 
PEI absorbs most efficiently can be determined, then scrubbers that utilize PEI can be developed 
for space ships or submarines. Previous results by this researcher suggest that kinetic molecular 
motion theory can explain why PEI absorbs more CO2 at higher temperatures. Therefore, if 
pressure is varied, then PEI will absorb less CO2 at lower pressures because there are fewer 
molecules present and thus less to absorb. In order to test this theory, 6 trials identical to trials 
conducted previously at sea level (1013 hPa) are accomplished at 7,350 ft (770 hPa) or about a 
24% reduction in pressure. Each trial is run for one hour with CO2 (ppm), dewpoint, and 
temperature measured every five minutes. Each trial is run in a test chamber with 4.9 ml. of PEI 
spread evenly across an aluminum foil plate, and 1000 ppm starting CO2. After analyzing the 
results, it is determined that lower pressures cause PEI to absorb on average 36% less CO2. This 
is possibly explained because there are fewer molecules causing lower probability for CO2 to 
collide with PEI and be absorbed. As established at sea-level, higher temperatures correlate well 
with CO2 absorption. An R² correlation of 0.61 is observed between temperature and the 
absorption rate of CO2 by PEI. 

  



Mohmed Hussein 1-03-007 
How Food Wrapping Affect Spoilage 

The purpose of my experiment was to test which type of food wrapping would keep cut apples 
the freshest and the least spoiled. Food spoilage is the process that leads a product to become 
undesirable or unacceptable for people to eat. Signs of food spoilage can include a change in 
appearance, color, or texture, and an unpleasant odor or taste. Even though the process of 
spoiling is a natural part of the life cycle of all foods, there are a number of things that help aid 
and speed the process of spoiling such as air, oxygen, light, temperature, moisture, enzymes, and 
microbial growth. That's why keeping foods in the refrigerator or freezer make food last longer. I 
sliced three apples and wrapped the slices into a different type of wrapping for compression. All 
wrapped slices placed in the refrigerator in a plate for six days. Observation for any sign of 
spoilage was done every day for all the slices at the same time and recorded. The experiment was 
repeated 8 times. My result supported my hypothesis. Aluminum foil kept the apple slices the 
freshest. Aluminum foil provided a barrier to light, oxygen, moist and kept the slices the coldest. 

Lauren Lee 1-03-008 
Saving Your Strawberries 

The purpose of this project was to test if the method of preservation (refrigeration, room 
temperature, open/closed containers) affected the strawberries’ freshness. I hypothesized that the 
refrigeration with the closed container would have the greatest amount of days the berries were 
fresh for. This experiment involved putting groups of strawberries into different environments 
(refrigeration, room temperature, open/closed, containers) and measuring how long the berries 
were fresh for (days). After each day, observations were made to see if there was any signs of 
decomposition on the strawberries. Once there was, the berries were thrown out and the data was 
recorded. The data collected did support the original hypothesis. These finding led to the 
conclusion that the refrigeration with the closed container had the greatest amount of days the 
berries were fresh for. Based on evidence, it was reasonable to conclude that the refrigeration 
and the closed container had the highest amount of days the berries were fresh for. On average, 
the refrigeration with the closed container had a higher amount of days by 1.6 when compared to 
refrigeration, 6.6 when compared to room temperature, and 5.6 when compared to room 
temperature with the closed container. When comparing the room temperature to the 
refrigeration with the closed container, the refrigeration had a difference of 70.97 percent. 

Dominic Moser 1-03-009 
Shocking Water 

The purpose of this experiment was to find the effect(s) of different concentrations of epsom salt 
(5 mL, 10 mL, 15 mL) and water on the amount of gas emitted by electrolysis (in cm). The 
hypothesis is if the concentrations of epsom salts (5 mL, 10 mL, 15 mL) are altered then the gas 
emitted (in cm) will increase because research indicates that salt increases the conductivity of 
water allowing electrolysis to work more efficiently. This experiment involved 3 mixtures of 
epsom salt and water put under the test of electrolysis to see which would produce the most gas 
after 30 minutes. The data collected did not support the original hypothesis because the 10 cm 
salt solution yielded more gas than solution with 15 mL of salt, or the solution with 5 mL of salt 
added. The amount of salt added (IV) did affect the amount of gas produced (DV) to a certain 
extent. More gas was produced in the 10 mL. solution compared to the 5 mL. salt solution. 
However, less gas was produced in the 15 mL. salt solution compared to the solution with 10 
mL. of salt. This experiment caused me to conclude that if the concentrations of epsom salts (5 
mL 10 mL 15 mL) are altered then the gas emitted (in cm.) will increase to a certain degree. 

  



Shelby Nice 1-03-010 
Do Granite Countertops Affect the Shelf Life of Produce? 

The purpose of this project was to explore how the type of countertop (granite #1, granite #2, 
granite #3, quartz, formica) affects the shelf life (in number of days) of fresh produce (bananas, 
onions, apples) to reduce costs and prevent food waste. I hypothesized, if the countertop was 
granite, then the produce will spoil faster when compared to a non-granite surface. The 
experiment involved placing the produce on each countertop surface. I measured the data by 
doing tallies each day until spoilage. I could tell when the produce spoiled by the appearance, 
texture and when it looked like I would not want to eat it. The spoiling time was measured with 
tallies and measured in days. The data collected did support the original hypothesis. Based on the 
evidence, it is reasonable to conclude, quartz countertops offered the longest shelf life for fresh 
produce. Research indicates that the presence of radon and bacteria found on the surface of 
granite countertops, on average, spoiled the produce faster by an average of 0.7%. 

Chyera Robert 1-03-011 
People Love Fruit, but Do They Really Love Each Other 

The purpose of this investigation was to see if varying the combination of fruit (oranges, 
bananas, apples) would increase the freshness time. I hypothesized that the combination would 
affect the freshness time due to ethylene released when fruit ripens. The experiment involved 
combining the fruit in every way possible, always keeping a total of 6 fruit in each bowl, and 
documenting how long the fruit lasted. When the fruit showed extreme browning, softness, 
multiple holes, dryness, and crustiness is when I documented the fruit as beginning to decay. The 
data collected did support the original hypothesis. These findings led to the conclusion that, 
when apples were mixed with other fruits, the freshness time decreased. The oranges, on the 
other hand, lasted longer when they were mixed with other fruit. 

Chloe Sebek 1-03-012 
What's Poppin? 

Microwave popcorn is a favorite snack for many individuals throughout America. Grocery 
shopping for microwave popcorn, however, can be a bit overwhelming. Numerous brands of 
microwave popcorn are available to choose from at different price points. Picking a brand at 
random and having several kernels unpopped can be disappointing. Knowing which brand will 
have the least amount of unpopped kernels can be extremely helpful to consumers, especially 
because it may not necessarily be that all brands are the same regardless of price. There is a 
widely hood belief that freezing food keeps the food fresher, therefore, will the microwave 
popcorn still pop? The experiment included 5 different brands (Orville Redenbacher, Act II, Pop 
Secret, and Jolly Time), that were tested 4 times at 3 different temperatures. (ambient, 
refrigerated, and frozen.) To discover which brand and storage temperature will yield the least 
amount of unpopped kernels, a bag of popcorn was heated for 2 minutes and 20 seconds on high. 
Then the unpopped kernels were counted, and placed inside a small bag labeled with the brand, 
trail, and condition.  After the trials were completed, I found that Act II had the least amount of 
unpopped kernels with an average number of 60.5 unpopped kernels per bag, even though Act II 
was not the most expensive. I also discovered that freezing and refrigerating the kernels does 
increase the number of unpopped kernels. In conclusion, Act II had the least amount of 
unpopped kernels and the ambient storage temperature performed the best. 

  



Max Zenk 1-03-013 
Dyeing To Learn 

The question for this experiment is "Which sports drink has the highest concentration of Blue 1 
dye?" The hypothesis was the Cool Blue Gatorade would have the highest concentration because 
of its dark color. For the experiment, the main materials used were a homemade 
spectrophotometer, a digital multimeter, and a variety of sports drinks. The experiment was done 
by putting a small amount of each sports drink into a cuvette, a clear device put into a 
spectrophotometer to measure resistance, and setting it in the spectrophotometer next to the 
cuvette filled with water with orange dye in it. This is used to measure just the resistance of the 
Blue 1 dye, as the orange is the opposite of blue. When the experiment was done, it was proven 
that the hypothesis was correct as the Cool Blue Gatorade had the highest resistance reading, 
meaning it has the highest concentration. 

Jonathan Acosta, Justice Bower & Maxwell Grenemyer 1-03-301 
Realize How to Neutralize 

Neutralization is all around us. It is found in hot tubs, pools, and even inside our bodies. Hot tubs 
and pools use muriatic acid to lower pH levels, and sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) to raise the 
pH levels. This is done so that pool water matches the pH level of the water in the eye thus 
making it safe for swimming. Heartburn is actually reflux of stomach acid and can be treated 
with Alka-Seltzer which is made with sodium bicarbonate. For our project, the simplest and most 
auspicious method to test our pH levels was with strips that change color depending on the 
acidity or alkalinity of substances. The substances that we used were lime juice, lemon juice, 
orange juice, vinegar, and sodium bicarbonate diluted in water. Our constant was our sodium 
bicarbonate diluted in water. We then added different acids at intervals of 0.5 mL of acid. We 
repeated this step for each acid. We did the same intervals of our sodium bicarbonate diluted 
with water. We added the sodium bicarbonate into our acid to try to neutralize our acid, the same 
way Alka-Seltzer neutralizes stomach acid. Our acid with the highest pH level, lime juice, did 
not perform as we thought it would. In fact, one of our lower acids performed best in neutralizing 
the base. When neutralizing the acid, it took a significant amount to neutralize. We hope that this 
experiment helps educate society how neutralization affects their daily lives, and how exactly 
neutralization occurs. 

Avril Pagano, Chanel Martinez & Amiyah Arellano 1-03-302 
Quickest Dissolving Painkiller 

The purpose of this project is to determine which over the counter painkiller dissolves more 
quickly in the stomach. When taking pain medication, one wants pain relief to occur rapidly. 
This depends on how quickly it dissolves in the stomach to allow for circulation to the specific 
area of pain. The amount of time it takes to dissolve can impact the amount of time one can 
expect relief from pain. Four types of painkillers, Excedrin, Equate Ibuprofen, Tylenol, and 
Rexall chewable aspirin, will be tested and timed as to how long they take to dissolve in vinegar. 
Vinegar will be used as a safe alternative to replication of the acid in the stomach. Each 
painkiller will be tested twice and an average will be calculated to determine the rate at which 
each dissolves. The findings indicated that Excedrin was the quickest to dissolve at an average 
rate of one minute fifty-five seconds while the slowest ended up being ibuprofen at thirty-six 
minutes. The chewable aspirins were the second quickest dissolving with the Tylenol taking 
third. These results showed that if an individual is looking for rapid pain relief then Excedrin will 
be the best option with ibuprofen not being effective for rapid pain relief. 

  



Brynlyn Owens & Mckinzie Jaques 1-03-303 
Uh Oh Hairio's 

In this experiment, different bath bombs were tested to see the effect they had on the hair. Data 
gathered was hair biomass before treatment and after treatment. Throughout this experiment, 
straight hair and permed hair was tested in citric acid-based and potassium bitartrate-based bath 
bombs. Also, the hair was tested in a control of water. The straight hair had the most mass gain 
when treated with potassium bitartrate-based bombs, with an average gain of .425 g. The citric 
acid bath bombs caused the straight hair to gain an average mass of .125 g. The permed hair 
gained an average mass of .125 g in the potassium bitartrate. The permed hair lost an average of 
.005 g. 

Bailey Link, Kashlyn Tadolini & Karly Tadolini 1-03-304 
How 'Bout Them Apples? 

This science project was to determine which solution is the best for preserving apple slices. We 
used three different types of apples and four different solutions. Research shows that the 
enzymes in apples react with oxygen which creates brown melanin. Our findings showed that 
lemon juice works because of the acidic content. The salt water worked because the high salt 
content affected the enzymes oxidation process. Salt water or lemon juice is an easy, simple, and 
affordable solution for most households. 

  



Junior Division Earth & Space Sciences 
 
Samantha Cerniglia 1-04-001 
Shields Up: Wilson Cloud Chamber Study of High Energy Subatomic-Particle Shield Materials 

The purpose of this investigation is to explore different materials (cotton, tinfoil, soil, cement, 
plastic, cardboard) that can block the most amount of cosmic rays (counting observations in a 
ten-minute video). If the material type (cotton, tinfoil, soil, ceramic, plastic, cardboard) is varied, 
then the cosmic rays will be blocked the most with the soil. This experiment involved building a 
Wilson cloud chamber which let one see the droplet trails of high energy particles which are the 
result of cosmic ray collisions. Then I had to layer the material over the cloud chamber, about 
0.25 cm high and took six ten minute videos. The cosmic rays would then be counted on video. 
The data collected did support the original hypothesis. These findings led to the conclusion that 
soil did block the most amounts of cosmic rays. The soil, on average, had about 34 cosmic rays 
counted and the control had about 65 cosmic rays on average. Using this information, it suggests 
that the soil blocked about 31 cosmic rays, which is 53% more effective than no material. Foil is 
more practical for space equipment and humans traveling in space. Due to its mass soil is more 
practical for astronauts, and their equipment, living on the moon or Mars. 

Serenity Foutz 1-04-002 
Explanation of Land Reclamation 

During the reclamation process what method of preparation of the seed bed will promote the best 
growth of vegetation on steep slopes? This project focuses on what slope will grow better grass. 
The slopes I was testing were smooth and rough slopes. My hypothesis was if a seed is planted 
on a rough slope with depressions then it will grow better than a seed that is planted on a smooth 
slope, because a slope with depressions will retain water and water on a smooth slope will run 
off before it has time to soak into the soil. The results supported my hypothesis, because the 
rough slope had 1.91% more grass than the smooth slope. This study also showed that the rough 
slope prevented erosion because it had more grass coverage. 

Armaan Gill 1-04-003 
Lead in the Soil 

I am trying to test if there is any lead in local soil and if there is, how much is there. This project 
is important because it shows if anybody in our community can get lead poisoning. I thought 
there would be very little lead concentration in the soil. I thought this because no one in our 
community has gotten sick by lead poisoning. My procedure involves collecting 15 soil samples. 
Then I will make sure to remove any debris. I will also make sure to dig 3 inches into the ground. 
Finally, I will test all of my soil samples with Testing solutions A and B, I will record my results. 
The first time I tested my soil samples there was no sign of lead. I tested using both solution A 
and B but, I had no sign of lead. 

Claire Heeley 1-04-004 
Can You Predict a High-Intensity Solar Flare? 

Predicting high-intensity solar flares is becoming increasingly important due to the potential of 
solar flare activity interrupting Earth and satellite based communication systems. These can 
include things like communication satellites. In this project, I investigated whether the 
information contained in previous solar flare activity can be used to predict the occurrence of a 
high-intensity solar flare. Using daily solar flare data from 1969 to 2008 I created measures of 
the slope and the average intensity of three different prior time periods. I found that the mean and 
the slope of the prior seven-day time periods only explain about 5% of the variance of solar flare 
activity. 

  



Elizabeth Ingmire 1-04-005 
Can Plants Grow on Mars? 

I hypothesize that the plants grown in low pressure Mars soil will have the most growth in the 
form of height of the plant. I believe this because the research shows that plants at lower 
pressures have more photosynthesis occurring, resulting in more growth. The problem statement 
is "Does atmospheric pressure affect the growth of plants in Mars synthetic soil?" The purpose of 
this project is to see if plants grow on Mars. During this project I will test plant growth in 
relation to atmospheric pressure utilizing synthetic Mars soil. As the population on Earth 
continues to grow, I am interested in studying if Mars can support life. There are many 
differences between Earth and Mars, and one of the big differences is that Mars atmosphere is 
about 100 times lower than the pressure on Earth. Based on this, I am interested to see how 
plants grow in different atmospheric pressures. In conclusion, my hypothesis was not correct. I 
believe that now after the experiment the high-pressure plants grew the best because plants in 
high pressure have been shown to have a faster root growth and quicker germination. 

Erica Miller 1-04-006 
Where ON the World Am I? 

My project is to determine how accurate my position on the earth can be calculated with a 
sundial compared to an iPhone GPS. I used a simple board with a 64 mm nail in the middle of it 
as a sun dial. I set up my board and leveled it around 11:00, I then marked the end of the shadow 
every 15 minutes till about 11:50; I would next mark it every couple of minutes till the shadow 
became longer. I then measured my shortest shadow which was solar noon and recorded the time 
of noon and the shadow length into a table. I calculated latitude by using the formula, latitude = 
90 - Sun Elevation + Declination. I calculated sun elevation by taking the arctangent of (my nail 
length/shadow length). I referenced the declination from NOAA. I then plugged those numbers 
into my formula and calculated Latitude. I then calculated Longitude by taking the noon time I 
found on the sun dial and subtracted the noon time in Greenwich England (adjusted for the 
current equation of time) and multiplied the result by 15 to give me the longitude. I then took the 
latitude and longitude into google earth and measured how far away I was from my sundial. I 
recorded the results for 10 days and calculated my accuracy to average 43 miles from the exact 
location of my sundial. With a 10-day sample, I found the iPhone GPS to average 17 feet from 
my exact sundial location. 

Alia Morris 1-04-007 
Soil Liquefaction 

My scientific question was "What mixture of soil would prevent liquefaction the best?" My 
hypothesis was that mulch would work the best to prevent liquefaction. In my experiment, I 
made mixtures of soil then used the Casa Grande Liquid Limit Device. I then counted how many 
blows it took to create liquefaction. I did this for multiple trials and then found the average. The 
mulch took the longest to liquefy ( 324.5 blows). The clay was the fastest to liquefy (12.3 
blows). My hypothesis was correct. These results are important because they prove that there is a 
possible solution to fix the liquefaction problem. The soil liquefaction problem typically occurs 
in high earthquake areas, such as California. 

  



Abigail Ross 1-04-008 
Detecting Flares 

My project is about the detection of solar flares using the SuperSID system compared to the 
amount of sunspots. This project is important because a solar flare can cause space weather. This 
can cause radio blackouts, fatal radiation, damaged satellites, and more. My hypothesis was that 
the more sunspots, the more solar flares. My procedure was to find a location for the antenna. 
Then, to build the antenna and assemble the computer with the SuperSID program. I test ran the 
system and later moved the antenna and computer to its permanent location. Then, I would turn 
the program on and collect data from the graphs. My results were five of the twenty days had 
sunspots and of those sunspot days, sixty percent had solar flares. My percent accuracy in 
detecting solar flares compared to the GOES satellite is fifty percent. My data partially supported 
my hypothesis of the more sunspots, the more solar flares but needs more data. Some things I 
noticed in the graph were non-flare peaks and a curve in the graph each day. The graph flat-lined 
twice. My SuperSID manual said this happens when the station in the ocean we are bouncing the 
waves off of goes down for maintenance. In conclusion, these results show that there is a 
correlation between the amount of sunspots and solar flares. This could help to predict space 
weather as we become more dependent on technology and go to space. 

Boz Zavala 1-04-009 
Long Term Effects of Anthropogenic Acid Rain-Acetic Acid vs. Citric Acid 

Visits to the ocean have given me a deep appreciation for the ocean, and our earth in general. I 
am concerned for our aquatic eco-systems and the effect of pollution on our earth and 
atmosphere. 7.5 billion people on earth and we all need clean water. We need plants and trees to 
provide photosynthesis air and healthy crops to eat. There are millions of people who depend on 
our lakes, rivers, and oceans for their main food source. Pollutants can damage sea shells that are 
made of calcium carbonate. These pollutants make the plankton and zoo plankton die sooner or 
produces less. This affects the whole oceans food chain. What are the consequences of 
anthropogenic pollution on our earth and its future? I would like to test a simple aquatic 
environment with acetic and citric acids and see if lowering the pH of water will affect plants 
and shells, and is there a difference in the affect? My hypothesis is that lowering the pH of water 
by polluting it with acetic and citric acid will make negative changes in the growth and condition 
of plants and shells made of calcium carbonate. My experiment supported my hypothesis. The 
control shell maintained its weight while the acetic and citric acid's dissolved the shells within 
two weeks. Plants had little change in growth but showed color change and leaves curled. Stems 
were also yellow and starting to turn brown. We need to care for our earth and use alternative 
power sources. 

  



Paton Edwards & Soren Braford-Lefebvre 1-04-301 
Snow Tube? 

The purpose of this project was to see if we could make backcountry skiing easier and safer for 
everyone. Our prototype is an eight foot-long, 1-inch in diameter clear PVC pipe. The pipe 
detaches into four pieces by using connectors for an easy fit in a backpack. So far the prototype 
has worked very well because we could see all of the layers of the snowpack other than one 
layer. The layer we could not see was the depth hoar which fell out of the bottom of the tube 
because the depth hoar is not strong enough to hold itself up because the snow crystals are 
rounded and can’t stick together. Just because the snow tube makes it so you don't need to dig 
the snow pit, this doesn't mean you won’t need the materials to dig a snow pit because if an 
avalanche does end up happening the shovel and probe will be needed to save any people buried. 
You may also need the snow crystal card and the loupe to identify some crystals if they are hard 
to see in the tube. How the snow tube works is that you put it in the snow and it picks the snow 
up making it easier to see the layers of the snowpack inside of the tube. There is only one flaw: 
the depth hoar snow falls out so you can't identify the crystals. But over all this could 
revolutionize backcountry skiing because the snow tube can make backcountry skiing faster 
because the snow pit won't need to be dug. 

Teghan Seymour & James Nestor 1-04-302 
Landslides and How to Prevent Them 

A landslide is a naturally occurring, potential disaster, involving the mass movement of material 
downwards due to the force of gravity. Landslides can be triggered when a mass becomes 
unstable for the given angle of the slope, soil moisture, and the presence or lack of vegetation. 
The purpose of this project was to investigate mitigation strategies such as diversion ditches, 
terracing, retaining walls, and added ground cover. It is hypothesized that a diversion ditch and 
terracing would be the most effective techniques in slowing or preventing landslides. A control 
plot that lacked any of the mitigation strategies, was used as a standard for comparison. The 
experiment showed that the addition of rock and vegetation proved to be the most effective 
mitigation techniques; they slowed the flow of water. The plots that demonstrated the use of 
terracing and a diversion ditch were also effective in slowing runoff and the movement of 
material; however, both plots showed some erosion where the water had overflowed. The 
retaining wall was also helpful in slowing down erosion. In conclusion, all of the landslide 
mitigation strategies were effective at either redirecting the water or slowing the flow of water 
and thus, reducing the possibility of a landslide. The results did not exactly support the original 
hypothesis that a diversion ditch and terracing would be the most effective mitigation strategies 
in preventing landslides. 

  



Junior Division Energy 
 
Levi Archambault 1-05-001 

This Will Blow You Away 
The purpose of this investigation was to test different wind speeds and how the number of 
windmill blades affected efficiency. I hypothesized that if the wind speed was high and the 
number of wind turbine blades was 3, the conversion of wind energy to electric energy would be 
most efficient. The experiment involved testing different blade numbers (2, 3 and 4) on various 
wind speeds (high, medium and low). Measurements of volts and amps were taken at each speed 
using a volt meter every 10 seconds for 40 seconds and then converted into watts. The data 
collected partially supported the original hypothesis. These findings led to the conclusion that 
when the wind speed was low, three blades were more efficient, when the wind speed was 
medium three blades were more efficient, but when the wind speed was high two blades were 
more efficient. Therefore, it was reasonable to conclude that overall, three blades were the most 
efficient in terms of wattage. 

Maxwell Benedict 1-05-002 
The Effect of Air Pollution on Solar Panel Efficiency 

If all smog emissions were stopped, then by 2040, China could produce another 85 to 158 
kilowatt hours of solar electricity. This will help reduce our carbon footprint and clean the air for 
human health, plant health, and more efficient solar panels. This experiment investigated the 
effect of air pollution on solar panel yield. A clear box was placed between a light source and a 
solar panel. The amount of pollution introduced to the atmosphere (independent variable) was 
changed and the amount of energy being captured (dependent variable) was measured. The 
hypothesis states that as the pollution in the atmosphere increases, less energy will be produced 
by the solar panels. The experiment proved that smoke and smog in the atmosphere negatively 
affects the amount of clean energy being produced. Understanding the correlation between air 
pollution and solar panel yield can help guide better emission policies and help companies and 
individuals make better choices when investing in renewable energy. 

Theodore Duarte 1-05-003 
Life’s a Breeze: What Wind Turbine Blade Shape and Angle Will Produce Energy Most 

Effectively? 
Because fossil fuels are non-renewable and cause pollution, renewable sources of energy are 
becoming more important. Wind energy is a valuable renewable energy source because it’s free, 
non-polluting and unlimited. Because wind is such valuable energy resource it is important to 
figure out how to effectively harness wind energy by building the most effective designs for 
wind turbines. I constructed a wind turbine using a gear box from a toy building kit, and 
constructed balsa and basswood blades. I tested two styles of blades, traditional flat blades and 
blades sanded to an airfoil shape. Both sets of blades had the same surface area and were made 
from the identical materials. Each set was tested at three different angles and two wind speeds 
(measured with an anemometer). The voltage produced was measured using a digital multimeter, 
30 readings at each angle and wind speed, and then averaged and graphed for comparison. I 
hypothesized airfoil blade at a moderate 40° would be the most effective with the extra lift 
provided by the airfoil and the 40° angle providing a balance between surface area and thrust. 
The airfoil blades out-performed the traditional blades at all angles and all wind speeds, and 
higher wind speeds produced more voltage than lower wind speeds. However, the 40° angle was 
the best for the airfoil shaped blade, but the traditional flat blade performed best at a 20° angle. 
Overall, airfoil blades adjusted to a 40° angle were the most effective shape and blade 
combination tested. 

  



Henry Goodnow 1-05-004 
Can I Make a Solar Powered Car Heater? 

The purpose of this experiment was to try and make a solar powered heater for my car. This 
experiment involved getting a 50-watt solar panel and connecting it to a 50-watt heater. I put it in 
a 15L box and then I got the average of the temperature of the box without the heat and then I 
also got the average temperature of the box with the heat. I then compared the size of a small car 
to the size of the box to see what size of solar panel and heater I would need. After collecting the 
data from my experiments I have come to the conclusion that a 50-watt heater can raise the 
temperature of a 15 L container .72°F then a 500-watt heater will raise the temperature of a small 
car 3°F. This would end up saving you about $350 a year and also give better gas mileage. This 
experiment was a very successful project and I was very happy with how it ended up. 

Tyler Hall 1-05-005 
Shocking Water! Testing the Efficiencies of an Electrolyzer 

The goal for my experiment is to find the most efficient setup to produce hydrogen and oxygen. I 
think that if I increase the amount of electrical input the efficiency of the reaction will increase. I 
believe that temperature changes the efficiency of the reaction. I think that higher amounts of 
catalyst added will lead to an increased reaction rate. I also want to see if anything else will 
unexpectedly change the efficiency. I will use an electrolyzer which I’ve built for the 
experimentation. An electrolyzer is a machine that uses electrical currents to separate molecules 
and other substances. This process only works if the molecule is polar and unevenly charged and 
if the electrolyzer is given a DC current input. I will use tap water and sodium hydroxide for 
every test that I will do. I will use 5 quarts of water, and varying amounts of sodium hydroxide. 
The data I collected supported my hypothesis. The general trend for all of my data was the more 
I increased the electricity, catalyst, and the temperature the more visible bubble production that 
there was. The higher the visible bubble production the higher the efficiency of the electrolyzer 
therefore proving my hypothesis. I enjoyed my experience doing this science fair. Although I 
would need to know more about electrolysis and electricity to understand fully why the things 
happened that did, I believe all the data that I collected is accurate and supports my experiment. 

Judah Hartman 1-05-006 
The Magnetic Highway 

The purpose of this experiment was to see if a magnetic field could be used to move cars across a 
distance in order to decrease our dependency on gas and oil. If successful and the project gets 
mass-produced it will decrease dependency on gas and oil and make traveling healthier for the 
environment. To test my theory, I built a magnetic field by taking a plastic board and weaving 
magnetic wire through it. I then put a toy car with neodymium magnets on top at the positive end 
of the magnetic field. I electrified the coil by first attaching a six-volt battery, then a nine-volt 
battery and then a twelve-volt battery. The car was successfully pulled into the magnetic field 
when currant ran through the wire. There were a couple of problems I discovered while testing, 
but then came to the conclusion that half way through the magnetic field the car would stop no 
matter how much voltage ran through the wire. Therefore, my initial hypothesis was 50 percent 
correct. I hypothesize this may be because of the poles switching, causing some sort of neutral 
space. I would like to further understand the science as to why this happened. 

Zora Malone 1-05-007 
Gardener's Cell Phone Battery 

The purpose of this experiment was to find out if fruits and vegetables could charge a cell phone. 
I cut up fruits and vegetables. Then I inserted pennies and nails to create a circuit. I connected 
the circuit to a USB cord and connected to my phone. I used a multimeter to measure the voltage 
from the circuit. The fruits and the vegetables gave a charge, but it was not powerful enough to 
charge the cell phone. The experiment could be repeated to find alternative energy sources to 
reduce carbon footprint.  



Tristan May-Ostendorp 1-05-008 
Energy Implications of Smart Outlets 

Many consumers believe smart devices will save energy. The purpose of this project was to 
determine energy implications of smart outlets. This was achieved by measuring power flow in 
watt hours over a one-week time period using a power meter. To test this, access to three houses 
with TVs was needed. The TV was connected to the power meter which was set to collect the 
watt hour readings at 15 minute intervals for one week. After the first round of testing, the smart 
outlet was connected to the meter, and the TV was connected to the smart outlet. Two apps were 
installed that would allow the participant’s phone to control the outlet. A geofencing function 
was set to disable power to the TV when the user was not home. This process was repeated in 
each house. This test showed that smart outlets used a significantly greater amount of power than 
regular outlets when connected to TVs. Further investigation showed that this is caused by the 
many complex functions included inside a smart outlet. Each outlet has a motherboard, relay 
switch, WiFi radio, LED indicator lights, and other functions supported by an onboard processor, 
all requiring power. Therefore, a smart outlet draws power even when “off” while a traditional 
outlet does not. These results do not prove that it is impossible to save energy with smart outlets, 
but that changing the type or number of devices connected to them might improve energy 
efficiency. 

Davian Saiz 1-05-009 
Color Me Hot 

The purpose of this experiment was to determine how color affects heat absorption. The 
hypothesis, the red colored cardstock paper will absorb and transfer the most heat to the water, 
was partially supported by the data. Five glass jars were wrapped each with different color of 
cardstock paper. A thermometer was placed in the top of the jar and the initial temperature 
recorded. I got the heat lamp, and I put it at a 45 degrees and 30 cm above the jars and turned on 
heat lamp for 30 minutes and then recorded the final temperature. Then I repeated the steps with 
the same color again for 3 trials and for each color. The black cardstock actually absorbed the 
most heat. The black absorbed the most heat with 2.6°C difference in temperature.  The red 
cardstock was the second highest in 2.2°C in difference in temperature. The blue had the middle 
of heat absorption by difference of temperature of 1.8°C. The white and yellow had the least 
amount of heat absorption at 1.6°C and 1.5°C. This experiment is applicable for individuals that 
want to know what type of color clothing will attract the most heat. This will help with 
individual that are playing soccer to pick out what color jerseys they should get and that will 
attract the less heat so they don't get hot on the field. This will also help people wanting to keep 
homes cooler or warmer depending on the needs of the area. 

  



Emillio Sanchez 1-05-010 
Eco-Friendly Fossil Fuel Recovery 

The purpose of this experiment was to find out if microwaves could be used as viable alternative 
to hydraulic fracturing. This would result in much more ecologically friendly and economically 
viable option for fossil fuel extraction. This experiment was done in the following manner. I 
filled a container with motor oil, water, and dirt. I then topped it off with a layer of shale. I 
drilled a hole through the shale and placed a filter over the container. I then proceeded to 
microwave the container outdoors for an extended period of time. Finally, I removed the oil 
soaked filter, weighed it, and compared that weigh to a fresh filters weight. The use of a 
microwave to extract oil did in fact work. After a period of 60 minutes my paper filter medium 
was indeed soaked with a total of 26.25 grams of oil and water. This experiment at the very least 
will stand as a proof of concept to the idea that using microwaves to extract petroleum can work. 
Given that this was done with only a household microwave, I believe that it stands to reason that 
more powerful microwave devices would enable the extraction of oil in places previously 
inaccessible to drilling without the pollution of hydraulic fracturing. If one was to use renewable 
resources to power the microwave devices, we would have an even cleaner process. 

Michael Wu 1-05-011 
LED Lights: Hero or Zero 

The purpose of the investigation was to test if LED lights were as environmentally friendly as 
stated on the box. I hypothesized that if the LED package claims (60 watt replacement to 8.8 
watts, life span of 15,000 hours, last 13.7, $1.06 energy cost per year) were tested, then the LED 
light would not meet the claims. This experiment involved installing the transformer split core on 
the common wire. Then I installed the 15 lights and recorded the data every day. Then 
comparing the data to the control which were the claims listed on the box. The data collected did 
support the original hypothesis. Based on the evidence, it was reasonable to conclude that in 
most areas of the claims, the LED lights did not meet the claims as listed on the box because the 
actual, which was 9.63 watts, should’ve been 8.8 watts (10.6% increase). The lights were 
expected to last 15,000 hours but one died at 2,505 hours (83.3% decrease). The lights were 
supposed to have an energy cost of $0.27 per 3 months but the lights had a $0.31 energy cost per 
light based off the typical $0.12 per kilowatt (14.8% increase). 

Parker Stone & Myer Wickham 1-05-301 
At "Watt" Cost 

We chose this project because we wanted to find out how much money could be saved by 
unplugging common household appliances when they are not in use. We also wanted to assess 
the environmental impact by calculating the amount of coal that is burned when appliances are 
not turned completely off. To find the answer to our question, we took the kilowatt hour readings 
for several appliances when they were turned off but still connected to electricity. We found out 
that the cable TV box and the TV both pull a large amount of electricity when they are turned off 
but not unplugged. We hypothesized that cutting off power to common household appliances, 
like the TV and cable box, when we are not at home could save a significant amount of money. 
We estimated that most families are away from home for about nine hours every weekday. We 
took the KWH readings for each appliance and calculated the cost and the amount of coal burned 
for each appliance in nine hours’ time. We then decided to calculate what the impact would be if 
we multiplied our findings by the number of households in our county, state, and country. Our 
Hypothesis was partially correct. Though the amount of money saved in a single household was 
not a lot, when the savings were projected over larger numbers of households, unplugging 
appliances when they are not in use does save a significant amount of money. It also makes a 
significant environmental impact. 

  



Junior Division Engineering 
 
Teagan Archer 1-06-001 

Clean Teeth Candy 
The purpose of my experiment was to create a working lollipop toothbrush. I also wanted to test 
if it would work as or better than the store bought toothbrush and toothpaste. Also I wanted to 
make it for kids so they could enjoy brushing their teeth. I was attempting to make the toothbrush 
compostable, recyclable or reusable in some way, have a self-made toothbrush handle, as well as 
having it clean my teeth as or better than a normal toothbrush, and lastly have a tasty lollipop. I 
went about doing this by designing, and printing, a toothbrush with my 3D printer. I then created 
the toothpaste for the toothbrush. Next I made the lollipop, with erythritol, a substitute sugar. 
Next I piped the toothpaste into the lollipop, and stuck the toothbrush into the hole. I froze this 
for two hours. I then tested out my contraption multiple times, with tablets that showed old 
plaque and new plaque. I also tested store bought toothbrush and toothpaste as my control. My 
data showed that overall my contraption worked better for this experiment than the normal 
toothbrush and toothpaste. My toothbrush and toothpaste had a 18.7% between the before and 
after whiteness, whereas the normal toothbrush and toothpaste had only a 16.9% between before 
and after whiteness. In my conclusion, I met my engineering goals. Some future testing I could 
do could be trying out my toothbrush on people, or using different recipes. 

Aaron Bernhardt 1-06-002 
Wireless Energy 

My project is about wireless energy. I believe in the future power lines will cause problems for 
society. Nikola Tesla came up with the idea of using an electromagnetic coil to distribute energy. 
I built a Tesla Coil to try and replicate his experiment. I tried to see how far I could transmit 
electricity with different types of light bulbs. My hypothesis was if I could fully light three light 
bulbs at a distance of 4 inches from the coil. I cut a pipe and wrapped it with copper wire. I put a 
ball wrapped in aluminum foil at the top of the pipe. The coil itself sits on a plexi-glass box. I 
included a power cord, transistor, on/off switch, and resistor. The Tesla Coil is approximately 1’ 
tall with an output of 7.5 volts DC. I tested three different light bulbs at distances of 1 to 4 
inches. After testing I found that one fluorescent light bulb could stay lit the entire 4-inch 
distance. The other two, one common house light bulb and a different shape of a fluorescent 
bulb, stopped working at 4 inches. My results didn’t support my hypothesis. I couldn’t get all the 
bulbs to stay lit at 4 inches. If I were to repeat the experiment, I would use a spark gap (where 
the spark has to jump from place to place) instead of a transistor to keep from overheating the 
system. This experiment allowed me to learn more about Tesla’s wireless energy experiments. 

David Campbell 1-06-003 
The Weakest Link 

3D printing has become an incredible tool for both hobbyists and companies, allowing for 
anyone to create functioning parts quickly and cheaply. For many projects involving 3D printing 
strength is a huge factor in the success of the project, which may both be affected by infill 
density and pattern. 3D printed links were created with different infill densities and patterns then 
tested with a dynamometer to find the maximum tensile strength of the part. It was found that 
infill density did affect the strength of the part significantly, although the increase in strength 
slowed as more infill was added. Infill pattern was also shown to cause a significant difference, 
ranging up to 80 kg of force in difference between patterns at the highest infill pattern. This 
implies that a part would be strongest with an infill pattern of Octet or Cubic Sub-Division and 
an infill density of 100%. 

  



Austin Cantor 1-06-004 
Hail! No! 

Solar consumers need their solar panels to be less susceptible to hail damage because it would 
save them hundreds to thousands of dollars in insurance deductibles, as well as decreasing the 
likelihood of insurance rates being increased. The essential design criteria included the following 
(1) the cover automatically goes over the solar panel when the sensor was hit by hail, (2) the 
cover was able to maintain functionality after multiple hits from hail, (3) the cover would open in 
30 minutes, and (4) the cover moved over the solar panel in less than 10 seconds. The final 
prototype met 80% of the design criteria. The prototype did not meet the ability to be installable. 
The prototype did meet the ability to close and re-open. The prototype met the ability to shield 
the solar panel from hail. The prototype met the ability to function after a hailstorm. Based on 
the analysis, the next prototype would be able to slide over the solar panel. This will make the 
prototype installable. 

Amanda Castillo-Lopez 1-06-005 
Grey Water Recycling System Using Arduinos 

The water crisis is a catastrophic issue affecting the world nowadays. It is common knowledge 
that fresh water is not as available as it could be in some places on the planet. To address this 
issue, I intended to improve the efficiency of residential water usage by installing an economic 
greywater recycling system. Meeting certain water quality criteria, greywater can be used to 
water plants, thus reducing fresh water consumption. There are greywater systems in the market, 
these systems collect greywater in a tank, usually, the tank has materials that filter out the water 
and send it to the irrigation system. The big issue with these classic greywater systems is that 
they are expensive. This project proposes an economic alternative that doesn’t need a filter or 
water treatment because it only uses greywater considered to be healthy for plants. There is a 
sensor installed in the tank; this sensor is measuring constantly the greywater quality to decide if 
the water is safe for gardening or not. Using Bluetooth modules and Arduino boards, the system 
opens or closes the solenoid valves connected to the irrigation system or to the sewer, depending 
on the greywater quality. By removing the filter in the system, this alternative lowers the cost of 
a greywater system significantly. The lower cost means that this system would appeal to more 
families. If more families recycle greywater, that would result in healthier water for the people 
who need it most. 

David Crane 1-06-006 
D.A.B.B.: Death Avoided By Backpack 

School shootings have become more and more common. Sixty-five have occurred in 2018 alone. 
What can a student do to help stay safe? This project takes the most common thing a student has 
and determines if it could save a life. If a student would place their backpack with textbooks in it 
over the front, covering the vital organs, could it save their life? The researcher believed that it 
could, but the number of textbooks needed would depend upon the type of firearm being 
discharged. After shooting four different types of firearms, the researcher found that textbooks 
could save a life. 

  



Joshua Decker 1-06-007 
No More Bike Crashes! Using Ultrasonic and ToF Sensors to Prevent Car to Bike Accidents 

It is estimated that every year, nearly 50,000 people are injured in car to bicycle accidents in the 
United States. Most of these incidents occur when the bicyclist is struck from the back or side 
where their field of vision is very limited. With this information I set out to create a device that 
attaches to a bicycle, detecting cars using both ultrasonic and time of flight sensors that are 
approaching the bicycle within 10 meters, sounding an audible alarm to warn the biker and give 
them time to get out of the way. This device could potentially save thousands of people a year 
from serious or fatal injury. I had 3 main goals with my prototype (1) the prototype will detect 
moving objects when the objects come toward the bicycle, (2) the system software will not crash 
while it is in use, and (3) the prototype will easily mount onto a bicycle. To create this device, I 
designed a small plexiglass case that houses an Arduino Uno micro controller board that acts as 
the “brains” of the device, requesting information from the one ultrasonic and two time of flight 
sensors (mounted on the front and sides of the case), allowing the Arduino Uno to make a 
decision if it needs to sound the audible alarm warning the bicyclist of a moving object. While 
compiling my materials I determined in order to keep the device cost effective I would have to 
limit the range of the sensors to 3 meters. My final prototype was successful in 100% of my 
testing at detecting and alerting the bicyclist of motion within 3 meters. With a total cost of under 
$120, I believe my device could be a life-saving solution for thousands of people. 

Maeve Draper 1-06-008 
This Circuit Is "Lit": Testing Materials in an Electrical Circuit 

My project is about testing materials in a circuit to see if a light bulb goes on or off. I am 
interested in this project because I wanted to know what affected the flow of electricity. My 
hypothesis stated that if I tested multiple materials in a circuit, then the metals will be the best 
conductors. Based on research, metals contain electrons that are free to move and can easily 
transfer electricity. I set this experiment up by gathering materials from around the house. I 
found wires with alligator clips and a mini light bulb. I tested the materials by clipping the 
alligator clips onto the object and saw if the mini light bulb went on (a conductor) or off (an 
insulator). My hypothesis was correct. The metals (pin, pencil eraser pencil tip, quarter, foil) all 
conducted electricity. I learned that not all conductors are metals. That is important because 
everyone thinks metals are the only conductors. Saltwater was a conductor and it isn’t a metal. 
Electricians can use substitutes like the ones in the experiment to complete a circuit until they 
can find actual parts. I think it would be interesting to use a voltmeter instead of a light bulb so I 
can measure how fast the electricity is flowing with different materials. 

Ethan Eliason 1-06-009 
Stop Choking the Earth 

The purpose of this project was to create fused together plastic bags to make a strong structural 
material in order to make model shingles that represent the new possibilities for plastic bag 
recycling. I choose to conduct this study because of the impact of plastic bags on the 
environment I saw as I conducted project research. To create a product that met the criteria of my 
goal, I conducted 3 types of tests: a flexibility test, a cumulative damage test, and an air 
resistance test on several different types of plastic with several different layering patterns. The 
results of these different tests showed that the ideal structural material for new forms of recycled 
material was the low density polyethylene 10-sheet material. These results helped me fulfill my 
goal and could be expanded on during later research to help better the environment and develop 
methods of reducing trash while bettering the human standard of living. 

  



Nathaniel Ellis 1-06-010 
Powered Exoskeletons: Carrying Us Into the Future 

Currently, exoskeletons assist two diverse populations: people who have lost mobility and people 
who need augmented strength. However, the availability of these devices is limited and the cost 
is prohibitive. Homemade exoskeleton devices exist, but are slow to respond and often require a 
free hand to use a switch. My goal was to create a bio-responsive exoskeleton arm that could be 
manufactured at home and cost under $100. My design used 3D printing instead of conventional 
metal framework, producing a lightweight device that can be printed at home. I connected a 
muscle sensor to a servo motor through an Arduino control board so the device would respond to 
a flexed muscle instead of an on/off switch. I found that my exoskeleton arm was responsive 
with 100% of reliability tests positive on an adult arm. However, the reliability dropped to 70% 
on youth arm. When testing the ability of the device to lift weight, a significant problem 
emerged. The stall torque of the servo motor I used is 10 kgf/cm. At 20 cm, the length of a youth 
forearm, the exoskeleton could only lift 500 grams. The exoskeleton arm cost $75.00 to build. 
The design was reliable but weak. I was able to test at lower force levels with high reliability. To 
improve the effectiveness of this device, I would redesign with these changes: (1) Use of a piston 
instead of a servo motor, in order to change the fulcrum point and thus the ratio of effort to 
weight. (2) Use a force sensor instead of a muscle sensor to increase reliability across different 
muscle types. 

Thomas Ferrell 1-06-011 
Homemade Air Quality Monitors Fast, Cheap and Out of Control 

Last summer we experienced the 416 wildfire in Durango. Smoke from the fire frequently 
engulfed our house. The local news reported air quality, but only at a few locations. I thought it 
would be interesting to measure the smoke and air quality at my house. So I built a homemade 
air quality sensing system, using a Raspberry Pi and cloud data storage. After I got into this 
project my dad told me about “Fast, Cheap and out of Control”. That is a phrase Dr. Brooks, a 
professor of computer science at MIT, coined 30 years ago to inspire NASA to think about 
transitioning from expensive, one-off space robots to swarms of cheap space robots. So I had this 
thought: What if we deploy swarms of cheap air quality sensors that can compare readings with 
each other and alert us to changes? I live on a hill above a forest which is ready to burn. What if 
a swarm of sensors around my house could wake me in the middle of the night if a forest fire 
starts? As Dr. Brooks taught, lots of cheap sensors working together can give better information 
than any sensor alone. I’ve built 3 sensors so far. I’m preparing to publish my design and code. It 
is simple to add different sensors and more sensor stations. The sooner you know, the sooner you 
can go! 

  



Lucas Figueroa 1-06-012 
Low or High, Mid or Bi: Which Is the Better Fly? 

The big purpose of my project is to help kids make a fun and durable foam airplane. If a kid 
wanted to do this, he/she would want to know which type of airplane would fly the farthest. I 
made and tested a low wing, high wing, mid-wing, and bi-wing airplane. I tested how far each 
plane flew with a mid-pull at 20 inches and a max pull at 25 inches. First, I made a low wing, 
high wing, mid wing and bi-wing foam airplane using templates. Second, I made a launcher from 
wood, nails and rubber bands. Third, I launched my models three times each at a mid-pull and a 
max pull on the launcher.  For all 24 flights, I wrote down each plane’s flight pattern. Last, I 
analyzed and graphed my data. I hypothesized that the mid-wing would fly farthest because these 
airplanes are well balanced and have good control, stability, and less drag interference. However, 
the high wing won. It went higher in the air, started gliding, gained altitude, then fell forward for 
a little bit before crashing. The mid-wing just rose and then fell back losing a little bit on how far 
it went. I was proud to continue my passion for airplanes big and small. Next year, I might make 
my own cardboard truck and decide which kind of axle (metal straws, pencils, skewers) will 
make the tires roll smoother or faster. 

Aditya Gonella 1-06-013 
Water Me When I'm Thirsty 

The purpose of this experiment is to come up with a way to water plants with the right amount of 
water without physically having to do it yourself. The right amount of water is crucial for plant 
health. We have several indoor plants at home and watering plants has always been something 
that my family focused more on. If we had a moisture sensor installed, then we would not need 
to worry about our plants. This experiment will involve programming (Arduino) an alerting 
system to water the plants according to each plant’s needs depending on the moisture. This 
solution works by having a moisture sensor installed in the soil of a plant that is wired to the 
Arduino that will water the plant. The moisture sensor will keep sending signals to the Arduino 
and once the soil hits a certain point and the signal sent to the Arduino it will water the plant 
appropriately. To execute this experiment, I will have a plant that I am watering manually as I 
see fit and another plant that is being watered using the moisture sensor. I will monitor the plants 
for about 14-20 days. At the end of this experiment, I will compare the two plants and determine 
which one is healthier. I hypothesize that the plant with the moisture sensor will be healthier. I 
think this because I have seen plants affected by more/less amount of watering. It’s simply an 
educated guess. 

Kevin Lester 1-06-014 
Cheap, But Durable Shingles 

Consumers require damage resistant shingles that are more economical because currently 
damage proof shingles are extremely expensive. The essential design criteria included the 
following (1) being hail proof, (2) not be damaged by water, (3) cost less than $15 per square 
meter, and (4) be resistant to rain. Prototype 1 met all of the design criteria. The cost per square 
meter ended up being about $6. The shingle withstood all tests and exceeded current market 
shingles such as Owen’s Corning. Based on the analysis, the next prototype would use a better 
adhesive to bond to the roof and less expensive rubbers would be used in order to keep costs 
down. 

  



Juliet Loftis 1-06-015 
Insulated Chicken Waterer 

During winter water inside of a chicken waterer freezes, and in doing so the chickens have no 
more water to drink. So I wanted to create an insulated chicken waterer to prevent this problem 
from happening. My hypothesis was that the spray foam insulation will retain the most heat 
inside of the chicken waterer. My procedure is that I get my three metal chicken waterers, and 
then get R15 fiberglass insulation and Spray foam insulation and I rap both of those around a 
chicken waterers lid, then I rap duct tape around the insulation materials. I then test my project 
for 140-minute time periods and I record data every 20 in those 140-minute testing periods and I 
do that two times. My results were that the spray foam insulation retained the most heat inside of 
the chicken waterer. My experiment showed that the insulation materials did retain heat loss 
from inside of the waterer, and if I were to do this project again I would probably test for 12 or 
24 hours instead of just 140 minutes. 

Augustus Miller 1-06-016 
Device for the Ice! 

Every year, kids learn to skate and develop basic hockey skills including puck shooting. 
Learning to shoot correctly is important: the faster the shot, the more goals scored. I have been 
playing for many years, and have noticed that young players do not know how to properly 
perform a shot. They shoot using the power of only one arm- pushing the lower part of the stick 
forward, producing limited puck velocity. The correct technique of pushing the lower part of the 
stick forward while pulling the upper part of the stick back, creates greater power as the stick 
acts as a lever, increasing torque with the pivot at the center of the stick. Coaches try to 
demonstrate this technique, but kids struggle to understand the arm movement and ideal pivot 
point. I designed and built a device to teach players the proper way to shoot, using the correct 
motion and pivot point to create more power and higher velocity. I would consider my device a 
success if 60% of kids shot with higher velocity using the correct “push-and-pull” method versus 
the “push only” method. Ten players tested my device, each shooting 5 times with each method; 
puck velocity was measured with a radar gun. Ninety percent of players shot with higher velocity 
using the correct method, making my device a success. This may be an effective training tool to 
help young players shoot correctly, with higher velocities, for greater success. 

Tyler Penick 1-06-017 
RC Car to the Rescue 

The average of car accidents per day is around a 102. Data shows 37,461 people were killed in 
34,436 motor vehicle crashes in the year of 2010. I tested my hypothesis by using the tires on the 
same day and the same time to get the right data. I also did this project because I like messing 
around with RC cars and messing around with different parts of the RC cars. I test the tires and 
see which tire will do better by which tire does better. I noticed that both sets of tires failed on 
the ice landscape. Landscapes 1-5 trial 1-5 tire set 1 has 6 nos and 9 yeses. Landscapes 1-5 trial 
1-5 tire set 2 has 1 no 14 yes. The hypothesis was correct the tires with tacks will catch on the ice 
and make it go under control by using the grip. I thought the tires with spikes would be hard 
going thru the snow because it would just fling it up but on the bright side it didn't. I learned that 
the tires with tacks would work better and it is proven because it's kind of like using chains on 
semi tires it gives it grip. I could use different things on my tires and different RC cars so I could 
get better data to help prevent car accidents. 

  



Madison Robson 1-06-018 
How to Keep the Sound Down 

The purpose of my project is to discover which out of four varying insulation types will work 
best to prevent sound from escaping the inside of a box, which will contain an alarm that’ll go 
off. I will be using R-13 fiberglass, 2” thick foam, 1” thick foam board, and acoustical ceiling 
tiles as different insulation types to fit inside the box. Then, I’ll measure the sound decibels that 
escape the box and compare the measurements to each other to tell which insulation blocks out 
the most sound. To measure the amount of sound that escapes, I’ll use a decibel reader. First, 
measuring the normal decibel level of the room, I’ll then measure the amount of sound each 
insulation blocks out by subtracting the results of the insulation measurements from the alarm 
sound level that’s made with no insulation. I’ll keep the decibel reader in the same spot (6” 
away) from the box each time to obtain accurate results. Afterwards, I will analyze the collected 
data and state my conclusion. 

Maddox Shull 1-06-019 
Breaking Bridges 

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate three different types of Truss bridges, the 
Warren, Pratt and Howe, to determine which can support the most weight. To conduct the 
experiment, I constructed four of each of the Truss bridge design panel types: Pratt, Howe, and 
Warren, and a testing table. Then, I placed the bridge panel onto the testing table, and connected 
two carabiners to the bottom chord of the bridge panel. I connected the carabiner that is attached 
to the pull scale to the two carabiners that were connected to the bridge panel. I recorded a video 
while I slowly began cranking on the crank pull, continuing until the bridge got a clean break. I 
reviewed the video in slow motion to determine the highest weight that was applied at the time 
of the break. I recorded the weight in kg on a data chart. I tested each of the three bridges, three 
times. I kept one unbroken panel of each bridge type for display. My background research 
indicated that triangles are the strongest shape to use structurally, because their three sides 
evenly distribute weight that is applied to them. In addition, cross struts equally distribute weight 
to provide maximum support to all locations on the bridge, allowing it to hold a greater load. 
Since the Howe Truss bridge incorporates these two design features, the Howe Truss bridge held 
the most weight. The data indicated the Howe Truss bridge was the strongest, proving my 
hypothesis correct. 

Mila Stepan 1-06-020 
Sailing Specifics: Do They Matter? 

The purpose of this project was to determine which material type, surface area, and position of a 
sail caused a platform on wheels to go the farthest when placed in front of a fan. This experiment 
involved building a platform with wheels, making different sails, and recording the distance each 
one traveled when placed in front of a fan. The data collected supported the hypothesis. The sail 
that was made of cloth, located in the back of the platform, and bigger in area went the farthest. 
This sail went the farthest because the material of cloth was able to collect more power from the 
fan because it was coarser compared to the plastic. The location at the back of the boat caused 
the platform to go the farthest because the sail was able to get more power at the beginning of the 
run, because it was closer to the fan. The sail with the biggest surface area went the farthest 
because it had more area to collect power. In conclusion, this project determined that the material 
type, surface area, and position of a sail do determine the amount of distance it travels. 

  



Cole Tedder 1-06-021 
Redneck Rocketry 

I have done this aeronautics project because my father is a pilot and he flies a twin Comanche. I 
also did this aeronautics project because on July 16, 1969, the first successful lunar landing 
mission was held by NASA. I did this aeronautics project by building a rocket out of easy to find 
cheap materials you can find at the local hardware, sporting goods, Walmart, and dollar stores. 
First, we gathered and assembled the rocket. Then, we gathered and manufactured the rocket 
motor. Once that was completed, we attached the motor to the rocket. Finally, my dad and I 
launched the rocket out in a field. I also learned that our flammable mixture needed to be cooked. 
I think the I got the results I did because the nozzle on my motor was too large. The bigger the 
hole the less thrust the smaller the hole the greater the thrust. You need thrust because thrust is 
the force that causes the rocket to lift. I did not have enough lift so the rocket had too much force 
when it came down so it broke the parachute and crashed to the ground. 

Nicholas Weimer 1-06-022 
Brains to Brawn 

In phase one of this invention, the prosthetic leg sits and stands when the control buttons are 
activated. The RobotC code commands the VEX EDR cortex to move the motors which move 
the prosthetic leg to the sit and stand positions. The motors reel in or release the fishing line to 
contract or extend the muscles. By doing that it makes the skeletal structure move to the sit or 
stand position. This invention in the final stage will allow dogs that have partial or entire legs 
missing to walk, sit, and stand. The next phase of the invention will be controlled by beta waves 
sent by the dog's brain, collected by an EEG headset and sent to the receiver. Then depending on 
the intensity and location of the beta wave, the receiver will send signals to control the leg. The 
scope of this year's project is to program the cortex to control the desired actions of the hand-
made prosthetic. Next year's project will include the beta wave control features to activate the leg 
actions. This invention is dedicated in honor of Holly, my cousin's golden retriever, who was 
diagnosed in September with an autoimmune disease called Myasthenia Gravis. One of its 
effects is Megaesophagus which paralyzes the muscles of the esophagus. The disease can and did 
spread to the back leg muscles which made her unable to walk. She died in October. If she were 
still alive today, I would like to use my brains for her brawn. 

Willow Stephenson& Luciano Roybal 1-06-301 
Doggie 2000 

The purpose of Doggy 2000 was to help dog owners by preventing long term anxiety in dogs and 
having a feeder that would not under or over feed a dog when owners go on vacation. This was 
accomplished by building a machine that could care for a dog by both petting it and feeding it 
correct portions. The procedures we followed included researching dog anxiety and feeding 
requirements, and manufacturing a combined feeder and scratching hand out of cardboard and 
foam. 

Shae Stone & Tayla Wiedeman 1-06-302 
Protecting Profits 

We researched which style of windbreak best protects livestock. To do that, we blew snow 
towards the windbreak and measured how much snow was in a 5 cm by 5 cm square behind the 
windbreak. We tested each windbreak three times and took the average. We wanted to see which 
style would be the most productive for cattle operations. On the market, there are many different 
styles of windbreaks. After our testing, we concluded that a windbreak in the shape of a “V” 
blocks the most snow and provides the most protection. 

  



Junior Division Environmental Sciences 
 
Noah Archambault 1-07-001 

Does CO2 Affect You 
The purpose of this investigation was to see how CO2 concentration (low, medium, high) 
affected Daphnia Magna (heart rate, mortality, physical movement). I hypothesized that if the 
CO2 concentration was increased, then the Daphnia Magna would be negatively affected. This 
experiment involved adding different CO2 levels (low, medium, high) to spring water by 
blowing through a straw for 5, 15, and 30 seconds. Spring water without added CO2 was the 
control. The heart rate of the Daphnia was observed at 5, 10, and 15 minutes. The data collected 
did not support the original hypothesis. Based on the evidence, it is reasonable to conclude that 
the carbon dioxide levels did affect the Daphnia. On average, the low amount of carbon dioxide 
compared to the medium amount had an increase in heart rate of 7.03 bpm (+5%). When 
comparing medium to high, there was an increase in heart rate of 6.3 bpm (+4.3%). When 
comparing low to high carbon dioxide amounts, there was an increase of 13.33 bpm (+9.1%). 
When comparing the control to the low, there was a decrease of 27.6 bpm (-17.3%). When 
comparing the control to the medium, there was a decrease of 20.5 bpm (-12.8%). When 
comparing the control to the high, there was a decrease of 14.2 bpm (-8.1%). The evidence 
shows that as the carbon dioxide was increased the heart rate of the Daphnia decreased. 

Barrett Aronson 1-07-002 
A Breath of Fresh Air 

The purpose of this science fair project was to see if I could come up with a better way to filter 
smoke for wildland firefighters that are exposed to dangerous contaminants that are hazardous to 
their health. Wildland fire contaminants are very dangerous even at low levels. The problem is 
that most wildland firefighters don't bother wearing the provided filter because it is too hot and 
very hard to fit over their faces if they have beards. The problem is, when they have to hike a 
long way with their 40 pound backpacks, the firefighters are forced to breathe heavily through 
their mouth, which means this smoke is going directly into their lungs. Three bandanas were 
used in this experiment, one wet, one dry, and one bandana with chapstick coated on it. The 
results of the project showed that chapstick worked the best, because the waxy surface didn't 
allow smoke particulates to pass through the material. After a wildfire in my county last summer 
I wanted to find a way to help wildland firefighters breathe in less smoke and stay healthier. If I 
were to do this project next year, I would want to try and design an actual filter that the 
firefighters can wear. Even though you can wear a bandana you still are going to breathe in a lot 
of smoke. 

  



Nate Bailey 1-07-003 
Can Trash Save You Money? 

An estimated 3 million tons of styrofoam (polystyrene) is produced in the United States each 
year. It is economical to make and easy to manufacture. However, styrofoam is bad for the 
environment and expensive and difficult to recycle. The truth is that very few recycling facilities 
accept polystyrene plastic materials, including our center in Grand Junction. Approximately 30 
percent of landfills are full of styrofoam by volume, and 2.3 million tons of it ends up in landfills 
and waterways all over the world each year. My idea for a solution to this problem is to find 
ways to reuse and repurpose existing styrofoam trash to save money and reduce the 
environmental and financial problems associated with recycling it. I decided to begin tackling 
this problem by repurposing styrofoam trash in my garage into insulating foam boards. I did this 
by shredding and grinding down existing styrofoam trash in a kitchen blender and testing it with 
differing amounts of glue, spray adhesive, water, and rubbing alcohol mixtures. This helped me 
determine that using existing styrofoam trash is a viable, cost-saving means of recycling and 
repurposing polystyrene. Based on my conclusions, I have decided to continue working on the 
styrofoam recycling issues in my community. Going forward, I am making plans to contact my 
local recycle center with the outcomes of this science project as I complete more experiments in 
the coming year, including measuring the quality of insulation properties and testing other uses 
for repurposed styrofoam besides insulating foam board. 

Alexandra Flint 1-07-004 
Examining Electric Charges as a Method for Cleaning Microplastics from the Ocean 

Microplastics make up 94% of the plastic in the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. These plastic 
fragments are harmful to both marine life and human beings because they ingest the harmful 
chemicals found in the plastic. Cleaning these plastic fragments from the oceans could be critical 
to the survival of marine ecosystems. Electric charges sometimes attract small, dry pieces of 
plastic (like a static charge). My idea was to see if electric charges could attract plastics in water, 
to possibly clean the oceans. To test if microplastics would be attracted, jars were filled with 
saltwater and 50 microplastics of the same size. Salt was added to water to mimic the salinity of 
an ocean environment. Then, the distance between the wires was adjusted to pre-decided 
measurements in millimeters, and the electrodes (wires) were lowered into the saline solution. 
After 30 seconds the number of microplastics attached to the wires was recorded. A 20 
millimeter distance between the electrodes was found to cause the optimal level of attraction. 
Inevitable sources of error were present during experimentation, causing inconsistent results. The 
results were inconsistent due to a range larger than half the average for each group tested. When 
microplastics are exposed to electric charges, they are attracted to the material producing the 
electric field. These results show a possible solution to an increasingly significant problem: 
ocean pollution. In the future, I would like to take this discovery to a larger scale and analyze its 
effects on other types of plastic material. 

  



Owen Doherty 1-07-005 
Blame It on the Rain: A Novel Use of Non-Mechanical Methods for Rangeland Soil Erosion 

Control 
I live on a 6th generation cattle ranch in southeastern Colorado. Our ranch has been in our family 
since the 1880’s and has lots of mesas and hills that are prone to soil erosion during rainstorms. 
Also, in June of 2018, the Emery Gap wildfire burned 343 hectares of grass, brush and trees on 
our ranch so soil displacement is a concern to us. Some common erosion control methods are 
effective, but not practical on a large ranch. I tested methods that are realistic to implement on 
rangeland to learn the best way to control soil erosion. I tested two mechanical methods that are 
installed using heavy equipment (Trench and Berm) and two non-mechanical methods (Residue 
Cover and Residue Cover with Animal Impact). Residue Cover is the application of hay or straw 
over the area susceptible to erosion. Residue Cover with Animal Impact mimics cattle walking 
on that hay and pressing some of it into the soil with their hooves. A model 35-degree slope was 
built. Rangeland soil was placed in identical containers and one erosion control method was 
installed in each container. Sediment and water runoff were collected and measured after 2.5 cm 
and 5.0 cm of simulated rainfall. Per 1 cm of runoff, the non-mechanical samples contained the 
least amount of sediment. This experiment showed that the non-mechanical methods are most 
effective at reducing soil displacement. These methods can be immediately implemented by 
feeding hay to cattle on hills prone to erosion. 

Sophia Eschallier 1-07-006 
Flaming Forests: The Effects of Fire on Soil Composition 

The western United States seems to constantly be in flames during the summer months when 
wildfires rage across thousands of acres destroying century old trees. But how do the fires that 
are so prominent today affect the soils from which the ecosystem is to regrow? I collected 
samples from three of my major local fires of the past summer: the 416 fire, the Burro fire, and 
the Plateau fire, as well as control samples from the general regions in which these fires 
occurred. Upon researching the topic further, I hypothesized that the soils would be more acidic 
and show a decrease in primary macronutrients, substances which are vital to ideal plant health. 
In addition to testing my samples for pH, I also tested for the primary macronutrients which 
consist of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. However, after testing the samples for the 
aforementioned characteristics, I discovered that the samples actually increased in alkalinity by 
an average of 16.667%. I also found that there was little or no correlation between the levels of 
primary macronutrients and the occurrence of a fire at the sample collection site. Based on these 
results, I have concluded that since all of the fires showed an increase in pH after the event, fire 
is directly correlated with this increase. I also have concluded that the level of primary 
macronutrients depends more on the sample collection site than on the occurrence of fire. 
Therefore, fire does not hinder or encourage reforestation in that respect. 

  



Spencer Eschallier 1-07-007 
pHire Science 

The main objective of this project was to determine what damage wildfires did to the nearby 
creeks and streams after all of the fires in our region this summer. In order to test this concept, I 
tested pH levels by completing three separate tests on samples from local rivers: Cascade Creek, 
Hermosa Creek, and the Animas River at Bakers Bridge. I hypothesized that the samples 
upstream of the fire would be more alkaline than the samples of rivers that had passed through 
the fire area. When performing this experiment, I used each of the three following pH testing 
devices: Wide Range TesTabs, a digital pH meter, and the Low-Ion or Hydrion test, each of 
which tested the river samples in different ways. During the experiment, I wanted to make sure 
that each of the tests were successful, so I did three trials for each type of test to ensure accuracy. 
The test results proved to be incredibly varied, with the tests being either at a very low alkalinity 
(Basic Level), at an acidic level, or a fairly neutral level. This leads me to conclude that the fires 
have had very little effect on the pH of the water downstream several months after the fires were 
extinguished, as my samples were fairly close to water’s usual neutral level. I would have liked 
to have taken testing samples directly after the first rainstorm, to determine immediate effects on 
the water supply to communities, plants and animals downstream. 

Camren Flashner 1-07-008 
Effect of Motor Oil on Aquatic Plant Height 

The purpose of my experiment was to see how motor oil effected aquatic plant height. My 
hypothesis was the more oil you use, the less the plant would grow. Which turned out to be 
proven correct. I planted Amazon Sword plants into tall containers, and poured in some water in 
the containers. Then I added different amounts of oil into each container. The plants with the 
most oil turned out to be the shortest out of the bunch. 

Luci Bruchez 1-07-009 
Fire Frenz 

This year for my science fair project I decided to find the most fire resistant material out of six 
materials I would be burning. I chose this for my science fair project because of the Silver Creek 
Fire East of Kremmling, Colorado, up Gore Pass. My goal was to help people whose house was 
affected by the fire. My hypothesis is when I burn the materials, cement, dry wall, metal, asphalt, 
wood, and hardy board, the concrete will be the most fire resistant because it has the largest 
mass. For my project I burnt different materials with a propane torch and used a laser 
thermometer to find the temperature of the material at 30 seconds and at a minute. The material 
with the lowest temperature throughout the whole 60 seconds, is the most fire resistant. The data 
I collected showed that my hypothesis was correct. The cement does not absorb heat very well 
and released it very quickly. If I ever did this experiment again I will make sure that the 
materials have equal surface area and would start at the same temperature. I will also try to get a 
laser thermometer that’s temperatures higher than 315.6 degrees Celsius, and do my experiment 
more than once. 

  



Dakota Huber 1-07-010 
Soil Erosion 

Landslides kill people and cost 3.5 billion dollars every year in the United States alone. This 
study helps determine which soils are prone to slide causing destructive and costly landslides 
through the erosion process of water saturation. Knowing which soils are prone to slide will help 
determine where we should put stabilizing vegetation. The soils tested were clay, silt, sand, and 
loam. To do this experiment I put five cups of soil in to a bin and I put my second bin below. I 
poured two cups of water over the soil and let it drain into the second bin. I weighed my second 
bin to get my results in grams. I repeated this process three times for each of the four soils and 
then calculated the averages. My experiment showed that the clay is more prone to slide. If I 
were to expand my experiment, then I would put vegetation in the soil and measure the degree of 
the slopes. I would also measure my results in volume and not in mass. Another thing I would do 
is I would saturate the soils before adding the extra water so the soil might slide like it does in a 
real landslide. 

Hudson Kruse 1-07-011 
The Influence of Drought and Frequent Wildfires on the Chaparral 

Wildfires, burning every 15-100 years, are a vital impetus to cracking the seed coat of 
sclerophyllous plants. However, current short fire returns, severe drought, and pre-burn plant 
infections limit the building of a substantial seed bank. This is greatly challenging the natural 
landscape of the chaparral biome in the Santa Monica Mountains. Following the Woolsey Fire of 
2018 we quantified the facultative seeding success of Malosma laurina and Ceanothus spinosus, 
as well as obligate seeding success in Ceanothus megacarpus. Using point count sampling, we 
examined three sites on the Pepperdine Campus in Malibu, CA: 1. short fire return- 5 fires over 
30 years; 2. long fire return - fire > 30 years; and 3. pre-fire Botryosphaeria dothidea fungal 
infected site. We compared results to that of post fire data collected in 2008 and to data collected 
in 1986, when chaparral was flourishing. We discovered that drought and increased fire 
frequency has diminished all three seedling densities by 86-100% since 1986. We also observed 
that non-indigenous weeds were quickly filling their space. C. megacarpus has become extinct 
due to the combination of drought with frequent fire return. M. laurina managed to repopulate 
the fungal infected stand at a rate of 4-5 seedlings per meter square. Our findings indicate that 
chronic drought is diminishing the native plant population and frequent fire return is likely type-
converting the Chaparral Biome of the Santa Monica Mountains. 

Natasha Kuberski 1-07-012 
Heats Hitting the Streets 

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate which cool roofing method was the most 
effective at not absorbing and retaining heat. Cool roofing methods are one possible solution to 
the Urban Heat Island effect, an occurrence in metropolitan areas that results in medical, 
economical, and environmental issues. It was hypothesized that that the reflective terrarium 
would retain the least amount of heat, followed by the green terrariums, then the control group. 
Leaving the shingle terrariums to retain the most amount of heat in this experiment. After letting 
each terrarium sit under a heat lamp for two hours, the temperature of each terrarium was taken 
every five minutes. Through this experiment, the reflective terrarium had the most desired 
results, followed by the green terrarium and the control terrarium, with the shingle terrarium 
having the most dramatically different result from the reflective terrarium. Meaning that the 
hypothesis was ultimately proved correct. 

  



Luke Nielsen 1-07-013 
Delta Irrigation 

Farmers, landscapers and gardeners need an automated, cost effective irrigation system with 
multi-level moisture sensors to accurately determine the soil-moisture content at varying depths. 
This would be useful because billions of gallons of water are wasted each day on over-watering 
plants. The essential design criteria included the following: (1) the system irrigates the plant near 
the wilting state, (2) the system records moisture at two depths. The first prototype met an 
average score of 75% on the design criteria tests, failing in the categories “Water resistant” and 
“Materials Environmentally Safe”. The second prototype met all design criteria requirements and 
received an average score of 100%. Based on the analysis, the next prototype will have stronger 
wires, use sensors at further varied depths depending on the soil-water dynamics in the area, and 
use solid state moisture sensors. 

Emma Purvis 1-07-014 
The Erosion Is Real: Comparing the Effectivity of Mycelium and Plant Roots on Soil Erosion 

With this experiment, I wanted to determine whether the mycelium of oyster mushrooms or the 
plant roots of alfalfa is more effective against water-caused soil erosion. By answering this, The 
United States could reduce water-caused soil erosion and relieve the economy of its economic 
costs. I hypothesized that, based on the high tensile strength of plant roots, mycelium would not 
be as effective than plant roots against soil erosion. To test this, I planted alfalfa and oyster 
mushrooms in bread pans, and also put soil into bread pans as my control group. I then watered 
the contents in the bread pans for two weeks, and after that, I replicated water-caused soil erosion 
on each bread pan by angling them diagonally, and simulated rainfall using a watering can. Then, 
I filtered the fallen soil from the water and put the soil in a zippable bag. Lastly, I measured the 
mass of the soil in the zippable bags and used these masses to calculate averages. The average 
mass of eroded soil from the Soil bread pans was 178.3 grams, the Oyster Mushrooms were 
30.03 grams, and the Alfalfa was 59.97 grams. Even though these results show that oyster 
mushrooms are more effective against soil erosion than alfalfa, the 29.4 gram (6% of a pound) 
difference between the averages is not enough to draw a significant conclusion of which will be 
better in a real-world water-caused soil erosion situation. 

Jensen Renquist 1-07-015 
Using Daphnia m. to Monitor Water Toxicity 

The average human drinks half of a gallon of water per day! Is that water that you are drinking 
good or bad for you? You would think that it is good thing because you are drinking water. 
Right? What if the water that you are drinking right now has been contaminated with, or has 
nitrates in it or water toxicity? How will you know? In this project you use Daphnia m. to see if 
the water has been contaminated with or not. The Daphnia m. will die if the water has been 
contaminated with or not. You will put them in different types of water, and keep track of how 
many Daphnia m. are still alive throughout 8 hours, 16 hours, 24 hours, and 48 hours. The 
hypothesis was that the well water would have the most water toxicity, because it has a higher 
chance of being contaminated with. The bottled water had the least water toxicity in it, and the 
well water had the most water toxicity in it, so the hypothesis was correct. The reason that the 
data turned out this way is because the well water has a higher chance of being contaminated, 
and the bottled water has been processed to where it doesn’t have as much or any contamination 
to it. 

  



Caddis Robinson 1-07-016 
To Grow or Not to Grow 

A major concern within the agricultural community is the run off of fertilizers into the water 
system. The most problematic component of fertilizers is nitrogen and nitrates as it is not easily 
decomposed. The purpose of this project was to determine if algae found in soil water and 
agricultural water sheds would be influenced by nitrogen. The initial hypothesis was that 
increased levels of nitrogen would cause the algae cultures to increase, both in number and 
health. To test this hypothesis, cultures of euglena, a common algae, were grown in soil water 
with varying amounts of nitrogen. The chemical that was used to model the nitrogen fertilizer 
was potassium nitrate. The control cup was given no nitrogen. The experimental cups had either 
1%, 0.5%, or 0.25% solutions of potassium nitrate. Before any nitrogen was added, the cultures 
were examined under a microscope and the number of algae were counted. Following the 
addition of the KNO3 solutions, the number of euglena were counted weekly for three weeks. In 
every situation, the number of euglena decreased, and by the third week all the cultures were 
dead. Therefore, the data collected didn’t support the hypothesis, contrary to published studies. 
This indicates that the experiment needs to be redone, especially since even the control group 
died off, probably with a different source of nitrogen. 

Lily Klapp & Kelsea Hall 1-07-301 
Leaky Yellow Boy 

Acid mine drainage (AMD) is an environmental problem downstream of mines in Summit 
County, Colorado. High concentrations of ferrous iron (Fe2+) and low pH affect ecosystems and 
the drinking water. Hydrogen peroxide oxidizes Fe2+ into Fe3+, reducing toxicity. Additionally, 
Fe2+ is more acidic than Fe3+. This study examines the effects of adding hydrogen peroxide to 
acid mine drainage on Fe2+ and acidity. Water samples were taken downstream of the 
Pennsylvania Mine from the Snake River in the town of Montezuma. Four experimental groups 
were treated with different concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (0.15%, 0.30%, 0.38%, 0.45% 
by volume) and compared to a control. The pH was measured before and after the hydrogen 
peroxide was added. The results suggest that the optimal hydrogen peroxide concentration to 
reduce Fe2+ content is 0.30% by volume. The Fe2+ content was reduced from 0.27 mg/L to 0.05 
mg/L. However, the hydrogen peroxide treatment did not improve the pH of the samples. This 
study demonstrates that treating acid mine drainage with hydrogen peroxide lowers the Fe2+ 
content in acid mine drainage. Further studies will need to be done on how to raise the pH levels. 
Application of these results can help further research of acid mine drainage to improve aquatic 
ecosystems and improve our drinking water. 

  



  



Junior Division Math & Computer Sciences 
 
Cullen Aasmundstad-Williams 1-08-001 

Do Different Computer Programming Languages Have Different Efficiency Rates? 
From the start of creating computer languages in the 1960’s until today, the evolution of 
computers and how we use them has been completely transformed. Given the multiple computer 
languages today and the numerous mediums in which computers are used, it is extremely 
important to understand which computer language can conduct a given task the fastest, thereby 
making it the most efficient. Three of the most common languages used today are C#, JavaScript, 
and Python. By comparing the three languages given different scrambled arrays to sort, I used a 
time-stamp to measure the time in which both languages completed the sorts. Results showed 
that Python performed the sort for the number array of 1-10,000 best with an average of 1.67 
seconds per sort, whereas C# had an average of 1.83 seconds per sort, and JavaScript had an 
average of 2.29 seconds per sort. Interestingly, with sorts for number arrays up to 100,000 and 
greater, C# performed best and Python performed the worst. While changes would need to be 
made to include the testing on computers of differing amounts of storage, RAM, and Wi-Fi 
speeds to account for the variability amongst most common computers, this provided an 
informative starting point. Given that new languages are continually in development, for their 
adoption into mainstream use, they have to be faster, more reliable, and applicable on multiple 
platforms than their predecessors. 

Chance Hill 1-08-002 
Hey Google, Are You Spying on Me? 

The goal of this project was to see if smart home assistants such as the Google Home and the 
Amazon Echo send recordings when consumers aren't aware. The internet is filled with articles 
debating this subject and my goal is to put an end to this debate by performing an experiment. 
My method of finding out what data these devices are sending is by running a computer with 
capturing software called Wireshark. This software was used to capture WiFi packets being sent 
from the smart home devices. I performed three tests: a test when the devices were running idle, 
a test when the devices mute functions were enabled, and a control test (done by speaking to the 
assistants once in every five-minute interval). The capture data showed that packets were being 
sent when I wasn't talking to the assistants. However, deeper investigation into the data revealed 
that the packets being sent were QoS packets; a packet used to maintain a connection within the 
local area network. There were other packets being sent as well including Probe Requests 
(packets sent verifying surroundings). Google was also sending Data packets, a red flag to my 
experiment. However, these packets were short (not enough to send personal data in). In 
conclusion, from this project, I believe that these devices are mostly safe as far as privacy 
concerns. The only concern left to be investigated is that packets may be sent from the router 
encrypted, making it hard to verify these results. 

  



Julia Hill 1-08-003 
Password Security 

During the last decade or so, millions of people all over the world have had their accounts 
hacked into, which is due to the sudden increase in online activity. These cyber attacks have led 
to identity theft, credit card fraud, and personal information leaks, along with the consequences 
that come when huge companies such as Home Depot are hacked. These attacks could be 
reduced if people were taught a way that they could easily protect themselves and their online 
accounts: by strengthening their passwords. My project focused on proving that longer, more 
complex online passwords are harder to crack, thus protecting you and your account. I ran a 
Python language computer program that cracked various "tester" passwords, each varying in 
length and complexity. The program timed how long it took to figure out each one, giving me an 
idea of how strong each password was. In order to crack the passwords, the computer program 
ran Dictionary and Brute-Force attacks - the two most common hacking methods. Real words 
and short, simple passwords were quickly cracked, but long, complex passwords evaded the 
attacks, proving my hypothesis to be correct. My findings show that one very easy way to protect 
yourself from cyber attacks is to improve the passwords that you use online. If someone was to 
use this information, they would go and create a long fairly complex password (but not too 
complex - you still need to remember it!) Now, with these results, the next step is to tell the 
world! 

Kai Morton 1-08-004 
A Game for All Eyes 

Visually impaired people need a video game that they can easily play so they can enjoy the 
excitement of playing a video game. The essential design criteria included the following: (1) The 
test subjects having a 100% button accuracy, and (2) The test subjects completing the game test 
in under 3 minutes. Prototype 2 was more successful than Prototype 1 in the essential design 
criteria tests. The test subjects had a 100% button accuracy average in Prototype 2, while the test 
subjects only had a 75% button accuracy average in Prototype 1. The test subjects completed the 
game test in under 3 minutes in Prototype 2; however, the test subjects completed the game test 
in more than 3 minutes in Prototype 1. Because of how the audio commands in the game sound 
boring and robotic, the future prototype will have a more exciting, human-sounding voice. A 
story line will also be added, with new creatures, characters, and more. 

Selen Serdar 1-08-005 
Improved Inertial Navigation for First Responders 

Dead reckoning, a method for navigation based on the last location without GPS, cellular data, or 
internet, can be a very important tool for first responders to find their way back in an emergency. 
It uses incremental updates to track the path of the user. Because of this, errors accumulate over 
time. The aim of this study was to use dead reckoning to track the path of a user with two 
accelerometers. I tested whether using two accelerometers had a less error rate than one 
accelerometer in a confined space. This was done by measuring the acceleration in the x and y-
axes and calculating the distance traveled. Using a single accelerometer, I managed to identify 
the changes in direction. With two accelerometers, I noticed a lower error rate. However, the 
accelerometer readings remained noisy. More research should be done to explore the effects of 
adding more accelerometers to the device, using different processing methods, comparing 
different sizes of measurement areas, and testing different accelerometer types. In conclusion, 
once optimized, dead reckoning can be a cheap and easily available tool to guide those who need 
to find their way in emergency situations (such as first responders, firefighters, and rescuers 
working in confined areas) when cell phones and GPS do not work. 

  



Caleb Siegling 1-08-006 
Population Trash 

The purpose of doing my science fair project was to see if a town’s population can determine the 
amount of trash the town gets per-year through a mathematical equation. I believe anyone should 
care about my work because my equation in a way shows how recycling reduces the amount of 
trash in the town. The research done will hopefully change your mind about recycling. During 
my experimentation I learned a lot how population, trash and recycling are correlated. The 
problem: Could I use a mathematical equation using town’s population and recycling to find out 
the amount of trash per year for that specific town? My approach to the problem was multiplying 
the population by the average amount of trash per person for that specific town and reducing it 
by the recycling in that town. I found actual numbers by talking to the recycling and waste 
centers, or looking at the websites. My equation did not work for finding the amount of trash. I 
came to this conclusion because none of my answers to my equation was 20% from the 
researched amount. My closest number was 26% away from the researched number. My 
hypothesis was disproved by my experiment. My science fair project contributed to the math 
genre because it’s different in how I use population and recycling to create a equation. I didn’t 
meet my objectives but learned of the affect population and recycling had on trash. 

Kathir Vel Sasikumar 1-08-007 
Interactive Math Fun: Design & Model Interactive Math Game Car and Drone Using Python 

Program 
Traditionally all the math games are played in the computer and results are published on the 
monitor/screen, with no interaction and actual movements during the game. Math games on the 
internet are generally used for students to explore mathematical concepts, making it more 
interesting. However, those games always after a while can get boring without an actual 
interaction. The goal of my project was to create an interactive math game using Python 
programming, and to create awareness in math and coding. I continued my project from last year 
to advance the game and analysis student’s response to the project itself. I made updates to 
program by randomizing questions from a list and adding grade levels. I assembled the 
Raspberry Pi car using a car chassis kit and a Raspberry Pi model 3 from last year. I expanded 
the Python programming to an interactive drone, although the drone was difficult to operate 
perfectly, due to temperature, light change, and air currents. I managed to adjust the drone 
parameters to work under certain conditions. I tested and executed the fun math game on the 
Raspberry Pi and Drone on the game board. Then, I collected student responses before and after 
the game using lists of questions. From the student responses, it clearly shows that the interactive 
math game created awareness and interest in math and computer coding. 

  



Luke Weber 1-08-008 
Safe Ride 

Many people around the world ride their bike and get injured in the mountains. Some of them get 
stuck and are not able to call a contact or emergency services. The solution to this problem is 
Safe Ride. By tracking the location of the user, this app is able to detect when you have stopped 
moving and text a contact for you. The text message will contain the location of the user, 
allowing the contact to find them. With this app running, the user is able to get a notification to 
warning them that they haven’t moved in a while. If the user doesn’t either move again, or select 
the “I’m okay” button, the app will proceed to text the contacts with the location of the user. In 
order to test this, I went out on a hike in the mountains and dropped the phone to simulate that I 
stopped moving. In the set time, customizable by the user, I got a notification from the app as 
expected. I pressed the “I’m Okay” button and continued to move. I stopped again but this time I 
did not press the “I’m Okay” button after getting the notification. Once the secondary time had 
elapsed, my contact received a text. Safe Ride was originally designed for biking but as I 
worked, I found that this could be used for anything involving movement. This is also useful for 
people who can’t afford a safety tracking app and need a cheaper option. 

Henry Westfall 1-08-009 
Predicting Influenza Genome Mutations Using Neural Networks 

The goal of this experiment was to create and train machine learning models to predict mutations 
in the surface protein hemagglutinin (HA) of Influenza A. The purpose of this experiment was to 
help create more effective flu vaccines. The models were fed amino acid sequences for HA from 
a location and trained to predict a sequence collected from the next year and the same location. 
The sequences were collected from Influenza A subtypes H1N1, H3N2, and H5N1 and 
individual models were trained for each subtype. The models were trained with varying numbers 
of neurons and varying numbers of training sequences to determine how these hyperparameters 
affected the accuracy, and thus gain an understanding of the model and its training could be 
optimized to maximize accuracy. It was found that increasing the number of neurons in the 
model decreased the accuracy of the model. There was a polynomial relationship between the 
number of samples used for training and the accuracy of the models. This relationship indicated 
that the accuracy fluctuated with training, but could have meant that the model has an overall 
increase in accuracy. As the model’s accuracy rose, it learned part of the mutation pattern of the 
HA. When the accuracy began to decrease, the model had encountered an unknown part of the 
pattern. 

  



Junior Division Medicine & Health 
 
Ethan Augerot 1-09-001 

How Sweet Is It? 
The purpose of this project was to test for the presence and amount of glucose in foods and 
drinks that are commonly found in households. I hypothesized that foods that are “healthier” for 
you would have less sugar. I completed this experiment by using a glucometer, glucose test 
strips, glucose powder, and a variety of foods and drinks from around the house. My results 
showed that the foods often considered to be healthy could cause a spike in blood glucose levels 
because they were actually higher in sugar. The most surprising result was with Naked: Green 
Machine, which is a beverage that is marketed as being “healthy” and with "no sugar added", but 
it actually contained the highest amount of glucose out of all foods and drinks that were tested. It 
is important to realize that just because a product contains a large variety of fruits and vegetables 
doesn’t mean that it is actually the healthiest choice. More glucose in food increases blood 
glucose levels within the body when it is consumed, and as a result, more insulin is needed to be 
produced by the pancreas to process it. People may develop complications such as diabetes, 
where they're unable to produce the necessary amount of insulin and can result in various 
damaging health conditions. Upon completion of my project, it was determined that a lot of 
foods considered to be "healthy" are actually very high in glucose and are not as healthy for us as 
we might initially think. 

Tharind Bopearachchigedon 1-09-002 
Salicylic Acid vs. Benzoyl Peroxide 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the effects of two different acne medications, benzoyl 
peroxide and salicylic acid, on bacteria to provide information to help people struggling with 
acne make an informed decision. Previous studies have indicated that, although salicylic acid can 
be used to treat many types of acne, it can also leave the skin dry and irritated. Benzoyl peroxide, 
on the other hand, kills bacteria more efficiently, but may not work for all skin types. To test the 
effectiveness of each medicine, the surfaces of the Petri dishes were inoculated with each acne 
medication in an even layer. Propionibacterium acnes was then introduced into each quadrant of 
the Petri dishes and incubated for five days. The results state that the benzoyl peroxide was more 
effective at keeping the bacteria from spreading. Although the medication containing salicylic 
acid limited the bacteria growth, it was not as effective. Reducing acne can improve an 
individual's quality of life, both emotionally and physically. This research can help people make 
an informed decision about which product would most effectively reduce their acne. 

Kyra Burton 1-09-003 
Sugar Rocks 

The purpose of doing this experiment was to find out what sugar was the best for making rock 
candy. The hypothesis of the experiment, the granulated sugar will make the best rock candy, 
was supported by the data. The initial steps in the experiment are to make the rock candy by 
letting 3 cups of sugar dissolve in 1 cup of water. Bring that mixture to a boil. Pour the mixture 
into cups or jars and let the crystals form for 2 to 5 days. Carefully remove the rock candy and 
have 5 test subjects rate it from 1 to 10 for both appearance and taste. This is then repeated for 
the other types of sugar. The results of this experiment were as follows; for appearance averages, 
cane sugar had a 7.4, granulated had a 9.4, and artificial sweetener had a 2.6. For the taste 
averages, the cane had a 3.4, granulated had a 6, and artificial sweetener had a 0. This 
experiment has numerous applications. It can be helpful when making candy for people who 
cannot have certain sugars. It can also be useful for the home baker when making rock candy to 
use as gifts using not only the sugar type that has the best taste but the best appearance as well. 
This information can also be used by local bakeries to improve the quality of their product. 

  



Riley Cannon 1-09-004 
Nicotine Dependence: How Does Your Rh Factor Affect Your Vulnerability to Nicotine 

Addiction? 
Based on my prior knowledge provided by my background research, I hypothesized that the Rh 
factor of an individual's blood would have an effect on their susceptibility to nicotine 
dependence. I wanted to test to see if there was a certain group of people that should be aware of 
how much of a risk they were really at because of their Rh factor. To test this, I collected data 
from individuals about their Rh factor and their history with nicotine use. I used anonymous 
surveys to collect my data to determine the results of my experiment. An example of one of the 
questions was “Have you ever used a nicotine product?” After collecting all my data and 
analyzing it, I determined that an individual with a negative Rh factor is more likely to become 
nicotine dependent than an individual with a positive Rh factor. 

Brock Doherty 1-09-005 
Weighting for a Good Night's Sleep? 

The purpose of this investigation was to find out if weighted blankets increase the amount of 
time spent in deep sleep in non-autistic teenage males. This experiment was compared to a study 
done on autistic children. In that study, the autistic children were tested for total sleep time and 
different behavioral aspects. The researchers concluded that no benefit in total sleep time or 
behavior was found. This investigation’s purpose is to find out if weighted blankets increase 
deep sleep time in non-autistic, 11-14 year-old males that weigh between 80-110 pounds. 
Participants took pre- and post-surveys asking about their sleep with and without the weighted 
blanket and were given a sleep-tracking fitness watch for four nights. During the first two nights, 
participants did not sleep with a weighted blanket. During the last two nights, participants slept 
with a 10-pound weighted blanket. It was discovered that 66% of participants slept in a deeper 
sleep for a longer time with the weighted blanket. Although the fitness tracker data showed 
deeper sleep, participants did not report a significant improvement in the quality of their sleep 
with the blanket. This investigation found that total sleep time improvement did not increase or 
decrease significantly. More trials are planned to see if this trend continues. In conclusion, this 
investigation found that the benefit of weighted blankets differs from person to person. 

Lilly Figueroa 1-09-006 
Contaminants, Contagions and Critical Care: The Impacts of North Carolina’s Anaerobic Swine 

Lagoons 
The purpose of my project is to determine if Cryptosporidiosis, Salmonella, Staphylococcus 
Aureus, Tuberculosis, and Escherichia Coli spread from swine lagoon areas, to other counties 
across North Carolina, giving this state a higher rate of reported cases per 100,000 people 
compared to the bordering states of Virginia, Tennessee, South Carolina, and Georgia. If so, 
improved screenings and early detection should be a priority for the state of North Carolina. Go 
to the Center for Disease Control and collect data from the five afflictions from 2012-2017 and 
all five states. Contact animal and health professionals in NC, SC, VA, GA, and TN (61 total).. 
Determine which states have the highest rates per 100,000 people for each of the five afflictions 
and graph the data. After 60 hours of work, I concluded my hypothesis was refuted. There are 
not more reported cases of all five afflictions in NC than in its bordering states. NC has the 
highest rate for Staphylococcus Aureus. TN has the highest rate for Escherichia Coli. GA has the 
highest rate for Tuberculosis, Cryptosporidiosis, and Salmonella. With a refuted hypothesis, I 
continue to consider the effects of NC’s swine lagoons. I would like to continue research on why 
GA’s numbers were so high and why NC’s contagious and infectious diseases did not spread. I 
believe the solution lies within the science of water, soil and responsible animal practices 
merging with preventative medical care. 

  



Ethan Gavin 1-09-007 
Shining a Light on Cross-Contamination 

The purpose of this experiment was to test whether or not the dish material type (wood, plastic, 
porcelain, glass, metal) and age of the dishwasher would affect the cleanliness of the dishes. I 
hypothesized that the plastic dishes would retain the most allergen contamination, and the newer 
the dishwasher was, the better it would do. This experiment involved the contaminating of 
peanut butter with a powder that glowed under ultra-violet light and applying it to a knife and 
running that with the rest of the dishes to test how much of an effect cross-contamination had on 
the dishes. A wash with just ultra-violet powder was used as a control. After the wash, the dishes 
were evaluated on a yes /no test. The data collected did support the original hypothesis. These 
findings led to the conclusion that age of the dishwasher and the type of dish material tested did 
affect the cleanliness of the dishes. At an average of 77% contaminated, plastic dishes retained 
the most allergen, and porcelain dishes, at 34% contamination on average, faired the best. 

Trudy Goodnow 1-09-008 
Should You Brush or Swish 

The purpose of my experiment is to find out how best to keep your teeth healthy and if you 
should use toothpaste or mouthwash. I hypothesized that mouthwash could take the place of 
toothpaste removing plaque more quickly. I started the experiments by brushing my teeth with 
Colgate toothpaste. Then I would put a red tablet in my mouth that dyed the plaque on my teeth 
so that I would see it and brushed again until the red is removed. Next I ate 200 grams of my test 
food. I placed another red tablet in my mouth. This time I kept track of how much time it took 
for me to brush the red off my teeth. I repeated that with different foods and then with 
mouthwash. The data of my experiment did not support my hypothesis. The average time for 
mouthwash was 53.4 seconds and the average time for toothpaste was only 49.6 seconds. That 
shows me that I should brush my teeth with toothpaste. 

Lily Grasso Rudawsky 1-09-009 
How Suture Type Affects How Well Stitches Can Withstand Tension 

Sutures are essential to medicine today. They close open wounds, which stops bleeding and 
prevents infection. There are many different types and materials that are categorized into 
different subgroups. Some are monofilament and some are braided, and some are absorbable and 
some are nonabsorbable. Monofilament sutures are made up of a single thread, while braided 
materials are made up of three threads braided together. Absorbable sutures can be absorbed into 
the skin while braided sutures can’t. There are different thickness grades, with 0 being the 
thickest and 6-0 being the thinnest. There are also many different materials that are used, some 
synthetic and some natural. In this project, I tested four different types of sutures to see how 
much tension they could withstand. Ultimately, I found that the Vicryl sutures were the 
strongest, and that gut sutures broke the most easily. This deals with the issue of suture breakage, 
and which type of sutures to use in which situations. 

  



Logan Haffele 1-09-010 
The Science of Yuck! 

I tested whether a hand dryer helps clean your hands or if it just makes them dirtier. My 
hypothesis was if hand dryers spread bacteria then there will be more colonies of bacteria on the 
hands that were dried by the hand dryer than the hands that were naturally dried. This is because 
fecal matter gets sucked up and blown onto your hands making them dirty again. I needed to find 
9 public bathrooms with hand dryers in them. My tests subjects washed their hands for a minute 
with soap and water. The test subjects shook dry their right hand and used the hand dryer for 
their left. I swabbed each hand with a q-tip and then carefully rubbed the q-tips onto the agar 
petri dishes. The petri dishes were then put in a dark warm room for 10 days to see if they would 
grow any bacteria. According to my data, hand dryers spread more bacteria to the hands. For the 
hands that used the hand dryer, there was an average of 12.3 colonies with a low of 7 colonies 
and a high of 19 colonies. For the shake dried there was an average of 5.6 colonies with a low of 
0 and a high of 10. My experiment proved that my hypothesis was correct because when the 
high-powered toilets flush, some of the fecal bacteria goes into the air. Then the hand dryers take 
the surrounding air (which contains the fecal bacteria) and blows it onto your hands making them 
dirty again. 

Tierney Kohl 1-09-011 
Which Type of Turn Is Faster? 

There are three different types of turns a swimmer can choose from when going from backstroke 
to breaststroke in an individual medley (IM) race, the open, crossover, and backflip turns. Turns 
can be up to 33% of the total race time in a short course swim event (Hay NP). Fractions of a 
second matter in a swim race, therefore swimmers need to know which type of turn gets them in 
the best position to push off the wall fast, strong, and with as little drag as possible. It is proposed 
that a crossover turn is faster and more efficient than an open turn or backflip turn in a 100 yard 
IM. To learn which turn type is faster, the time it takes to complete each type of turn was 
measured. Eight swimmers with experience performing the three turn types were timed as they 
completed two trials of each turn type during a 50-yard swim of backstroke to breaststroke. The 
results did not support the hypothesis for this experiment. The crossover turn was fastest for 3 of 
the 8 swimmers. Six of the eight swimmers were faster at their preferred turn type, because it is 
the turn that they practice the most. In the future, it may be valuable to study the time between 
hand touch on the wall, and when the feet touch the wall, because this would more accurately 
measure the time spent in the actual turn, rather than timing the whole 50-yard swim. 

Linkin Korgan 1-09-012 
Eggshells and Osteoporosis 

The purpose of this project was to test if eggshells as a calcium supplement could protect bones 
from deteriorating. I hypothesized that if the calcium was used in vinegar and water while the 
vinegar attempted to eat the bone, the eggshell would protect them if the right amount was used. 
The experiment involved multiple complex steps. These involve cleaning the eggshells so they 
can be used as a calcium supplement. The chicken bones need to be put in a vinegar-water 
solution so the deterioration process can happen. Throughout 20 of the cups there is eggshell 
calcium in them. These cups of eggshell are filled with 3 ½ teaspoons, 6 ½ teaspoons, 9 1/2 
teaspoons, and 12 ½ teaspoons. The final results were taken 5 days later when the bones had set 
in the solution for the given amount of time. The data collected did support my hypothesis with 
my numerical data. The average decreased for width at the most by .12 centimeters. The length 
also decreased by 0-2.5 centimeters as an average number. For example, the two averages for the 
three ½ teaspoons of eggshell calcium are 9.94 centimeters and 9.36 centimeters.  That is a .58 
difference between the two averages. These findings lead me to believe that my hypothesis is 
accepted and eggshell calcium protects bones from deteriorating. This is proven as with the more 
eggshell that was added, the less deterioration happened.  



Hailey Kressin 1-09-013 
A Sixth Sense: Omni-Directional Presence Detection System 

People who are blind need a way to know when an object or another person is approaching so 
they can increase their confidence in their ability to walk around by themselves, which also 
increases their quality of life. The essential design criteria for the prototype include the 
following: (1) detects an object within 1.5 meters, (2) informs user of detection in less than 1 
second, (3) easily operated by people without sight. The Prototype 2 met of all the stated design 
criteria, but Prototype 1 did not. Prototype 1 did not meet all of the stated design criteria because 
it was not able to detect an object 1.5 meters away so, it failed the design criteria for alerting the 
user of a detection in less than 1 second. Prototype 2 performed better because the software was 
changed, so it could detect an object 1.5 meters away. Both Prototype 1 and Prototype 2 passed 
the design criteria for being easily operated by a person without sight. A blindfolded user was 
used to test the design criteria. Based on the analysis, the next prototype would be a cane 
designed for a blind person to use because the e-textiles on the shirt were difficult to work with. 
The handle would have a tone player embedded in it to alert the user of a detection. The ball on 
the end of the cane would have distance sensors on it allowing the cane to be able to detect 
objects at and above ground level. 

Jack Larkin 1-09-014 
How Does Changing the Ambient Temperature Affect the Cure Time of Bone Cement? 

This project was about how changing the ambient temperature affects the time it takes for bone 
cement to cure. My hypothesis was that the warmer the temperature, the faster the cure time. I 
thought this because if you are cooking something in a hot temperature, it cooks faster than a 
cold temperature. To do this project I went to my dad’s hospital and got 9 packages of bone 
cement and the materials to mix with. I mixed the powder polymer with the liquid monomer in a 
mixing bowl. I then mixed these together with a power mixer for a period of 70 seconds.  I tested 
the cement regularly until it fully cured and then recorded the time. I performed my experiments 
at three different temperatures: 15.5° Celsius, 18.3° Celsius and 21.1° Celsius. The cure times in 
seconds at 15.5° Celsius were 800, 830, and 820, with an average was 816.7 seconds. At 18.3° 
Celsius, the cure times were 700, 730, and 720, with an average of 716.7 seconds. At 21.1° 
Celsius, the cure times were 620, 630, and 640, with an average of 630.0 seconds. My hypothesis 
was proven correct. The bone cement cured fastest with the warmest ambient temperature. There 
are ways I would improve this project in the future. I would use better mixing tools that would 
decrease porosity of the cement and consider changing the amount of time I mixed for. I enjoyed 
learning about bone cement and the factors that go into how quick it cures. 

Aeneas McBrayer 1-09-015 
Eating for A's 

The purpose of this experiment was to find out what foods boost brain power. My hypothesis 
was; If dark chocolate, coffee, raspberries, or eggs are eaten before a test, the dark chocolate test 
scores will be the best. One food gets eaten one hour before a test. There are two tests. A 
memory test and a math test. The processor will happen three times and will be averaged The 
scores were compared and I found out that the best thing to eat before a test is raspberries. 

  



Mason Mireless 1-09-016 
Catching Some Z's 

This purpose of this project was to discover which type of activity (basketball or weight 
training/running) affected the amount of deep and light sleep a person gets the most. My 
hypothesis was that if the activity was weight training/running, then the amount of deep and light 
sleep a person gets will be affected more than basketball. I thought that I would find a greater 
amount of deep and light sleep that a person gets while weight training/running, because more 
physical exertion in the form of energy is used during weight training/ running which would lead 
to a longer period of deep and light sleep. My methods for conducting my science fair 
experiment were to first familiarize myself with the VeryFitPro app and Garmin app, then charge 
my Fitbit/Garmin for ten hours, and finally wear my Fitbit/Garmin for one week straight. The 
results of my science fair project were that weight training/running benefited a person’s sleep in 
the amount the amount of deep and light sleep more than basketball. I can conclude from my 
project that there is a poor correlation between the minutes of light and deep sleep, meaning that 
if I experimented for a longer period of time my data would show a better correlation between 
the independent and dependent variables and a better representation of my data. 

Ada Pence 1-09-017 
Don't Burn Me! Which Sunscreen Is Best? 

You don't want to be lobster red, so which sunscreen should you choose? This year for my 
project I wanted to better educate myself and others about the best type of sunscreen to use. I 
learned that there are chemical sunscreens (like lotions, sprays, and sticks) and physical 
sunscreens (like regular clothing or UPF impregnated clothing). I also learned that there are two 
categories of chemical sunscreens: organic, that absorb UV (ultraviolet) rays, and inorganic, that 
deflect UV rays. I chose two well-known brands of sunscreen, Banana Boat and Coppertone, an 
additional Zinc Oxide only Aveeno Baby lotion, and two types of clothing materials and 
measured the amount of UVA light that penetrated each sunscreen over a 3-hour time period to 
determine which sunscreen is most protective and whether or not sunscreen really needs to be 
reapplied every 80 minutes to 2 hours as suggested by the manufacturers. In the end, I found that 
the 14.5% Zinc Oxide, or higher, containing sunscreen lotions were the most protective followed 
closely by the 100% cotton cloth and then the lesser amount of Zinc Oxide containing lotion. I 
also found that, other than the Coppertone spray, the other sticks and sprays are not as effective 
as the lotions and that almost all of the sunscreens lasted more than 80 minutes to 2 hours. 

Rithi Prabhu 1-09-018 
Can a Dissociation Enzyme Like Papain Solve Celiac Disease? 

About one in thirty-three Americans suffer from celiac disease, making it crucial to find a cure, 
or, to make progress towards a cure. Celiac is caused by gluten which has two proteins, the 
protein that causes a negative response in a celiac patient being gliadins. These gliadins need a 
special enzyme to break them down in order for a celiac patient to digest them. Papain, an 
enzyme found in papayas, is known to have lots of digestive values and it is also used in cancer 
research to dissociate tissues from STEM cells. Therefore, papain was tested with gliadins by 
combining the two together and using the GlutenTox kit to test the gluten levels. Multiple 
samples were tested, some of which contained gastric acid to simulate conditions in the small 
intestine. Through these experiments, papain was found to decrease gluten levels. And in 
combination with gastric acid, it decreased the gluten level to less than five parts per million of 
gluten, from greater than twenty parts per million of gluten. These tests have significance 
because it shows that papain could be used in a cure for celiac. However, it cannot be used as the 
main ingredient because it only decreased the gluten by fifteen parts per million, so papain could 
be used as a supporting ingredient. 

  



Gitanjali Rao 1-09-019 
Early Detection of Prescription Opioid Addiction Using Mu-Opioid Receptor Gene 

Prescription opioid addiction is a national health crisis today. Around 50,000 people are dying in 
US each year, of prescription opioid overdose, costing taxpayers over $500B by 2020. Doctors 
prescribed over 200-million pills of painkillers like Vicodin and Oxycontin, and three in four 
users of narcotic Heroin started with prescription painkiller. While there are several treatment 
options, one of the biggest challenges is the lack of easy and reliable methods for early detection 
of addiction. Majority become addicts before they even become aware of it. Early detection and 
intervention by either the physician, or the patients themselves, can save many lives. My solution 
to tackle the challenge is a simple device that can detect onset of addiction. Development in 
human genomics have discovered that Mu-opioid receptor gene, OPRM1, can be a strong 
indicator of addiction disorder. When a patient starts to get addicted to painkillers such as 
Vicodin, the G-variant of OPRM1, expresses a protein that is proportional to the level of 
addiction. My solution detects the concentration, or intensity, of the OPRM1 protein, using a 
portable mechanism that leverages the immunological technique such as ELISA. The diagnosis 
uses a OPRM1 specific antibody, with the color-intensity determined using my automated 
colorimetry device, that uses a high-resolution camera in controlled lighting conditions and an 
image processing algorithm. The diagnosis is triggered by my custom mobile-app using 
Bluetooth communication and the results are shown, on a user-friendly scale, for physicians to 
take action. The data can also be transmitted for remote analysis. Future work involves 
enhancing diagnosis mechanism using Gold nanoparticles and enzyme-free techniques. 

Inbha Roshan Raguraman 1-09-020 
D-Watch: Smart Tracker for VITAMIN-D 

Vitamin D is very beneficial and important vitamin our body needs. But too much or too less of 
vitamin D can cause our body to have side effects. Vitamin D intake is affected by location and 
air quality, sun, skin color, weight, age. Insufficient vitamin D is a big problem in our 
community causing back pain because of weak muscles. Excessive intake of vitamin D causes 
hypercalcemia, leading to bone pain and kidney problems. The average intake amount for an 
adult is 2,000 IU (International Unit) and for a child is 400 IU. We can absorb 64% of vitamin D 
through the sun. The rest of the 33% has to come from food and exercise. I proposed a solution 
to this problem by developing an App extension to calculate the right amount of vitamin D for 
the body. From sunrise to sundown, it will keep track of your sun exposure and exercise to 
absorb vitamin D. After sundown, the watch will alert you how much vitamin D is still needed, 
either through food or exercise. The proposed solution is to add the vitamin D tracker on to the 
smart health watches since the current watches don’t have that facility. For more accuracy, living 
location’s air quality and sun exposure, skin color, weight, and age are the calculation factors. In 
the future, we would like to extend this research to design a smartwatch with embedded Vitamin 
D sunlight absorption enhancer based on scanning the skin tone. 

Cora Schrock 1-09-021 
Grass vs. Grain Fed: A Comparison of TAC 

Recent consumer interest in grass-fed beef to replace grain-fed or corn-fed beef products has 
raised a number of questions about the differences in nutrition. Total antioxidant Capacity (TAC) 
levels will be compared in two different grass-fed herds and three different grain-fed herds. A 
TAC Assay kit, based on the reduction of copper(II) to copper(I) by antioxidants. The copper(I) 
further reacts with a chromogenic reagent that produces color with absorbance at 490 nm. The 
researcher set out initially to determine if the way cattle are fed to finish, affects the meats 
nutritional differences, she actually found a better way to use this specific assay for meat 
samples. This assay was not specifically designed for determining meat TAC so procedural 
adaptations had to be made. The focus then became on finding reliable measurements of TAC, 
not nutritional differences in meat.  



Willow Schulz 1-09-022 
Effective Communication to Adolescents About Vaping 

After reading the article “ Durango teen vaping rates outstrip state average” (Shinn, Durango 
Herald, 11/18/18) I wanted to learn more about vaping. The goal of this project was to determine 
the best method to communicate to other adolescents about the dangers of vaping. I developed a 
presentation for school administration illustrating how the brief survey, videos and FAQ sheet 
met educational standards allowing me to implement my survey during the school day. The 
survey was broken into four groups: one was my control which only got a FAQ sheet; then there 
were three groups shown 3 different short video clips. All videos and the FAQ sheet covered the 
same material so that I could evenly compare the results. No personal information was collected; 
the survey was anonymous and voluntary. Once complete the survey data was entered into Excel 
to create a spreadsheet and graphs. Initial survey results showed the majority of students believed 
that vaping was not safe. Friends/peers and Social Media were a primary source of information 
for youth about vaping. Finally, most of the youth surveyed that had Adults/Trusted Adults as a 
primary resource were less likely to believe vaping was safe or to be vaping themselves. In 
summary I found that parents and other adults can be an important influence on adolescent 
perception but peers influencing peers would likely be most effective. Implications for the public 
health sector and school districts for targeted anti-vaping initiatives need to focus on proactive 
education and involve youth voice. 

Ava Steger 1-09-023 
Correlation Between Agenesis of the Corpus Callosum, and Epilepsy, and the Effectiveness of 

Anticonvulsant Drugs 
This study was conducted to determine how common is it for individuals with Agenesis of the 
Corpus Callosum (ACC) to have epilepsy and if individuals with both ACC and epilepsy have a 
lower response rate to anticonvulsant drugs than the general population. Two approaches were 
used to answer these questions: a systematic literature review and an empirical survey of 
individuals with ACC. The systematic literature review revealed that individuals with ACC were 
more likely to have epilepsy with a weighted average of 23.46%, compared to a prevalence of 
epilepsy in the general public of 1.2%. The empirical survey was administered to 57 participants 
and consisted of 10 questions asking the subject about their or their child’s diagnosis, the number 
of anticonvulsant drugs they had tried, and the successfulness of those drugs. All 57 subjects had 
ACC and 30 subjects were reported to have ACC and epilepsy, of whom 20 had tried two or 
more anticonvulsant drugs. Sixteen (80.00%) were determined to have intractable epilepsy 
(epilepsy that was not responsive to two anticonvulsant drugs). This rate was compared to data 
on intractable epilepsy in the general population and it revealed that substantially more people 
with ACC had intractable epilepsy. This meant they had a lower response rate to the 
anticonvulsant drugs. In addition to contributing novel results to the scientific community, 
physicians may use the findings of this study to add depth to their decision making when treating 
a patient with ACC and epilepsy. 

  



Ella Swanson 1-09-024 
Does Sugar Affect the Cognitive Skills of a Mouse? 

This experiment’s purpose was to investigate the effects that sugar has on cognitive skills of 
mice. The hypothesis stated that the mice fed additional sugar in their diets would complete the 
maze in more time than the mice not fed additional sugar. This would show that sugar has 
negative effects on a mouse’s cognitive abilities. First, a maze needed to test the mice’s cognitive 
skills was built. Then, seven mice were purchased. Since the mice would get faster at running the 
maze with experience, three mice served as a control group and were not fed sugar. When it was 
time to begin the experiment, all but three mice were fed 4.2 grams of sugar dissolved into 2.1 
grams of water in addition to their daily ration of grains and pellets. The dissolved sugar was 
given to the mice through a medicine dropper. The three mice not fed sugar ran the maze also ran 
the maze. Each of the mice ran the maze five times. The time in which it took the dieted mice 
and control group of mice to finish the maze was recorded and compared. The results of the 
project showed that sugar affects the cognitive skills of a mouse significantly. The sugar fed 
mice ran the maze in a much slower time than the mice that weren’t fed sugar and acted as if 
they were under the influence of an intoxicating substance. This showed that sugar negatively 
affects the cognitive skills of mice. 

Cora Wilson 1-09-025 
Glucose and Grades 

The purpose of this experiment was to see if you would have a higher quiz score with lower 
glucose levels or higher glucose levels. I first had to get permission slips from the kids (11-12 
years old) and their parents. I got 10 kids for the experiment and had 5 of them not eat breakfast 
for the first quiz (lower glucose levels) and had the other 5 eat breakfast for the first quiz (higher 
glucose levels). I wiped their fingers with alcohol wipes and put new lancets inside of the pricker 
that was set on a level 3 blood sample size. I pricked the kids and put their blood into blood 
glucose test strips that were in a glucose monitor, then recorded the data. I had the kids take a 
math quiz and I graded that quiz and also recorded that data. I repeated this process, but the 5 
kids who didn’t eat breakfast for the first quiz ate breakfast for the second quiz and vice versa 
with the other 5 kids. I saw the relationship between glucose levels and quiz scores. My data 
shows that the majority of kids had a higher quiz score when they had lower glucose levels. This 
leads me to believe that you should not eat a lot of sugar before taking a quiz. If I were to test 
this experiment again I would test more kids. I would also have a variety of school subjects on 
the quiz so it could be more precise. 
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Una Basta 1-10-001 

How Spices Effect Bacterial Growth 
The question that led the experiment was: “could natural, cheap spices that grow locally and are 
readily available be used as food preservatives especially when modern methods of food 
preservation such as refrigeration, antibiotics, biomolecules, etc. are not available (such as 
developing countries, natural disasters, floods, camping, etc.) It was hypothesized that 
phytochemicals from some common spices would be effective at inhibiting microbial growth, 
which could be used to prevent foodborne illness. To perform the experiment, agar was mixed 
with E. Coli, and placed in a petri dish. Wells were then created and spice extracts were placed 
into them. The more the spices inhibited the E. Coli, the more antimicrobial effectiveness they 
had. It was found that Fresh Garlic was significantly better at inhibiting microbial growth than all 
other spices. It was also better at inhibiting microbial growth than three antibiotics, Kanamycin, 
Hygromycin B, and Carbenicillin. Out of Kanamycin, Hygromycin, and Carbenicillin, 
Kanamycin was the most effective at inhibiting E. Coli growth. Taking into account that 
foodborne illness in today’s world is a critical issue that has to be dealt with effectively in order 
to save lives, this information can be used to prevent foodborne illness where medicine is not 
available, as garlic can grow in many environments, and is cheap and readily available. 

Pheobe Black 1-10-002 
The Harsh Truth 

The purpose of this experiment was to determine which type of cleaner, harsh versus natural 
cleaners, would be the most effective at disinfecting surfaces as evidenced by the effectiveness 
of bacteria elimination. The hypothesis, the harsh commercial cleaning products will be more 
effective at disinfecting surfaces and thus will eliminate more bacteria, was partially supported 
by the data. During the first experiment sterile disks were soaked in each of the cleaners and 
applied to a sectioned agar disk after swabbing it with a bacteria covered swab. During the 
second experiment surfaces were swabbed before and after cleaning and applied to agar plate. 
Bacteria growth was recorded for all plates. The experiment applies to individuals looking to 
clean surfaces frequently and thoroughly. The experiment indicates that natural cleaners are 
more effective at eliminating bacteria than harsh commercial cleaners. Many cleaners that are out 
on the market are known to have harmful side effects and most include warning labels stating to 
“Keep away from children.” There have been multiple cases of children and pets being poisoned 
by commercial cleaners. Parents are concerned and looking for a disinfectant that will not harm 
their children. This experiment identifies two possible cleaners that are not as harmful as harsh 
commercial cleaners on the market, but clean just as or more effectively. The experiment 
concluded that the most effective cleaner between harsh commercial cleaners and natural 
cleaners is the natural cleaner. Out of the natural cleaners, tea tree oil eliminated the most 
bacteria. 

  



Tyne Carney 1-10-003 
Why Did Thieves Use Thieves? 

My question was which ingredient in Thieves Essential oil reduces the growth of bacteria the 
most in comparison to bleach. I thought lemon oil would have the largest area of inhibition 
against the bacteria. I test each ingredient in the Thieves essential oil blend to see which one 
reduced bacteria growth the most. I tested this theory by putting 6 paper discs per petri dish with 
one individual oil each. I swabbed each nutrient agar filled petri dish with E. coli. The results 
were cinnamon bark petri dish had no growth in it at all. I thought lemon oil would be the best 
because it is always advertised as a disinfectant. Cinnamon bark is thought more of as an 
aromatic oil. The fumes from the cinnamon bark made the growth of the bacteria never even 
start. Cinnamon bark is not harmful when placed on the skin or ingested like bleach. My 
hypothesis was incorrect. 

Lia Dino 1-10-004 
The Effect of Biosolid Sludge on the Growth Curve of Escherichia Coli and the Impact of 

Antibiotics 
Biosolid sludge is a nutrient-dense paste that is extracted during the water-treatment process. 
After being extracted the sludge is transported to agricultural farms to assist in plant growth. 
Antibiotic resistance is a growing issue in our world and can be caused by many unknown 
variables. It has never been tested to see if biosolid sludge has any effect on bacterial resistance 
but the idea has never been disproved either. Throughout testing the bacterial growth, antibiotic 
initial effectiveness, and antibiotic resistance was tested pre and post exposure to sludge. 
Bacterial growth was measured with a basic dilution and cell count method. Initial antibiotic 
effectiveness was measured by placing a disk of Ampicillin in the center of the media and, after 
incubation, measuring the zone of inhibition. To test antibiotic resistance I swabbed the 
perimeter of the ZOI and transferred to a new agar plate in order to obtain the bacteria that has 
been exposed to the antibiotic but not killed. This process was repeated four times. The bacterial 
growth nearly doubled or tripled in CFU/ml and the antibiotics were significantly less effective 
when the bacteria was exposed to biosolid sludge. The bacteria developed resistance at higher 
rates and by the fourth test the antibiotic was nearly completely ineffective. This proves that 
biosolid sludge is indeed a factor of antibiotic resistance and can cause bacterial infections in the 
people who come in contact with the sludge. 

Grayson Givens 1-10-005 
Bacteria Battle! 

Try and guess how many people die each year of bacterial infection. Two thousand? Ten 
thousand? The latter is a pretty significant number, but still not big enough. Thirty-three 
thousand lives are lost each year, just because of these microscopic prokaryotes. Imagine the 
world’s largest stadium cut into fifths. That’s how many people die each year of them. Now 
think of all the money spent to save all these people. Wasted money not helping at all. The 
precious money and way more precious lives could be saved, by trial and error. I am going to try 
two different wavelengths of light in lamps and observe which is better at killing bacteria. My 
hypothesis, being that, “The UVC germicidal light will kill the most of the E. coli and S. aureus, 
but the infrared light will have little to no effect on both of the bacteria. I think that the S. aureus 
will be more damaged than the E. coli, because it is smaller and has a smaller anatomy, which 
means that the might be more susceptible to the light damage. I also think that the control group 
will thrive and grow to have the most alive bacteria out of all of the plates”, meaning that the S. 
aureus would take the most damage and the UV would inflict the most, was proven partly right. 
The only thing that I did get wrong was that the S. aureus would take the more damage. 

  



Elba Green 1-10-006 
Investigating If Essential Oils Effect Physarum polycephalum 

The purpose of this investigation is to explore if essential oils effect chemotaxis in Physarum 
polycephalum. I hypothesized that the tea tree oil could affect Physarum polycephalum. This 
experiment involved adding four different essential oils to Physarum polycephalum and 
observing the slime mold every day except weekends. Physarum polycephalum with no oil was 
used as the control. The Physarum polycephalum was recorded by picture and book. The data 
collected did support the original hypothesis. These findings led to the conclusion that the 
interaction between tea tree oil and Physarum polycephalum did cause a change in the Physarum 
polycephalum. The tea tree oil did kill/ neutralize the Physarum polycephalum when compared 
to the other essential oils. 

Gracey Hening 1-10-007 
Are Vitamins the Answer to Preventing Antibiotic Resistance? 

My hypothesis was, "If vitamin C, vitamin E, and vitamin B12 are added to a concentration of 
Ampicillin, then the Serratia marcescens will not be able to develop antibiotic resistance as 
easily as it could without the addition of vitamins; vitamin C will be the most effective in 
preventing resistance development and vitamin B12 will be the least effective because the 
majority of research shows that vitamin C has been proven to kill bacteria and that vitamin E 
boosts immunity while research on vitamin B12 affecting bacteria and immunity is more 
limited." To test this experiment, I made an antibiotic disc containing the vitamin being tested 
mixed with ampicillin and placed it on a petri plate that I had swabbed with the bacteria, Serratia 
marcescens. I waited 24 hours and measured the inhibition zone, then swabbed around the zone 
to obtain bacteria to create the next generation and then made a new disc and repeated all at 24 
hour intervals to total four generations for each test group including one control group of 
ampicillin alone with no vitamins. I completed three trials of four generations for each of the 
four test groups. Vitamin E was shown to decrease the rate of resistance development, as 
compared to the control. It was surprising that vitamin B12 enhanced the rate of resistance 
development and intriguing that vitamin C had the largest inhibition zones, but did not decrease 
the rate of resistance development as compared to the control. 

Talia Moore 1-10-008 
Comparison of Household Pet Saliva Bacteria 

All animals have bacteria in their mouths. It’s important to know whether bacteria in pet saliva is 
harmful and if pet owners need to take any precautions. The goal of my project was to figure out 
how much and what types of bacteria were in 10 different pet’s mouths. With this information, 
pet owners can take caution as needed. The saliva was collected from 5 mammals (cat, dog, 
fancy mouse, fancy rat, and an African pygmy hedgehog), and 5 non-mammals (crested gecko, 
bearded dragon, corn snake, tiger salamander, and a Jenday conure). On each pet, I took two 
saliva samples. One sample was put onto a slide, stained with Wright-Giemsa stain and 
examined on a microscope for bacterial types. The other was submitted to the Colorado State 
University Veterinary Diagnostic Lab for culture and bacteria identification. The amount and 
type of bacteria were then compiled into a usable format, with graphs and charts. The key results 
were that most of the identified bacteria found in the saliva is not harmful to humans. One of the 
most commonly found bacteria was Pasturella multocida. One thing that was different was that 
there was Mycoplasma sp. in the fancy rat. A t-test showed that mammals have more bacteria 
than non-mammals (p=0.047). My overall conclusion is that mammals have more bacteria in 
their saliva than non-mammals. 

  



Maliyah Peters 1-10-009 
Alternative Medicines vs. Bacteria 

People always want to find a way to stay healthy and safe, away from the chemically made 
medicines such as antibiotics. This project was based on how honey is used to stop infection and 
bacteria. I believed that the honey would only cure little cuts. This was conducted in a sanitary 
lab and at 30 degrees Celsius so the bacteria had an even growth to react to the honey and 
alcohol 91 %. The results were quite shocking, in the end, the honey did absolutely nothing 
except maybe kill 0.001% of bacteria, because of the sugar in the honey it just fed the bacteria. 

Tori Plett 1-10-010 
Germs on a Roll 

The purpose of this experiment was to test how effective disinfectants are on foam rollers. I 
hypothesized that if disinfectant spray is used on gym equipment (foam rollers), then fewer 
bacterial colonies will be found. The experiment involved going to a gym and swabbing different 
foam rollers, disinfecting them and swabbing them again. The control was a Styrofoam box. The 
nutrient agar petri dishes were then streaked with the used swabs from the cleaned and uncleaned 
foam rollers and the petri dishes were then incubated in a 37-degree Celsius incubator. After they 
had been incubated for about 24 hours, I counted the bacterial colonies found on the petri dishes 
by dotting each colony with a sharpie. The data collected did support the original hypothesis. 
These findings led to the conclusion that disinfectant wipes did affect the bacteria levels. 
Uncleaned foam rollers had the highest average of 5 colonies which was 90% higher than the 
cleaned average. 

Norah Quirk 1-10-011 
An Old Remedy Given New Life 

The purpose of this project was to test if the interaction between natural antibacterial 
(lemongrass oil, oregano oil, and blue clay) and different bacteria types (E. coli and S. aureus) 
caused a change in the size of the zone of inhibition (mm). I hypothesized that the blue clay 
could cause the zone of inhibition to be the largest. This experiment involved putting three sterile 
filter disks dipped in each of the natural antibacterial, on sixteen different bacteria covered petri 
dishes (E. coli and S. aureus) and measuring the zone of inhibition (millimeters). Water was used 
as a control. The zone of inhibition was measured against a ruler in millimeters. The data 
collected did not support the original hypothesis. These findings lead to the conclusion that 
although the oregano and lemongrass affect the zone of inhibition (mm), the blue clay did not. 
Oregano oil caused a larger zone of inhibition than blue clay and lemongrass. Oregano oil, at 
28.3 mm, had the largest zone of inhibition when compared to lemongrass at (9.7 mm), there was 
a 65% increase, and when compared to blue clay and the control (0 mm), there was a 100% 
increase. 

Faith Roberts 1-10-012 
Clove the Killer 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the lowest concentration of clove oil that was 
needed to kill mold. I hypothesized that if the concentration of clove oil was decreased, then the 
diameter of the ring of inhibition would also decrease but the concentration will not affect the 
zone of inhibition after 50%. This experiment involved spreading the mold onto agar, using 
pipettors to measure the clove oil concentration, placing the disks with the concentration on them 
onto the mold, and then recording the zone of inhibition after 24 hours in a 30-degree Celsius 
incubator. Canola oil was used as the control. The data collected partially supported the original 
hypothesis. Based on evidence, it was reasonable to conclude that the 100% concentration had 
the largest ring of inhibition diameter (mm) because the 100% concentration, on average, had a 
higher ring of inhibition diameter of 8.3 mm when compared to 75% (35.3% increase, and 23.5 
mm when compared to 50%, 25%, and the control (100% increase) which all had 0 mm. 

  



Mary Ryan 1-10-013 
Bacteria Be Gone 

The purpose of this project is to see which mouthwash works best at killing bacteria. I 
investigated the statement "if toothpaste is used, then it will work better than using mouthwash." 
A subjected swabbed their mouth before and after using mouthwash or toothpaste. The subject 
ate the same meal every morning so that it was somewhat consistent in the bacteria that were 
growing in the mouth. Out of the 5 samples, Toms of Maine mouthwash worked. The Toms of 
Maine mouthwash had a control of 6 visible bacteria and an average of 9 bacteria that grew after 
using the mouthwash. The Toms of Maine toothpaste had a control of 55 bacteria and an average 
of 12 bacteria that grew after the subject brushed its teeth. The hypothesis was rejected because 
the toothpaste worked better than mouthwash alone. 

Kenia Hansen Guzman, Liam Garvin & Anna Yearous 1-10-301 
Color Explosions: The Role of Temperature In Bacterial Transformation 

The purpose of this investigation was to test if bacterial transformation growth would be 
different between three different temperatures; refrigerator, incubator, and room temperatures. 
We hypothesized that the bacteria will show more growth in the refrigerator temperature. The 
experiment involved labeling and preparing 45 petri dishes. Three petri dishes were labeled with 
R1, R2, (for purple and green plasmid DNA) and R3. Then we labeled each petri dish for 
refrigerator, incubator and room temperatures. Three trials were performed for each group (R1, 
R2, R3) and three temperature settings were used per 15 petri dishes. The data collected didn’t 
support our original hypothesis. The petri dishes in the refrigerator condition showed no growth 
at all. The petri dishes in the incubator showed some growth initially, but after 5 days there was 
nothing. The petri dishes at room temperature showed bacterial growth within 2 days and 
continued growth for the remainder of our experiment. These findings lead us to believe that 
temperatures at colder settings and hotter settings stop or hinder the growth of the bacteria 
transformation and room temperature promotes bacterial growth. These findings could have 
significance to medical studies. 

Nishita Kotlapati & Brenna Toll 1-10-302 
Diabolical Detergent 

Detergent is a common substance used in our everyday lives but how does it affect bacteria in 
stream water? Water was collected from a stream, mixed with a small amount of detergent, 
tested using petrifilm and put in an incubator to grow. There was also another test group with no 
added detergent. Each trial grew for 3 days and were interpreted by counting E. coli and coliform 
bacteria colonies and observed closely using a microscope. Our hypothesis was that the bacteria 
with the detergent would decline and have fewer overall bacteria populations than the water 
samples without detergent. The average number of detergent bacteria colonies was 1.3 and the 
average number of non-detergent bacteria colonies was 6.8. From our testing, four out of 5 trials 
supported the hypothesis. Despite our outlier (trial 4), we are able to conclude that our overall 
results do show a trend and support the idea that detergent has a negative effect on bacterial 
growth, killing both good and bad bacteria in stream water. 

  



  



Junior Division Physics 
 
Annette Bechtolt 1-11-001 

Invisible Levitation 
How does conductivity affect the generation of an induced current? More than 5,800 train 
crashes happen a year. This causes more than 600 deaths and injuries to more than 2,300 people. 
My simple resolution for this is based on the generation of induced currents. I was hoping to find 
a conductor that was easy to use and to come by while being able to stop more wrecks. I was also 
trying to find a temperature that would work in the same manner. Dropping a magnet through a 
tube of a metal is really simple and easy, you would think. Really, behind all of the masking, 
there is a very complicated and misunderstood concept. The concept of magnetic damping. 
When used, it creates an almost levitating feature. A braking feature. My scheme was to find and 
use a conductor and temperature to stop train wrecks efficiently. When a magnet is passing 
through or by a conductor it generates a current in the direction opposite the magnetic flux. 
When a cold or hot temperature is inflicted on a conductor then it reacts different to. When the 
electrons are cold they are easier to move because they have fewer collisions. As when the 
conductor is hot the electrons are harder to move because there are more collisions. To add these 
adjustments to actual brakes I would probably have to change a few things. There would be more 
precision and concept. But since I am only theorizing, I would not have to make these 
adjustments. These principles of magnetic damping are extremely valuable to learn, teach, and 
use. These principals can save lives! 

Xander Duvall 1-11-002 
Variable Scintillation Frequencies in Muon Detection 

The purpose of this experiment will be to determine which frequency of scintillator will detect 
muon spikes in our atmosphere more accurately. If varying frequencies of scintillators are used 
in muon detectors, then a 430nm scintillator will detect a greater number of muon spikes than a 
480nm scintillator. I built two muon detectors using a multitude of materials and plans adapted 
from the Cosmic Watch project at MIT. The scintillators I installed for this project peak at 
430nm and 480nm. I ran both detectors simultaneously for an hour in three trials. Based on the 
total counts recorded, I concluded that the 480 nm scintillator is less accurate. I believe the light 
produced by the 430nm scintillator is closer to the frequency of light that the silicon 
photomultiplier (SiPM) used in my experiment best detects. There are many types of scintillator 
frequencies and mediums possible. The knowledge gained by this experiment will allow 
scientists to not only build better muon detectors, but also delve deeper into the vast world of 
particle physics. 

  



Kyler Harbison 1-11-003 
Magnotastic 

Magnetic levitation has the incredible power to eliminate friction with the ground, allowing 
things like cars or wheelchairs to move faster and more efficiently. Understanding the science of 
levitation would allow feats that seem like magic. Electromagnetism is the safest way to insert 
this “magic” into our world, because unlike permanent magnets, electromagnets can be turned on 
and off. This project examined how changing electrical current affects electromagnetic force. 
The hypothesis was, if voltage is increased then the force applied to a copper wire will increase. 
The independent variable for this project was voltage, which, along with resistance, is part of 
electrical current. The dependent variable was the movement of the copper wire, which was 
affected by the repulsion between a permanent magnet and the copper wire, acting as the 
electromagnet. The first, thicker, copper wire set of trials did not support the hypothesis in that 
there was no significant differences in movement at the different voltage levels. However, the 
second, thinner copper wire did support the hypothesis. The thinner wire had more resistance 
and, since current is affected by both voltage and resistance, there was more current in the 
thicker wire. The current was so big that, even at the smallest voltage, the system was maxed out. 
With the thin wire there was more resistance, so less current. The smaller current allowed a 
difference to be shown at the lower voltage levels. By understanding and utilizing this incredible 
science, we are one step closer to a levitating world. 

Nicholas Hermes 1-11-004 
Stealthy Shapes: How to Make an Aircraft Invisible to Radar 

The purpose of this project was to find out which shape/texture reflects the least light. In this 
project, I built a wooden box and made shapes with different textures to conduct my experiment. 
I tested 5 shapes by shining a flashlight on them and recorded the reflection with a lux meter 
(light meter). I repeated this procedure three times for each shape. After recording these results 
in a graph, I found the averages for each test item. I concluded that my hypothesis was right, the 
crumpled cylinder on average reflected the least light, thus it is the stealthiest shape. 

Jared Ingmire 1-11-005 
Taking Flight 

How does the shape of an airfoil affect lift and drag? The purpose of this project is to compare 
different styles of airfoils to determine which airfoil will produce the most lift and the least drag. 
By decreasing drag and increasing lift, airplanes could become more efficient, reducing the 
overall fossil fuel usage required. Airplanes are very fascinating to me, but one concern that I 
have is that amount of fossil fuel that is required for every flight. The four different types of 
airfoils that I will use in this project are: semi-symmetrical, symmetrical, flat bottom and lower-
camber. I hypothesized that the lower camber airfoil will produce the most amount of lift and the 
least amount of drag. The lower camber airfoil has the smaller surface area on the bottom side of 
the airfoil. In conclusion, my hypothesis was partially right. The lower camber airfoil produced 
the largest amount of lift, but it did not produce the least amount of drag. The airfoil that 
produced the least amount of drag was the symmetrical airfoil. After completing this experiment, 
I believe that the symmetrical airfoil had the least amount of drag because the flow of air under 
the airfoil was smoother and not as disrupted as the other airfoils. 

M J Kenney 1-11-006 
Pongs Away! 

I launched ping pong balls in a certain area to create a circle which its diameter determined the 
accuracy of the rubber band. I used three different rubber bands, a thin one, a medium sized one, 
and a thicker one. I think the thinnest rubber band was the most accurate because it had less 
power than the other rubber bands. The least accurate rubber band was the medium rubber band. 
The most accurate rubber band that I used was the thinnest rubber band. 

  



Josie Kissell 1-11-007 
Melt'n the Ice 

The purpose of this project was to see which substance will melt ice the quickest. I hypothesized 
that the salt will melt the ice the fastest. This will be useful for road workers, businesses, and 
homeowners. This is because when there is a storm, and road or sidewalk conditions are icy, they 
will know what the best substance is to get the fastest results. The experiment involved using 
three different ingredients; salt, sugar, and cinnamon. The procedure included; placing three 
identical ice cubes from the freezer into a bowl. Poor 1 tablespoon of salt into the bowl labeled 
salt. Make sure the ice is completely covered. Begin timer, and wait until the ice is fully melted 
to stop the timer. Set up bowl 2 (sugar), bowl 3 (cinnamon) and bowl 4 (control - no substance 
added) in the same manner. The data collected did support my original hypothesis. The average 
results for each test were; the salt was 34.54 minutes, the sugar was 58.77 minutes, and the 
cinnamon was 69.93 minutes. The average for the control was 58.46 minutes. These findings led 
me to believe that the substance does affect how long it takes the ice to melt. Therefore, when 
choosing the agents to put on the ice, the one with the quickest results would be the salt. 

Bridger Lynch 1-11-008 
Bow Knows 

The purpose of this project was to find out if Colorado’s minimum draw weight of 35 lb will 
have enough kinetic energy for an ethical shot at a deer from 40 or more yards. I hypothesized 
that my bow will meet the recommendations. The investigation involved tuning a compound bow 
to 35 lb of draw weight, using a Cabelas hand held bow scale. We then determined arrow speed 
by using a G2 Chronograph. We then used the arrow velocity to determine kinetic energy using 
the formula: Arrow velocity2 x arrow weight / acceleration of gravity (173.252 x 385.81 / 
450240 = 25.72) The industry standard is to subtract 1.5 foot pounds per 10 yards of arrow 
travel. We referred to Easton’s Field Chart that recommends how much kinetic energy is needed 
for different types of game. The data collected did not support my hypothesis. The field chart 
recommends 25 to 41 foot pounds of kinetic energy when hunting deer. Our data showed 25.72 
foot pounds of kinetic energy at point blank range then decreased to 19.72 foot pounds of kinetic 
energy at 40 yards, not meeting the kinetic energy requirements for hunting deer. These findings 
lead me to believe that Colorado needs to increase minimum legal draw weight in order for 
hunters to have an ethical shot at a deer from 40 or more yards. 

Nico Martinez 1-11-009 
Transforming a Compact Disc into a Gyroscope 

Gyroscopes create an interest in science. Many schools use them to teach principles in physics. A 
gyroscope is not just a toy it is part of many scientific and transportation instruments. The 
science of a gyroscope is involved in so many of our lives. The study of how to manipulate an 
object using the gyroscope principle is a very important technology in science. My hypothesis 
that the balance of a compact disc can be affected by weight and a counter force was proven. 
Test one the flywheel was turned off and wouldn’t balance due to weight and absence of a 
counter force. When the flywheel was spinning on the other four tests this counter force kept it 
balanced. This is how I gathered the data, analyzed the results and entered the information into a 
graph. For each experiment I first weighed the gyroscope. Applied various independent variables 
of weight, flywheel or the angle of the surface. I then timed how long the gyroscope remained 
balance with a stopping point of 60 seconds. While researching this project I found there are 
many aspects involved in the science behind a gyroscope. This was a basic introduction to 
motion in physics. In a more advance project I would need to study formula’s and various types 
of motion. I found this project to be a stepping stone in understanding the physics of motion. 

  



Bryan Williams 1-11-010 
Tesla Coil: The Physics of Electromagnetism 

A Tesla coil is two coils, primary and secondary, interfering with each other. This is also known 
as a resonance transformer. When the transistor in the coil is closed, it allows current to flow to 
the primary coil. The primary coil creates an electromagnetic field. The secondary coil opposes 
the field created by the primary coil thus creating an electric current. This principle is called 
Lenz’s Law. One of my research goals was to reach what is called resonance in the coils. This is 
when the two coils resonate on the same frequency. This increases the voltage exponentially. The 
best way to test if you are in resonance is to measure the voltage in the circuit using a multimeter 
and adjust the frequency of the Tesla coil until the voltage peaks. 

Sam Morgan 1-11-011 
Angle and Range: Checking What We Know 

The human race lives on a projectile in motion: Earth. However, small objects can be launched 
into motion too. The purpose of this experiment was to find the best angle at which to launch a 
projectile to attain the greatest amount of horizontal range. This project uses a catapult to launch 
mini marshmallows into the air. The catapult itself is made of everyday materials. It is easy to 
use by simply placing the marshmallow into the cup and then pulling the spoon back so it 
touches the wood block and then releasing the spoon, which launches the marshmallow. By 
launching a mini marshmallow at angles starting at five degrees and increasing by increments of 
ten per five trials, the results showed that the data made a fair arc with forty-five degrees at the 
apex, proving the hypothesis and fulfilling the purpose. Projectile motion fascinates humans. 
During the Scientific Revolution, many scientists were experimenting with projectile motion 
such as Galilei Galileo and Isaac Newton. Their experiments and results were repeatable which 
is important. It also fascinates humans in the modern world. Even little kids who play video 
games like Angry Birds have to estimate what angle to launch the bird at in order to hit the pigs 
in the game. We see projectile motion everywhere: on the internet, in school lunch rooms, during 
sports. We are also subject to projectile motion which helps to determine how we function during 
our daily activities. 

Graci Morlan 1-11-012 
The Swaying Boat 

The purpose of this project was to see what depth of bilge keel would provide the most stability 
for a plastic boat. I hypothesized that the deepest depth would provide the most stability. There 
are many people who think bilge keels are a good thing, because some people get seasick on a 
boat, so this project would prove that the deeper the bilge keel, the more stability provided. The 
experiment involved using three different depths of plastic used for a bilge keel. The depths of 
each bilge keel was; Depth 1 - 7 cm deep, Depth 2 - 6 cm deep, and Depth 3 - 5 cm deep. I 
counted how many times the boat rocked back and forth for each depth. The data collected did 
not support my hypothesis. The testing results proved that the one with the mid-sized length 
provided the most stability. After reviewing the data, the average oscillations were; 7 cm bilge 
keel had 4.6, the 6 cm bilge keel had 4.2, and the 5 cm bilge keel had 4.8. There were some tests 
when the boat rocked more times than I expected it to. These findings led me to believe that the 
length of the depth of the bilge keels definitely affected how much the boat rocked back and 
forth. Therefore, when building bilge keels to go on a boat, make them have a decent length of 
depth. 

  



Kaije Mosier 1-11-013 
Elastomers 

My project is about testing how much the elastomers (bungee cords) stretch after being exposed 
to different temperatures. This is important for truckers and movers to tie down boxes and tarps 
in hot or cold weather. My hypothesis was if the temperatures are warmer, the elastomers will 
stretch more. My procedure was to set up the test area. The test area had ring clamps with cross 
metal bar. The elastomers were hung by hooks on the bar. I put the cords in the freezer or water 
and waited 20 minutes, 40 minutes, or 1 hour. I placed the weights on the end and measure the 
amount of stretch. The room temperature served as my control small average is 20.7 cm, medium 
50.8 cm, and large 70 cm. The average for the hot environment, was small was 22.9 cm, medium 
51.4 cm, and large 75.6 cm. The average for cold environment small was 21.3 cm, medium 50.1 
cm, and large 68 cm. The results are consistent with my hypothesis. 

Katelyn Remund 1-11-014 
Laser Light Luminosity 

Lasers are a widely known type of technology and are often used for satellite communication, 
but can be attenuated by a variety of substances in the atmosphere, decreasing the strength of the 
laser. This project looks at how the opacity of a substance affects the luminous intensity of a 
laser. In the experiment, a laser was pointed through a container with a mixture of milk and 
water to test how the luminous intensity (dependent variable) changed as the concentration of 
milk in the water (independent variable) was altered. A digital lux meter was used to measure the 
luminous intensity of the laser. The hypothesis was that the luminous intensity of the laser would 
be the lowest when fifty drops of milk were mixed into the water. The results of this experiment 
supported the hypothesis because the data from the last experimental group (with fifty drops of 
milk) resulted in the lowest average luminous intensity. The experiment also showed that the 
higher the concentration of milk in the water was, the more opaque the solution became, which 
resulted in a decrease in the laser intensity. 

Bryce Shaffer 1-11-015 
How Much Can Your Fishing Pole Hold? 

The purpose of this experiment was to find out which type of pole you should buy so you are 
insured that your pole won't break. The two to types of poles were bamboo and fiberglass. The 
first two poles used were fiberglass and they both took good weight, holding up to 31.7 lbs and 
33.4 lbs. Next were the two bamboo poles and they were holding up pretty good but not enough, 
holding up to 25.00 lbs. The researcher's conclusion was the fiberglass held almost eleven 
pounds more. The researcher's conclusion was the fiberglass more reliable then the bamboo. My 
educated guess was the bamboo would hold much more than the fiberglass and that was proven 
incorrect. 

  



Carson Mead 1-11-016 
Time Dripping Away 

The purpose for Time Dripping Away is to understand how water shows the passing of time 
through the process of creating a water clock. If the drip rate used is 46-55 drops per minute, the 
water will reach each benchmark closest to the hour because an equation shows that if the drip 
size is consistent the closest drip rate is 46-55 drops per minute. The independent variable was 
the drip rate every minute, the dependent variable was the time it took for the water level to rise 
2.5 cm, and the most important controlled variables were making sure the drip rate was within 
the range when the test first started, the benchmark size, and the temperature in the area. The 
data was for most of the time, inconsistent. The range for the 36-45 drops per minute drip rate 
was 11.56 minutes which means that there was a difference of 11.56 minutes from the longest 
data point to the shortest. Also, the faster the drip rate was the more accurate over time. The 
hypothesis was accepted because the average for the drip rate of 46-55 drops per minute was the 
closest to the line of expectation of 10. The conclusion that was made was that the IV drip 
system wasn’t accurate because the system wasn’t connected with a pump which is necessary to 
keep the drip rate at a consistent rate. The inaccuracy of the drip rate shows people how 
important modern technology is to medicine. 

Carstenz Johnston & Russell Phillips 1-11-301 
Aerodynamic Paper Airplane Flight 

The purpose of this experiment was to determine ideal aerodynamic design as it relates to surface 
area and wing shape. The hypothesis, if the surface area of the wings is greater with a more 
triangular wing shape, then it will fly further, was partially supported. The “Smasher”, “Cross-
Wing”, and “Basic-Dart” airplanes were folded out of white paper; surface area of each 
measured. Planes were thrown 3 times and the average was calculated. The characteristics that 
made a good aerodynamic flyer was a larger wing surface area, but the design of the wing also 
played a role. The Smasher flew an average of 349”; Basic-Dart an average of 348”; Cross-Wing 
an average of 292”. The data shows that the Smasher flew the furthest, which had a wing surface 
area of 41.84 in² slightly larger than the Cross-Wing (37.12 in²) and much smaller than the 
Basic-Dart (69.86 in²). This concludes that more wing surface area provides a better paper 
airplane, however, once there is enough surface area, then the shape of the aircraft and wings 
will begin to play a larger role in determining flight distance. When designing aircraft, engineers 
can take into account characteristics of a good paper airplane, and use them to design a more 
efficient airplane. Companies trying to write a paper airplane book can also take into account 
these features when making new paper airplanes. They can make these planes fly better so kids 
can enjoy them more while also introducing them to science concepts. 

Martin Vince & Tyler Burick 1-11-302 
Flight of Paper 

Every child loves to create home-made paper airplanes and have created many different types.  
Our project investigates which home-made creation flies the best and has the best consistency 
with flight.  Planes with different forms fly differently.  After multiple launching of paper 
airplanes (by throwing), we concluded that there is not a single form that has both farthest flight, 
and best consistency.  Each form had its own strength and weaknesses. 

  



Junior Division Plant Sciences 
 
Molly Best 1-12-001 

What's the Matter? 
One big problem is that after farming, nutrients are taken out of the soil, making it harder for 
new crops to grow. Another big problem is that 6 billion pounds of fruits and vegetables are 
wasted per year. The goal of this experiment was to use wasted fruits as a source of nutrients to 
help plants grow. By breaking down the fruits into organic matter, the nutrients are released into 
the soil. Since bananas are filled with potassium, the banana treatment soil was expected to allow 
better growth than the apple and cherry treatments. The control allowed the most growth, but the 
banana treatment was the most successful organic matter. One of the reasons why the control 
might have shown the most growth is because the control soil was not in the same temperature as 
the treatment soils prior to planting. If we conduct future experiments, then we might find 
organic matter can help reduce the amount of fruits wasted and help farmers put nutrients back in 
the soil. 

Hazel Cleaves 1-12-002 
Rooted 

I did an experiment to see what kind of local grass grows best in post fire burn soil. The reason 
that I choose this experiment was to determine what grass grew best to prevent flooding. My 
hypothesis was if Blue Grama, Western Splendor, and Little Bluestem were tested then Blue 
Grama will grow the fastest because it is proven to grow the faster in shorter time periods. After 
testing I found that my results did not support my hypothesis. Western Splendor was the fastest 
growing grass to plant in post fire burn soil. In addition, Western Splendor also had the longest 
root system. 

Kyler Crane 1-12-003 
To Grow or Not to Grow Part II 

The objective of this project is to create acid rain and to determine the germination time and 
growth of bean seeds when watered with different acidic solutions. The researcher believed that 
the sulfuric acid/water mixture (acid rain) would affect the germination of the bean seeds. The 
seeds exposed to the pH mixture of 1 would show no growth or sign of germination. The seeds 
watered with a pH of 2 would show some root activity but not enough to totally germinate. Seeds 
that are watered with a pH solution of 3 would sprout but the roots would not extend very far. 
When the seeds with a pH balance of 4 were watered, growth would show in the roots and the 
plant would begin to sprout with root growth. The seeds watered with the pH solution of 5 would 
have roots that would grow faster. The pH 6 seeds would be similar to the controlled plant that 
has a pH of 7. There would not be any observable difference between the two. The would both 
germinate and have extensive root growth. The researcher found that all seeds germinated in the 
different pH levels with the longest roots being watered with a pH level of 2. 

  



Cassidy Huber 1-12-004 
Hydroponic vs. Soil: An Experiment in Plant Growth 

There has been a large amount of research done on more efficient ways to grow crops, because 
many people don’t have enough food. Hydroponic gardening is another way to grow plants that 
is still being tested. Hydroponics uses materials other than soil, such as sand, gravel or in this 
experiment, Rockwool. My hypothesis is if peas and beans are grown in the same amount of 
space in soil and hydroponically then the plants grown hydroponically will grow taller, heavier, 
and have thicker stems because they can grow faster and have unlimited access to water. For this 
experiment 48 total seeds were planted, which were evenly distributed between soil and 
hydroponics. Both peas and beans were planted to see the difference between different plants in 
different conditions. For the hydroponic garden, Rockwool cubes were used. The plants grew for 
17 days and the stem thickness, height, and number of leaves were measured during the growing 
period. Then the plants were removed from the growing medium and biomass and root length 
were measured. While the results were not fully conclusive it did show that under the right 
conditions hydroponics has potential for better plant productivity. Conducting this experiment 
for a longer duration of time could prove the overall productivity of the plants. The use of 
various designs of hydroponic gardening could be a successful way to grow plants indoors, in 
small spaces, or even in the winter. 

Jamie Hume 1-12-005 
The Grey Effect 

Using grey-water enables humans to cut down on water use. Fresh water is a limited resource 
and its conservation is important. My town has had problems with water availability and has 
been on water restrictions for two summers. I did this project so that people may not have to go 
on restrictions with water. This project tests the effect of grey-water on plants. Grey-water is 
relatively clean waste water like shower and washing machine water. My approach to this 
problem was to test different plants with different types of waters. I tested three types of grey-
waters and one source of clean water (clean water, sink water, shower water and washing 
machine water). I planted cucumber, radish, corn and sorghum seeds. My hypothesis states that 
grey-water will damage the plants because it is not as clean as regular water. My hypothesis was 
partially correct because the sink and shower water helped the plants grow but the washing 
machine impacted the plant’s growth negatively. The sink and shower water had soap which 
contained nutrients that helped the plants. The washing machine water was too concentrated to 
support plant growth. My results were the sink and shower water had the best growth, stability, 
and color. The clean water corn plants were dying because of no nutrient source. This nutrient 
loss was a symptom of nitrogen deficiency, a common deficiency in young corn plants. I met my 
objectives by learning how to conserve water in an environmentally friendly way. 

  



Tyler Kester 1-12-006 
Little Marvel: A Comparative Study of Plant Growth 

My project studied the plant growth of peas using a control soil along with compost and 
fertilizer. This testing will provide a better understanding of what peas need to grow and increase 
production. This will help farmers save money because they won’t be purchasing fertilizer they 
don’t need. My problem asks does commercial fertilizer, organic matter, a mix of both, or 
nothing improve crop production. If not which is the best? I hypothesized that the pea’s grown in 
the combined soil mixture of fertilizer and organic compost will grow better than the soils with 
only fertilizer and only organic compost. In my procedure, I had 4 categories of soil: 3 boxes 
each with addition of fertilizer, organic compost, mix of both, and a control. There were 9 seeds 
planted in each of the 12 boxes which I measured and observed over 7 weeks. I had a soil 
analysis done as well as a leaf analysis. Throughout my project, the peas grown with the fertilizer 
did the best because with the best average growth measurements. Towards the end the peas in the 
fertilizer started to wilt because of poor water drainage. In this project, I learned that a soil report 
will help farmers determine what their soil needs for the crop they grow. I also learned that water 
drainage is a very important thing when growing plants because it will stop them from wilting or 
dying. 

Julian Kramer 1-12-007 
Growing with Color 

For my project, I attempted to discover which color temperature of light would promote the 
tallest plant growth. My hypothesis stated that if I tested light color temperatures of 2700K, 
3500K, 4100K, 5000K, and 6500K on plants, then I hypothesized that the higher the color 
temperature was, the taller the plant would grow, and the plant would grow best at or above 
5,778K because the color temperature of sunlight below the atmosphere is 5,778K. I set up this 
experiment by planting radish seeds and bean seeds in each of my five self-watering planters, 
which I grew under the light bulbs of the color temperatures stated above. I ran this experiment 
for eight days, leaving lights on for 13 hours each day. Radish plants averaged, in centimeters, 
10.68 (2700K), 8.46 (3500K), 10.49 (4100K), 9.85 (5000K), and 8.65 (6500K). Bean plants 
averaged, in centimeters, 15.29 (2700K), 16.05 (3500K), 13.04 (4100K), 18 (5000K), and 14.05 
(6500K). I observed that radish plants grew tallest under 2700K and 4100K lights. However, I 
observed that bean plants grew tallest under the 5000K light and bean leaves were largest under 
5000K and 6500K light bulbs. My hypothesis was not supported because I stated that the higher 
the color temperature, the taller the plant growth. Based on the results I learned that I should not 
over-generalize my hypothesis. 

Quincy Nakaguma 1-12-008 
Watch Me Grow 

I was fascinated by an experiment that I did recently on plants. My hypothesis, if I water the 
plant with the fertilizer solution, that that plant will grow the fastest because the fertilizer gives 
the plant nutrients that other solutions cannot provide, was supported by the data. I wanted to do 
some more research on my topic and I saw that fertilizer helps the plant by giving it the nutrients 
that it needs that the water. Fertilizer is a chemical or natural substance added to soil or land to 
increase its fertility. I also tested this against water, coke, and salt water. My experiment showed 
that the plant watered with fertilizer grew the best. The salt water plant died and the coke plant 
did not grow. Fertilizer has 3 main elements in it. Those 3 elements are potassium, phosphorus, 
and nitrogen. Fertilizer sometimes has pesticides. Pesticides are a substance used for destroying 
insects or other organisms harmful to cultivated plants or to animals. Pesticides are harmful to 
humans’ health. Pesticides are dangerous to farmers, farmworkers, and animals. Pesticides are 
helpful when getting rid of fungus and weeds but not helpful to people or animals. My 
experiment showed me that fertilizer will help the plant grow quicker. The next time I plant a 
plant or plants I will use fertilizer and water and not use soda or salt water.  



Grazia Novak 1-12-009 
Growing with Greywater: Gross or Great? 

The experiment’s purpose is to determine whether greywater can be recycled to water grass and 
get similar results as regular water. If similar results are achieved, recycling greywater would be 
beneficial to waste less water and save money. The hypothesis is if grass is watered with bathing 
greywater, it will be as tall as grass watered with tap water and taller than grass watered with 
laundry greywater, because the shampoo’s milder chemicals in bathing greywater are more 
appropriate for watering plants than the laundry detergent in laundry greywater. The independent 
variable is the type of water. The dependent variables are: height of tallest grass blade and 
number of germinated seeds in each group. The control variables are: grass seed used, amount of 
water given and time it is watered, amount of light, time observations and pictures are taken, and 
amount of soil and seeds. The results show tap water as the best to water grass with, in 
germination and height. However, there isn’t enough evidence to show that the water given 
affects height or germination. The hypothesis was rejected, the bathing group and tap water 
group weren’t the same height, and the bathing group wasn’t taller than the laundry group. In 
conclusion, it doesn’t matter what water type is used to water grass in terms of germination and 
height, with the end heights being off by a few millimeters, and the germination a small 
percentage. The findings mean greywater recycling could be used to waste less water and save 
money. 

Tanner Parham 1-12-010 
Grow Grow Grow 

For my science fair project, I am testing under what color light grass will grow the tallest. My 
hypothesis is grass will grow best under yellow light. My independent variable is the color of the 
light bulb, red, yellow, green, blue and my dependent variable is height of the grass. To test my 
hypothesis, I put six cups under each color of light with grass seed and soil in each cup. I then 
place the cups in a box that I made that kept the lights separated from each other. This ensured 
that only the light being tested would affect the coordinating plants growth. I grew the grass 
under the light for 11 hours each day. Then I measured the grass in each cup. My results were 
that grass under the yellow light grew the tallest out of all the others colors of light. My 
hypothesis is accepted because the grass under the yellow light grew the tallest. This is good to 
know because people know that plants under artificial lights indoors should be under yellow to 
grow the plants the tallest. 

Trenton Paskett 1-12-011 
Wildfires to Wild Flowers? 

I chose this project because there are a lot of wildfires in the mountains that kill all plants, grass, 
and trees. People say that after fires the grass and plants grow back better and faster. The idea 
came to me when I was talking to my uncle that works with the fire department in Monte Vista. I 
thought that since he fights fires in houses and agricultural areas. I decided that if I figured out 
what kind of fire retardant will help grow back the agricultural plants fastest. I hypothesized that 
the water would not change the soils pH as much as the other fire retardants and that it would 
grow the plants back fastest. The result to this experiment was that the Surfacted sprouted first 
and started to grow back first. After about a day the Surfacted sprouted. A few days after I 
planted the flowers the control/water sprouted and grew back the fastest. The first thing I did was 
I went online and research what kinds of fire retardants that the fire departments use to put out 
wildfires. After that I then talked to the Monte Vista fire department to ask them if I could use 
some of their fire retardant. After I gathered all my materials I test the soil, set the test pots on 
fire and set them out with fire retardants. I learned that the Surfactant will sprout first but the 
control will grow fastest after sprouting. 

  



Joe Silsby 1-12-012 
Sweet Water 

The purpose of this project was to test if the type of infused water (water, honey water, sugar 
water) changed the growth rate and health. I hypothesized that both the honey water and the 
sugar water would grow faster. This experiment involved watering every plant with its individual 
infused water and measuring the height every day. Normal water was the control. The plant 
height was measured with a ruler in centimeters. The data collected did support the original 
hypothesis. These findings lead to the conclusion that the infused waters did change the growth 
rate. the sugar infused water had a higher height than the honey and normal water. Sugar water at 
1.3”, had the highest height when compared to regular water 1.1” and the honey at 0.9”. 

Emma Sorbo 1-12-013 
WiFi Radiation and Its Effect on Plant Growth 

My scientific question was, do WiFi routers affect plant growth? My hypothesis was, is a plant is 
placed next to a WiFi router, then it will cause the growth to halt. During my experiment I placed 
10 plants by a WiFi router and 10 plants away from a WiFi router. Then 2 times a week I 
measured the height and width of each plant in cm and recorded the color all into a graph. My 
results almost just as I predicted. The plants by the WiFi router did slow down the growing 
process after a while, but they were also lying down flat and turning yellow and brown. The 
importance of these results is that we now know how WiFi radiation affects the way plants grow. 
A future study could be to study how WiFi radiation affects humans and animals. 

Jadi Lockhart, Dane Lockhart & Jayli Lockhart 1-12-301 
Diaper Dirt 

Disposable diapers were first introduced in the 1940's. A polymer was introduced to the 
disposable diapers to prevent leakage of fluids, which made the product more convenient to 
parents. This polymer can absorb more than 100 times its own volume in water. A variety of 
different potting soils to grow seedlings and houseplants have existed on the market for decades 
as well. The purpose of this experiment was to determine if the polymer extracted from name-
brand diapers would support better seedling growth than the polymer extracted from generic 
brands. It is hypothesized that since the generic brands are thinner, the polymer included would 
release moisture more effectively to promote seedling growth. The experiment involved 
extracting the polymer from each brand of diaper and mix it with potting soil. Pinto beans were 
planted from seed, as they germinate and grow rather quickly. The hypothesis was supported by 
experimental results, the pinto beans planted in the generic diaper polymer and potting soil grew 
better than that of the brand name diaper polymer. 

Trey Smith, Logan Sitzman & Konner Rowden-Stum 1-12-302 
Do You Know Your Soil pH? 

Soybeans are an important agricultural product as it provides one of the only vegetative sources 
of complete protein, especially important where meat is too expensive or limited and for those 
who chose a vegetarian diet. Soybeans are also used in making oil. The purpose of this project is 
to determine the ideal pH for growing soybeans. A test plot with a neutral pH of 7.0 was used as 
a control. Hydrated lime was used to provide a soil with a higher, alkaline pH. A soil acidifier 
was used to provide a soil with a lower, acidic pH. It is hypothesized that a neutral pH would 
best promote healthy soybean growth, the plants were started by seed. In conclusion, the 
experimental results supported the hypothesis. The alkaline soil resulted in the poorest results; 
whereas, acidic soil was in between. 

 


